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ABSTRACT
BLACK AND OFF-WHITE:
AN INVESTIGATION OF AFRICAN AMERICAN AND JEWISH CONFLICT
FROM ASHKENAZIC JEWISH AMERICAN PERSPECTIVES
MAY 2001
WARREN JAY BLUMENFELD, B.A., SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
M.Ed., BOSTON COLLEGE
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Pat Griffin
In recent decades, increased attention has been turned to tensions and conflicts
between African Americans and American Jews. The current study, which was
exploratory and descriptive, employed a qualitative research methodology and
identified, described, and analyzed intergenerational Jewish perceptions of the concepts
of “race” and “white privilege,” and perceptions of African Americans and the
relationships and/or conflict between African Americans and Jewish Americans. The
study used a methodology consisting of two one-and-one-half hour interview session
with each participant.
The study had as its theoretical foundation a taxonomy of intergroup conflict
theory based on four distinct though interrelated levels: Realistic-Group-Conflict
Theory, Sociopsychological Theories of Intergroup Conflict, Social Identity Theory,
and Theories of Cross-Cultural Styles in Conflict. Research participants included
sixteen Jewish Americans (primarily of Ashkenazic heritage), with an equal number of
females and males of disparate ages (from 19 to 56), and across a wide spectrum of
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Jewish religious affiliations (from Orthodox Hasidic to Conservative, Reform,
Reconstructionist, to those approaching Secular).
Most participants found it difficult to position themselves on the “racial” binary
as it was constructed in the United States. Participants (particularly those who could
“pass” as Gentiles) were also conscious of being accorded relative “white (skin)
privilege” vis-a-vis African Americans and other peoples of color.
Participants identified with, had empathy for, and understood of the plight of
African Americans. This was, however, built on a contradictory base of derogatory
terminology within the homes of their youth, plus continued wide social distance (or
class-based contact), and negative class-based stereotyping.
A significant number of participants implied that we were past the era where we
should be focusing exclusively on African American and Jewish American relations.
They asserted that we, therefore, need to enlarge the topic and develop a new
paradigm.
Among all the themes emerging from this study, the issue of class was the
connecting thread tying them together. Class was the defining characteristic between
participants’ perceptions of self, perceptions of African Americans, and perceptions of
African American and Jewish American relations. Likewise, class was, at least in part,
a sight of conflict separating Orthodox Hasidic from non-Orthodox participants.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Background of the Study
The United States, as well as many other nations throughout the world, has
experienced great demographic shifts within the past one-hundred or so years, and
especially since the close of World War II. With these population changes have come
enormous benefits as well as many challenges. Though conflict between people from
different groups is certainly not inevitable, sometimes tension and conflict develops.
Unfortunately, intergroup hostility has become a mainstay of contemporary life in some
areas of the world as well as within our society.
In the United States, the field of intergroup relations, and specifically intergroup
conflict, did not receive extensive scientific inquiry until around the late 1960s. Though
some work in the field was conducted in the 1950s in the aftermath of World War II,
according to Taylor and Maghadden (1987), until this time, large-scale intergroup
conflicts were not apparently a major issue to the scientific community in this country.
Therefore, it did not generate a great amount of scientific interest or concern.
The 1960s, however, was a time of tumultuous social change as growing
numbers of people challenged basic underlying assumptions concerning authority and
relationships of power. Subsequently, more recently, intergroup relations/conflict has
received increased attention in both the mainstream press as well as in the social and
behavioral sciences.
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One area in particular that has received increased scrutiny has been the field of
African American and American Jewish relations. For example, in recent years, a
plethora of articles, research studies, book chapters, and entire anthologies have been
published on the relationships, the history of contact, the connection and discordance
between these groups (e.g. Adams and Bracey, 1999; Berman, 1994; Berson, 1971;
Diner, 1977; Friedman, 1995; Lerner and West, 1995; Salzman and West, 1997;
Weisbord and Stein, 1970).
This area of inquiry is salient for a number of reasons—for in the words of
Martin Luther King, Jr., African Americans and American Jews are entwined within an
“inescapable web of mutuality” (quoted in Kaufman, 1988, 1995, p. 107). According
to Jewish writer and activist, Letty Cottin Pogrebin (1991):
I single out blacks and Jews because, like women and their husbands or
lovers, when we give each other a hard time and it hurts more because
we once were very close. (The humorist Calvin Trillin captures our
former closeness by recalling an apocryphal headline in a New York
newspaper in the good old days: COLD SNAP HITS OUR TOWN.
JEWS, NEGROES SUFFER MOST) (p. 277).
In addition, African American and Jewish American relations/conflict provides a
microcosmic focus for race relations played out generally in the larger U.S. society. By
interrogating this conflict, we may better understand larger issues of “racial” and ethnic
strife. For as bell hooks (1995) asserted, “...white supremacy relies on the maintenance
of antiblack racism and anti-Semitism, hence there will never be a time when these two
struggles will not be connected” (p. 237).
African Americans and Jewish Americans have a long and entangled history
fluctuating across a wide continuum from cooperation and alliance to tension and
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conflict depending on a number of historical, economic, political, social, and
geographic circumstances. At times some are comrades in struggles for equality; at
times others are competitors for scarce resources. Sometimes members of the two
communities travel side-by-side working for common interests; at times, others stand
alone serving self-interests. Occasionally their goals merge. Sometimes identities and
cultural styles collide into public conflict. All too often, however, they do not regard
one another at all.
The relationship (tenuous as it sometimes has been) dates to colonial days with
differing-—and often contradictory—accounts, sometimes accusations, of Jewish
involvement in the American institution of slavery. Greater contact between Jews and
blacks was brought about by increased immigration of Jews (over two million) fleeing
persecution and harsh economic conditions, predominantly from Eastern Europe to the
United States between 1880 and 1920, and African American migration (approximately
6-7 million between the late 1800s-1970s) escaping racial hatred and poverty from the
Southern regions of the United States to North and Northeast cities such as New York
City, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, Detroit, and others. Both groups were fleeing
their homes to make a better life for themselves and their children, and they began to
exist for each other “as a kind of mythic mirror, by which they reflected and refracted
on themselves and on their respective histories” (Diner, 1997, p. 88) in major cities of
the Northeast and Midwest.
African Americans and Jewish Americans established an early working alliance
in organizations such as the National Association for the Advancement of Colored
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People (NAACP), founded in 1909 to battle racism in the United States. In 1913, the
Independent Order of B’nai B’rith founded the Anti Defamation League (ADL) to
eliminate anti-Semitic literature and to respond to the arrest of Leo Frank, a Jewish
pencil factory superintendent in Atlanta, Georgia who was wrongfully accused of
killing 13-year-old Mary Phagan who worked in his factory. The Frank case pitted the
testimony of an African American against the testimony of a Jew, leading to conflict
between the two groups.
In the words of Jerome Cranes (1997), the year 1943 marks the “beginning of
[Jewish involvement in] the [modern] Civil Rights Movement” (p. 298). In this year,
Jewish groups joined the National Council for a Permanent Fair Employment Practices
Committee (FEPC) founded by A. Philip Randolph. Also during this period, some
blacks were protesting Hitler’s mistreatment of European Jews.
The “Civil Rights era” of the 1950s-1960s has been referred to as the “Golden
Age” of African American and Jewish American relations/coalitions by some,
predominantly Jewish political and religious activists—possibly a romanticized notionwhile others, predominantly some contemporary African American historians either
downplay or trivialize the relationship during that time. Cornel West (1993) places
those times in perspective:
There was no golden age in which blacks and Jews were free of tension
and friction. Yet there was a better age when the common histories of
oppression and degradation of both groups served as a springboard for
genuine empathy and principled alliances (p. 104).
What seems certain, however, is that a number of incidents and circumstances
put a wedge between Jews and blacks following this period. For one, many Jewish
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organizations opposed the increasing direct action strategies used by some Civil Rights
organizations. In addition, the growing move toward nationalism during the mid- to
late-1960s by both blacks (with the growing “Black Power” movement) and Jews (over
increased concerns for the survival of the state of Israel during and following the “Six
Day War”) seemed to have further separated the groups.
By the 1960s up to the present day, a series of flash points further strained the
relationship; the ongoing tensions in the Middle East between Israel and its neighbors
with American Jews and blacks often taking opposing “sides”; the controversy over
differing notions and perspectives of school control between the predominantly Jewish
United Federation of Teachers Union and black and Puerto Rican residents in the
Ocean Hill-Brownsville school district in New York City; the firing of Andrew Young,
U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations by President Jimmy Carter for meeting secretly
with representatives of the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO), with some black
leaders blaming Jews for the firing; the perceived anti-Semitic statements made by Jesse
Jackson in his 1984 bid for the Presidency; the rise in prominence and mainstream
visibility of Minister Louis Farrakhan and the Nation of Islam, whom many Jews
perceived employed the tactic of anti-Semitism as a major strategy in this ascension; the
eruption of tensions between predominantly Hasidic Jewish and Afro-Caribbean
residents in the Crown Heights section of Brooklyn following the accidental killing of a
black child by a Jewish motorist; the nomination and subsequent withdrawal of the
candidacy of Lani Guinier by President Bill Clinton to the post of Assistant Attorney
General in the U.S. Department of Justice, with some black officials accusing members
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of the Jewish community of conspiring to sink the nomination; to differing perspectives
on issues of Affirmative Action, the saliency of “race” in contemporary U.S. society,
“white skin privilege,” the effectiveness and viability of the concept of “Cultural
Pluralism,” and individualistic versus collectivist cultural outlooks.
Throughout the late 1980s and 1990s, already existing tensions came to the
surface as a number of highly visible, media savvy black leaders, most notably Minister
Louis Farrakhan, Leonard Jeffries, Khallid Abdul Muhammad, A1 Sharp ton, Anthony
(Tony) Martin, and others, traveled to college and university campuses. They often
asserted that Jews were heavily involved in the enslavement of black Africans. For
example, at Kean College in Union, New Jersey on November 29, 1993, Khallid Abdul
Muhammad, an aide to Nation of Islam leader Louis Farrakhan, blamed the German
Holocaust on its victims and attacked Jews for “sucking our blood in the black
community,” for financing the slave trade, and now controlling the U.S. government.
This often met with accusations by likewise highly visible and media savvy Jewish
leaders who demanded a denunciation of these statements by other black leaders.
At the same time, African Americans and Jewish Americans have employed a
number of strategies to open or maintain channels of communication and improve
relations between the groups. Strategies include national conferences (for example, a
national black and Jewish student conference in Washington, DC in October 1996),
joint projects to reduce racism and anti-Semitism, college and university courses, film
projects, and a number of dialogue groups facilitated around the country, and many
others.
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In retrospect, when examining the complex and bittersweet relationship between
African American and American Jews, it seems certain that, at times, this relations at
its most effective points advanced the cause of social justice and freedom from past
restraints. At other times, however, it has resulted in resentment and strife. What also
seems certain is that there is little evidence to suggest that any form of a “grand
alliance” will surface anytime soon.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to describe in depth perceptions of differing
generations of Jewish Americans regarding the concept of “race” and “white
privilege,” and perceptions of African Americans and the conflict between African
Americans and Jewish Americans. I choose to conduct an intergenerational study to
discover whether a sample of younger Jewish Americans (undergraduate college
students) experience the relationship differently than older Jews whose backgrounds
may include a greater foregrounding of the relationship within the public discourse. I
also factor the characteristics of biological sex, Jewish religious affiliation (from
Orthodox Hasidic to “secular”), and class or origin to better describe whether gender
socialization, religious teachings/observance, and class perspectives significantly impact
perceptions between Jewish females and males, and between Jews of different religious
and class backgrounds.
Significance of the Study
I have discovered a rather extensive body of literature focusing on African
American perceptions of Jews, in personal writings, public speeches, and in original
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research (see for example, Anti Defamation League, 1981, 1992, 1998; Cruse, 1967;
Dinnerstein, 1994; Ferretti, 1969; Heller and Pinkney, 1965; ; Kagay, 1994; Martire &
Clark, 1982; Marx, 1967; Okami, 1992; Raden, 1998; Rose, 1981; Rosenfield, 1982;
Sigelman, 1995; Tsukashima, 1983, 1979, 1978, 1976; Wedlock, 1942; White, 1935;
Wolfe, 1966; Yoon, 1993).
I also discovered, however, a relative gap in the research literature of studies on
Jewish Americans’ perceptions of African Americans, and the ways in which some
Jewish Americans/Jewish American students and adults understand African American
and Jewish relations. The literature base that does focus on Jewish American
perceptions of African Americans, generally includes testimonies of older individuals—
out of college, often community leaders and writers. A number of recent conflicts
between African Americans and Jews, however, have occurred on college and
university campuses without a concurrent look at students’ perspectives.
This paucity of attention in extant research suggests that the conflict between
African Americans and American Jews is one-sided and unbalanced with Blacks
holding attitudes (often negative) about Jews. Research is, therefore, needed to balance
this area of inquiry given the historical neglect of this aspect of the relationship.
According to Salzman (1997):
Henry Louis Gates, Jr. publishes a piece in the New York Times [1992]
on Black anti-Semitism and is immediately revered by numerous Jews;
money and invitations to speak on the subject flood his office at Harvard.
But who will address the subject of Jewish racism? It is more difficult to
document, more private in its manifestations, but no less corrosive
(p. 7).
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My primary purpose in undertaking this study is not necessarily to unearth
Jewish racism (though this might very well be the case). It is, however, to investigate
Jewish Americans’ attitudes of African Americans, which, for a number of reasons,
have not been sufficiently examined.
Forman (1996) analyzed literature (including books, pamphlets, articles, and
novels) from the end of World War II to the early 1970s to better determine the ways
that American Jews approached issues related to African Americans, specifically, and
race relations in general, and two years later, Forman (1998) discussed Jewish
involvement in relations with African Americans and what this has meant in terms of
Jewish culture and identity. Some researchers have investigated the voting patterns of
Jewish Americans (e.g. Lerner, Nagai, and Rothman, 1989; Lipset and Rabb, 1995;
and Rothman and Lichter, 1982), finding that, in general, they take more “liberal”
positions related to issues of civil rights when compared to non-Jewish whites. Glaser
(1997) took this further by finding that Jews both evaluate racial-political issues and
perceive blacks differently than Gentile whites. Though these studies did evaluate
perceptions Jews have of African Americans, they were largely concerned with voting
patterns. Glaser did factor into his study the determinants of age and type of Jewish
religious affiliation, though he did not consider the biological sexs of his participants.
In addition, Fiebert, Horgan, and Peralta (1999) conducted a quantitative investigation
focusing on intergroup attitudes of African American and Jewish American
undergraduate college students (ages 18 to 52), factoring in comparisons by biological
sex, though not age or religious connection.
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The current study adds to the extant literature on Jewish American perceptions
of African American, first, by either confirming or challenging the conclusions drawn
from these earlier studies. Secondly, the qualitative methodology used in this study
furnishes the framework to delve deeply into the often subtle themes expressed by
research participants, and provides a greater understanding of their lived experiences
and the ways they make meaning of these experiences in their own words. This
methodology also helps in examining the ways in which people’s experiences interact
with social and institutional forces, and aides in discovering the interconnections
between and among individuals within a shared social identity group context and
between generations.
The study will hold interest for classroom educators, conflict resolution and
mediation specialists, and community-based coalition organizers, and will contribute to
the educational literature base in a number of ways. It will help in our understanding of
the ways in which contemporary Jews of differing generations make meaning of Jewish
American and African American relations/conflict. It will highlight some general
principles that could help in building bridges in working with Jews on Jewish American
and African American relations. In addition, it will help to determine whether African
American and Jewish American relations are, in fact, a major concern to Jewish
Americans, or whether this is no longer an important issue to them. The study will
amplify educators’ and administrators’ understanding of African American and Jewish
American relations and conflict from a Jewish perspective. It will also assist in conflictmanagement and coalition- and alliance-building work of community organizations and
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community-based social change groups who are interested in Jewish American and
African American relations. For the research participants, it will provide an opportunity
for self-reflection—to reflect farther upon issues related to their culture and identity,
and to intergroup relations.
This area of investigation holds particular interest for me in a number of realms:
academically, professionally, and personally. Through exploring the long and complex
history of this relationship, I have considered and begun to answer a number of
important questions concerning the social invention/construction or “race”—what
Brodkin (1998) calls “ethnoracial assignments” (p. 21) constructed by “dominant
groups” (how others define us), as well as “ethnoracial identities” (Brodkin, 1998, p.
21), which are meanings in terms of ethnicity and “race” shared within a community
(how we define ourselves)—in the United States and its connections to socioeconomic
class. As someone interested in issues of political, social, and pedagogical areas of
social justice, this history has revealed to me, in microcosmic perspective, issues that
can bring groups together and well as separate them, as well as providing strategies for
improving intergroup relations. On another lever, however, my motivation in studying
this relationship is deeply personal, for it touches the core of my continually emerging
Jewish identity and my system of values.
I have undertaken this project with both enormous excitement and great
trepidation. I feel excitement on a personal and professional level of gaining a greater
understanding of Jewish perceptions of African Americans, and the possibility of
unearthing information to increase our understanding of the relations and conflict
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between African Americans and Jewish Americans and intergroup relations and conflict
generally. I also feel some trepidation over the possibility of discovering and divulging
information that is not particularly flattering to Jews and to the Jewish community and
airing our “dirty family secrets.” In this regard, I harbor the fear that I will, in fact, be
placing Jews at increased risk and undermining our collective security.
I believe that I (as well as many other Jews of European descent living in the
United States) are currently constructed simultaneously as “Insider” and “Outsider” in
certain quarters. We have many of the privileges of the “dominant” group (i.e. whites).
In understanding the historical cycle of anti-Jewish oppression, however, we continue
to be vulnerable to potential—and actual—physical and emotional assaults. Examples of
these include a series of incidents in 1999 alone: fire bombings at three synagogues in
and around Sacramento, California; the shooting spree in Indiana and Illinois singling
out Jews and Koreans; the spraying of bullets into a Los Angeles Jewish Community
Center wounding a number of Jewish adults and children, and eventually, the killing of
an Asian postal worker.
I undertake this study, however, among other reasons, to enhance my own
understanding of the conflict from a Jewish perspective and, hopefully, to shed some
light on the reasons for and solutions to the contradictory and enormously complex
nature of the relationships between Jewish Americans and African Americans.
Theoretical Context For The Study
The study has as its theoretical foundation a taxonomy of intergroup conflict
theory, which includes: Realistic Conflict Theory, Sociopsychological Theories of
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Intergroup Conflict, Social Identity Theorie, and Theories of Cross-Cultural Styles in
Conflict. In addition, my own theoretical and ideological perspective is grounded within
a socially-relevant or “Social Justice” model (e.g., Adams, Bell, and Griffin, 1997;
Miller, 1976; Young, 1990), which looks at the ways in which social structures
promote and maintain issues of domination and subordination. Though many of the
theorists investigated in my literature review do not emphasize broader social contexts,
this emphasis informs my study in that I believe one cannot fully understand intergroup
conflict between two or more groups within a given society without examining larger
contextual societal (or systemic) structures related to relative power differentials and
inequities. These systemic inequities are pervasive throughout the society. They are
encoded into the individual’s consciousness and woven into the very fabric of our social
institutions, resulting in a stratified social order privileging dominant (agent) groups
while restricting and disempowering subordinate (target) groups based on ascribed
social identities. And this is not merely the case in societies ruled by coercive or
tyrannical leaders, but also, according to Iris Marion Young (1990), occurs even within
the day-to-day practices of contemporary democratic societies. In terms of its relevance
in examining intergroup conflict, I believe that rivalries between groups are often
focused on or exaggerated by the larger society in order to divert attention away from
the systemic or institutional roots of the inequities.
Boundaries of the Study
When I discuss “Jewish Americans” throughout this study, I am primarily
referring to Jewish Americans of Eastern, Central, or Western European heritage—or
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Ashkenazim; their primary European language is/was Yiddish. The Sephardim—Jews
of Southern European (primarily Portuguese and Spanish), North African, and Middle
Eastern heritage whose primary language is/was Ladino (also called Judezmo or JudeoSpanish)—and the Mizrachim—Jews who lived or are living in Arab countries as well
as Turkey whose native language is or was Judeo-Arabic—continue, in many sectors, to
be constructed (assigned) as persons of color within the United States and often do not
have the same degree of “white skin privilege” currently accorded to the Ashkenazim.
Definitions of Key Terms
There exist a number of subdivisions of Judaism:
•

Orthodox: Jewish identity is based on heredity, descent of the mother, and
adherence to traditional ritual observance with few accommodations to the secular
world. Orthodox Jews are divided into Hasidic and non-Hasidic (and there are
numerous Hasidic sects). Founded by the Baal Shem Tov in Poland in the 18th
century CE, Hasidim are pious Jews who emphasize mysticism and strict adherence
to Jewish ritual.

•

Reform: organized within the Union of American Hebrew Congregations in the
United States in the 1870s, Jewish identity is based on heredity from either the
mother or the father. While some rituals are observed, it emphasizes universal
Jewish humanitarian principles and cultural pluralism.

•

Conservative: A middle position between the observance of Orthodox traditions and
the modern changes of the Reform movement, organized in the 1880s in the United
States.
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•

Secular: Jewish identity based on historical and cultural connections to the Jewish
people rather than on religious traditions or rituals.

Within Judaism, there are other movements including Reconstructionist, Humanistic
Judaism, and Jewish Renewal.
Research Questions
In my study, which is exploratory and descriptive in nature, I employed
qualitative research methodologies to conduct an investigation of the following
overarching research question with primarily Ashkenazic Jewish Americans: “How do
different generational groups of Ashkenazic Jewish Americans perceive African
Americans and the relationship between African Americans and Jewish Americans?”
In terms of intergroup conflict theory, I discovered a literature base suggesting
that issues of competition, sociopsychological factors, social identity, as well as crosscultural differences between the groups inform the conflict. In keeping with these
observations, I explored a number of secondary questions, which aided me in
investigating my primary research question with the interviewees. Some of these
secondary questions included:
•

Does Jewish identity inform the conflict between African Americans and Jews?

•

Does religious affiliation inform the conflict between African Americans and Jews?

•

Do differing cultural styles inform the conflict between African Americans and
Jews?

•

Do differentials in power (perceived and real) and issues of socioeconomic class
between Jews and African Americans inform the conflict between the two groups?
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•

Does the degree of overall background and experience (personal and academic) in
Jewish American and African American relations and conflict impact one’s
perceptions of the conflict?

•

Are there significant “biological sex” differences in perceptions between Jewish
American males and females?

•

Are there significant differences in perceptions between Jewish Americans based on
their class of origin?

•

Are there significant differences in perceptions between Jewish Americans based on
age?
Dissertation Outline
Chapter 2 presents a review of the literature on the history of American Jewish

and African American relations projected through an intergroup conflict theory lens.
Chapter 3 describes my research methodology in the collection and analysis of my data.
Chapter 4 presents the data as well as an analysis of the data. The final chapter,
Chapter 5, discusses my study results in relation to other published studies, and
proposes implications for practitioners and educators, suggestions for future research,
and concluding remarks.
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE
Introduction
In this chapter, I explore, connect, and analyze three distinct, though
interrelated areas of literature in order to place the current study into a larger historical,
social, and research context. I focus on key selected events and on organizing themes in
African American and Jewish American conflict primarily from a Jewish perspective,
which I project through a lens of classical and contemporary theories of intergroup
conflict. Because my research questions center generally around Jewish American
perceptions of “race” and, specifically, around their perceptions of African Americans,
I also include a review and analysis of the literature that investigates the historical,
social, cultural, and religious themes that help to inform a Jewish perspective on this
research topic. To contextualize my study, I begin by briefly outlining a history of Jews
in the United States.
A History of Jews in the United States
Jewish immigration to the United States can be seen in three different time
periods, comprising relatively distinct populations. The earliest Jewish settlers to North
America came as individuals to the Atlantic seacoast in the 1600s. The first Jewish
community was founded in 1654 by primarily Sephardim who fled the Catholic
Inquisition in Portuguese-controlled Brazil (Feagin and Feagin, 1993), and over
approximately the next one-hundred years, a small number came to the colonies. These
were descendants of the so-called “Marranos”—Jews who privately maintained their
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faith and connection to Judaism and Jewish traditions, but under the treat of death, were
ordered to publicly convert to Christianity by the Spanish Inquisition.
In the early 1700s CE, Ashkenazic Jews, primarily from England and Germany,
and some from Poland began to immigrate to the American colonies. At the time of the
American Revolution, it is estimated that anywhere from 1,000 to 2,500 Jews resided
in what would become the United States. Immigration from Central Europe (primarily
from Germany, Bohemia, and Moravia)—what might be called a “second wave”—
increased dramatically after 1820 as a result primarily of the simultaneous decline in
economic conditions and significant rise in anti-Semitic violence in Europe and an
expansion of the U.S. economy.
These early Jewish settlers from the 17th, 18th, and early 19th centuries CE did
not have a history of involvement in liberal causes and issues of social justice. In
addition, during this time, there was no organized Jewish life or organized Jewish
communities per se (Sachar, 1992). There were virtually no local organized synagogues
or local rabbis. Oppressed as they were as Jews in most of the European countries in
which they once resided, these immigrants tended to adhere to fairly conservative
political traditions by embracing the status quo and trying not to be visible to the
majority Christian population of the colonies. Subsequently, they did not initially ally
with other disenfranchised or oppressed groups. They recalled that often the peasants in
the European lands of their birth expressed the most virulent hatred against the Jews.
According to the German-Jewish philosopher, Hannah Arendt (1968):
Of all European peoples, the Jews had been the only one without a state
of their own and had been, precisely for this reason, so eager and so
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suitable for alliances with governments and states as such, no matter
what these governments or states might represent....[T]hey had somehow
drawn the conclusion that authority, and especially high authority, was
favorable to them and that lower officials and especially the common
people, were dangerous
(P- 23).
By 1870, there were approximately 170,000 Jews living in the United States.
During the late 1870s, however, large numbers of primarily Eastern European Jews
began to emigrate to the U.S. The previous immigrants (so-called “German Jews”) and
their descendents had largely assimilated into an “American” culture and were scattered
throughout the American landscape. Between 1881 and 1920, approximately two-andone-half million Eastern European Jews arrived on the shores of the U.S., most having
no intention of returning to their native homeland. They settled first primarily in large
cities on the East Coast, and also scattered throughout the U.S.
One-third of the Eastern European Jewish immigrants settled in the Lower East
Side of New York City (others settled in Chicago and other large cities) where they
lived in incredible poverty. Many residents of the U.S. at that time viewed these new
immigrants as the “scum of Europe,” as dirty, as atheists, as communists. Even some
of the established members of the German-Jewish community referred to the poor
newly-arriving immigrants who packed into the cities as “kikes.” In Europe, Jews often
felt suspicious of and even contempt for Jews of other European countries. According
to Lewin (1948) on the topic of Jewish self-hatred:
In this country [the United States], the resentment of the Spanish Jew
against the immigrating German Jew, and the hostility of the latter to the
East European Jew form a parallel to the European situation (p. 186).
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This historical incident explodes the myth of a monolithic Jewish community.
Many of the more established German-Jewish citizens attempted to distance themselves
(physically, culturally, and emotionally) from the newly-arriving immigrants over fear
of being “socially tainted” in the eyes of the dominant Protestant majority. They
manifested a form of what Lewin (1948) termed “disidentification” or what I am
calling, “virtual intragroup ethnocentrism.” This is ethnocentric bias toward what one
believes as lower or inferior members of what one constructs as an “out-group”
[Sumner, 1906)] but what is, in actuality, members of one’s own group. In many
respects, this fulfills the conditions of being considered as within one’s “in-group”
(Sumner, 1906). For the “established” Jewish community, this was an attempt to avoid
the stigma surrounding the myth that Jews constituted a lower “racial” form. In
addition, with the enormous influx of people into the U.S., they increasingly competed
with them for diminishing resources—jobs, housing, etc.
Most—approximately 65 percent—of Jewish workers who emigrated during this
“third wave” were classified as “skilled”—a much higher proportion than other groups
of immigrants during the time. Jews, as well as other newly-arriving European “ethnic”
groups were, in Brodkin’s (1998) terms, “temporarily darkened” (i.e. their ethnoracial
assignment was that of “non-white”), and as a result, Jews were effectively frozen out
of many of the craft industries, particularly the building trades.
I am suggesting that this construction of race almost is the American
construction of class, that capitalism as an economic organization in the
United States is racially structured (Brodkin, p. 76).
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Jews did, however, enter in large numbers the garment industry, which was expanding
and, therefore, not closed to them, and they would also eventually enter, and for a time
dominate, the newly-developing motion picture industry.
Though they may have despised by some U.S. citizen, they were also regarded
as sources of much needed cheap labor. Jews were instrumental in the formation of
Socialist and trade union movements to improve the conditions of workers.
The Reform Movement in Judaism—one of Judaism’s most progressive wings—
was established in 1885 by a group of, surprisingly, German-Jewish rabbis who
adopted an eight-point agenda based on a platform of social activism and social justice:
In full accordance with the spirit of Mosaic legislation...we deem it our
duty to participate in the great task of modern times, to solve on the
basis of justice and righteousness the problems presented by the contrasts
and evils of the present organization of society (the Pittsburgh Platform
of 1885, quoted in Kaufman, 1988/1995, p. 27).
The Anti-Defamation League of the Independent Order of B’nai B’rith was
founded in 1913 to eliminate anti-Semitic literature and to respond to the arrest of Leo
Frank. In Atlanta, Georgia, Leo Frank who was Jewish, was a pencil factory
superintendent. He was wrongly accused of killing 13-year-old Mary Phagan who
worked in the factory on April 13. The Frank case pitted the testimony of an African
American man against the testimony of a Jew, which led to conflict between the two
groups. Though it was widely believed that Frank was not the killer, he became a
scapegoat for people’s fears that someone like Leo Frank (a Jew) was after their young
girls and women.
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The Anti-Defamation League, and others like it, were organized to advance
Jewish interests and protect Jews from discrimination. Many of these organizations and
its leaders became the visible presence in the media of the emerging Jewish community.
At times, its spokespeople, many of whom were more conservative than their
constituents, presumed to speak for Jews. They certainly did not speak for left-wing
Jews. A question, however, can reasonably be asked, “How much of their views
reflected the complexity of opinions of their constituencies?” This question would have
great importance in the history of intergroup relations in which the views of these elite
organizations would be considered without reporting the enormous complexity of
opinions within the Jewish community. According to Adams and Bracy (2000): “...that
polarized image masks a far more complex reality....We need a more multifaceted and
nuanced representation of the history...” (p. B7).
Throughout the 19th and early 20lh centuries CE, though legally residing in many
nations of the world, Jews still retained the tenuous psychological status of “permanent
alien.” With this fact in mind, some American Jews and others throughout the world
believed that no country, as then presently constructed, could ensure the rights of full
citizenship to its Jewish residents. Many longed to “go home” to their ancient ancestral
homeland: Israel. The Austrian journalist Theodor Herzl, referred by many as the
founder of modern Zionism, published his pamphlet The Jewish State, in which he
argued that the “Jewish Problem” could be solved only by setting up a Jewish state in
Palestine or somewhere else, so that Jews could live freely without fear of persecution.
The First Zionist Congress was held in Basel, Switzerland in 1897 to promote
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immigration to Palestine. Some American Jews, who were increasingly disillusioned
with both assimilation (into a prevailing white Protestant Western European—and
male—cultural norm) and pluralism (seeing it as essentially a variation of assimilation),
and were disheartened by increasingly virulent U.S. anti-Semitism in the early decades
of the 20th century, CE, became interested in this new nationalistic Jewish movement.
The Zionist movement gained momentum in the 1920s with the continued
persecution of Jews worldwide, as well as by legislative action taken by the U.S.
government. Fearing a continued influx of immigrants, legislators in the United States
Congress in 1924 enacted an anti-immigration law (“Origins Quota Act,” or “National
Origins Act”) setting restrictive quotas of immigrants from Asia and Eastern Europe,
including those of the so-called “Hebrew race.” Jews continued to be, even in the
United States during the 1920s, constructed as non-white. The law, on the other hand,
permitted large allotments of immigrants from Great Britain, Ireland, and Germany.
This law, in addition to previous statutes (1882 against the Chinese, 1908 against the
Japanese) halted further immigration from Asia, and excluded blacks of African descent
from entering the United States. It is interesting to note that during this time, Jewish
ethnoracial assignment was constructed as “Asian”:
Jews were called Asiatic and Mongoloid, as well as “primitive, tribal,
Oriental.” Immigration laws were changed in 1924 in response to the
influx of these undesirable “Asiatic elements” (Gilman, 1991, p. 117).
The United Nations voted to partition Palestine into two countries: one for the
Jews and one for the Palestinian Arabs, with Jerusalem to become an international
enclave. The British withdraw from Palestine. Instead of implementing the U.N.
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partition plan, however, the surrounding Arab countries joined with the local
Palestinians to attempt to prevent the emergence of a Jewish country. On the fifth day
of Iyar in the year 5708 on the Jewish calendar (or May 14, 1948 CE), Israel was
established as an independent country—the first Jewish homeland in nearly 3000 years.
Soon thereafter, however, six Arab armies invaded Israel resulting in wide-scale
destruction. Full-scale war between Israel and its Arab neighbors also broke out in
1956, 1967, 1973, and 1982.
Prior to the late 19th century CE, the more assimilated Jews—those largely of
German heritage who had been in the United States for two or more generations—
adhered to a rather conservative political outlook. In contrast, the new wave of Eastern
European immigrants carried to their adopted homeland a new political ideology, one
that was largely unfamiliar to most Americans: Socialism.
[Socialism] became the new religion, union leaders the new rabbis,
alliances with capitalists the new forbidden fruit...If Jews in America
before 1880 had cut a low political profile on the issues of slavery and
social reform, the new arrivals hurled themselves into politics, union
organizing, and public life (Kaufman, 1988, p. 25).
By the early decades of the 20th century CE, some Jews attained a degree of
economic security. This was, however, within certain selective occupations. Fortune
magazine, in its 1936 survey, reported that the only areas of the economy in which
Jews dominated were in the clothing, textile, and movie industries {Fortune, February
1936, in Kurpf, 1971). Though the author of this survey explained the phenomena in
glaringly stereotypical terms—that it was due to the evident “clannishness” of the
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Jews—a more accurate account would place the cause on the blatant institutionalized
discrimination and, hence, blockage of Jews from more “mainstream” fields.
A “Racial” History of Jews
Jews as “Non-White”
Charles Darwin, in his pioneering book On the Origin of Species published in
1859, posited an evolutionary theory of plant and animal development. Within his
larger theory, he held that the physical, mental, and moral characteristics of the human
species had evolved gradually over large expanses of time from our ape-like ancestors.
Although Darwin himself did not assert this, some of Darwin’s successors (some whom
were referred to as “Social Darwinists”) extended his ideas to theorize that black
Africans, Jews, and other groups (including homosexuals) were throwbacks to earlier
stages of religious and human development. They developed a so-called “racial”
hierarchy placing “Aryans” on the top end, black Africans at the lower end, and other
“races” (including Jews) at various points in between.
In Europe, by the late 19th century CE, Judaism had come to be viewed by the
scientific community as a distinct “racial” type, with essential immutable biological
characteristic s—a trend that increased markedly into the early 20th century. Once seen
as largely a religious, ethnic, or political group, Jews were increasingly constructed as
members of a “mixed race” (a so-called “mongrel” or “bastard race”), a people who
had crossed racial barriers by interbreeding with black Africans during the Jewish
Diaspora. If Jews were evil, thought many, it was genetic and could not be purged or
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cured. Jews converting to Christianity as once believed by many Christian leaders,
therefore, could no longer be a solution to “the Jewish question.”
Madison Grant (1916) in his influential book, The Passing of the Great Race,
asserted that Europeans comprised four distinct races. Sitting atop his racial hierarchy
were the superior “Nordics” of northwestern Europe. Lower inferior races included the
“Alpines” and the “Mediterraneans” of Southern and Eastern Europe. On the bottom
were the most inferior—the Jews. Analogous to the notion in the United States that
“one drop” of “black African” blood makes a person black, according to Grant: “the
cross between any of the three European races and a Jew is a Jew” (Grant, 1916,
quoted in Hingham, 1955, p. 156).
In European society, then, according to social theorist and author Sander
Gilman (1991), Jews were constructed as the “white Negroes” by the prevailing
dominant culture: “In the eyes of the non-Jew who defined them in Western [European]
society the Jews became the blacks” (Gilman in Thandeka, 1999, p. 37). Thandeka
adds that “the male Jew and the male African were conceived of as equivalent threats to
the white race” (p. 37).
Although, in actuality, Jews are members of every so-called “race,” the
supposed “racial” characteristics of Jews were thought to be evident in their
physiognomy. By the end of the 19th century, the popular image of the “Jewish type”
(portrayed invariably as the Jewish male) consisted of a hooked nose, curling nasal
folds, thick prominent lips, receding forehead and chin, large ears, curly black hair,
dark skin, stooped shoulders, and piercing, cunning eyes (Gilman, 1991). The pseudo-
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science of Eugenics, which was popular at the time, was based on the theory that
genetic predisposition determined human behavior. An off-shoot of Eugenics was
phrenology: the study of the skull emphasizing that its size and shape determined
mental abilities and character. It held that a specific section of the “Jewish” or
“Hebrew” brain was “abnormally” developed causing Jews to be highly interested in
money.
European perceptions of “race” were followed in the “American” colonies as
well. A 1705 Virginia statute, the “Act Concerning Servants and Slaves,” read:
[N]o negroes, mulattos and Indians or other infidels or jews (sic),
Moors, Mahometans or other infidels shall, at any time, purchase any
Christian servant, nor any other except of their own complexion (in
Martyn 1979, p. 111).
From “White Negroes” to Off-White Whites
An historical shift occurred, however, in the ethnoracial assignment and, hence,
economic success of American Ashkenazim following World War II. This shift was
codified when, in 1973, the United States Office of Management and Budget released
its “Statistical Directive Number Fifteen,” which designated five official “racial”
categories: 1. African American, 2. Asian American, 3. Puerto Rican/Latino, 4. Native
American/Pacific Islander (all comprising “peoples of color” on one side of the
ethnoracial divide) with 5. Non-Hispanic Whites (on the other side of the color line).
Jews were granted many institutional privileges of white racial
assignment after World War II. They were also among the economically
most upwardly mobile of the European ethnic groups. On the other hand,
and despite being relatively successful in material terms, many American
Jews tend to think of themselves as distinctly liberal politically, as
invested in social justice and in identification with the underdog, and
sometimes, as not white (Brodkin, p. 3).
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Brodkin asserted that “the Jews’ unwhitening and whitening were not of their own
making” (1998, p. 175). Instead, changes in Jews’ ethnoracial assignment following the
War were manifest in the nation’s “economic, institutional, and political practices, as
well as by changes in scientific and public discourses about race in general and Jews in
particular” (Brodkin, 1998, p. 175).
In this larger historical matrix, race, class, and gender have been
mutually constituting aspects of social being, an organizing principle that
has produced and reproduced a bifurcate populace, a “metaorganization
of American capitalism” and the American way of constructing
nationhood (Brodkin, 1998, p. 175).
American Jews can be considered “bicultural.” From their past vantage points
simultaneously from the margins as well as toward the center, Jews have defined what
it is to be an American for Americans in the film industry, and even the toy industry:
Barbie, the ultimate shiksa [female Gentile] G*ddess, was invented by a
nice Jewish lady, Ruth Handler (with her husband Elliot, cofounder of
Mattel). Indeed, the famous snub-nosed plastic ideal with the slim hips of
a drag queen is in fact named after a real Jewish princess from Los
Angeles, Handler’s daughter, Barbara (who must have been hell to know
in junior high school!). Her brother is named Ken (Lieberman, 1996, p.
108).
According to Karen Brodkin (1998), the changes in Jewish ethnoracial
assignments over the past one-hundred years have certainly affected the ways in which
Jews of different generations growing up in different eras construct their ethnoracial
identities:
Those changes give us a kind of double vision that comes from racial
middleness: of an experience of marginality vis-a-vis whiteness, and an
experience of whiteness and belonging vis-a-vis blackness (pp. 1-2).
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Once constructed as the “Other” in European society, Jews and “Jewishness”—
while certainly not fully embraced by the ruling elite as “one of their own”—becomes a
sort of “middle” status, “standing somewhere between the dominant position of the
white majority and the marginal position of people of color” (Biale, Galchinsky, and
Heschel, 1998, p. 5). And this change in Jewish ethnoracial assignment has occurred
only within the last 50 or so years. For Adams and Bracy (2000), Jews may constitute
“a race-bending ‘white’ category of people who are still considered by some to be ‘not
quite white’” (p. BIO).
While today, a number of so-called “blond jokes” are circulating, which depict
people with blond hair as essentially superficial, bland, and ignorant, I believe this
covers an underlying “blond” standard of physical beauty and privilege (as well as
reified value system) of white people. This standard many Jews, including member of
my own immediate family attempted to emulate. According to Thandeka (1999), if one
is not a WASP, one had better become a “facsimile WASP” if one wants to make it in
American society. If one is female and non-WASP, one must also aspire to what
Brodkin (1998) termed “blond-people standards of female beauty” (p. 17)—i.e., to
embrace mainstream white standards.
Conversions to other religious denominations are but one form of assimilation;
another is intermarriage. In 1957, 3.5 percent of all Jews married non-Jews. By the
1980s, Jews married non-Jews as often as they married Jews. One of the principal costs
of Jewish assimilation into a predominately white norm is a true loss of Yiddishkeit—a
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culture of Eastern European immigrants, which includes a sense of communal culture,
community, and belonging.
If we were to contrast in relative terms the Jewish experience with other
European immigrants, the Jews would be seen as being upwardly mobile and
economically successful. When compared to nonimmigrant whites, their success would
be seen as being restricted and confined (Brodkin-Sacks, 1994).
By 1990, 6.8 million—fully one-half of the world’s Jewish population—resided
in the United States. Responding to a survey, 50 percent were Ashkenazim, 8 percent
Sephardim, and the remainder were unsure of their heritage (Kosmin and Scheckner,
1992).
Definition of Kev Terms
Before delving into the area of intergroup conflict theory and, specifically
African American and Jewish American conflict from Ashkenazic Jewish American
perspectives, it is important first to define some of the terms I will be using throughout
this chapter as well as throughout my study.
When discussing “intergroup conflict,” first, what exactly constitutes a
“group,” and second, what is meant by “culture”? Various researchers have come up
with definitions, taking from and expanding upon one another.
The term “group,” for example, according to Fiedler (1967), is “a set of
individuals who share of common fate.” For Gordon (1964), it is a “shared feeling of
peoplehood”; and for Worchel & Austin (1979):
a collection of individuals who perceive themselves to be members of the
same social categories, share some emotional involvement in this
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common definition of themselves, and achieve some degree of social
consensus about the evaluation of their group and of their membership in
it (p. 19).
While many of these definitions are clear, other researchers argue that a
“group” is, in actuality, an indefinable entity. Cartwright and Zander (1968), for
example, believe that “group” merely describes an area of study whose actual
boundaries and parameters are blurred.
Worchel and Austin (1979) come closest to the way I am using the term
“group” in describing Jewishness and Jewish communities for the purposes of my
study, with the addition of Gordon’s (1964) inclusion of “a shared feeling of
peoplehood,” a concept that has sustained the Jewish people over centuries of expulsion
and dispersion throughout the nations of the world.
Similarly, the term “culture” also has been defined in a number of ways. For
example, according to Nieto (1996):
Culture can be understood as the ever-changing values, traditions, social
and political relationships, and world view created and shared by a group
of people bound together by a combination of factors that can include a
common history, geographic location, language, social class, and/or
religion, and how these are transformed by those who share them (p.
138).
In my own work (Blumenfeld & Raymond, 1988, 1993), I have crafted the following
definition:
Culture in its fullest sense includes all of the learned aspects of human
society: those which are taught to new generations of human beings. It
involves the symbols, the language, the sets of values, the material
items, and the norms of behavior, which the members of the social
grouping share (p. 35).
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As these references make clear, a culture (or one’s culture) includes not only the
tangibles of the “heroes and holidays,” the food and clothing, but also the less tangible
cultural expressions of communication styles, attitudes and values, and familial and
community relationships.
Researchers differ in their criteria of what constitutes group membership. For
Tajfel and Turner (1979), individuals need to have an emotional investment in the
group and its processes in order to be considered a functional member of the group.
Taylor and Moghaddam (1987), however, believe that membership is not necessarily
based on a strong sense of cohesion or even solidarity among group members.
What, then, constitutes intergroup relations and relationships? Stephan and
Stephan (1996) distinguish between interpersonal interactions, which “occur when
group participants treat one another as individuals rather than as members of distinct
social groups” (p. 67), and inter group interactions in which “[participants are seen
primarily as group members rather than as individuals” (p. 67).
Taylor and Moghaddam (1987) define “intergroup relations” in general terms as
“any aspect of human relations that involves individuals perceiving themselves as
members of a social category, or being perceived by others as belonging to a social
category” (p. 6, emphasis in original). Sherif and Sherif (1969) explain that in
circumstances of intergroup relations, “...the actions by one group and its members
have an impact on another group and its members, regardless of whether the two
groups are actually engaging in direct give-and-take at the time” (in Taylor and
Moghaddam, 1987, p. 5).
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The term “intergroup relations” is sometimes used interchangeably with
“intergroup behavior” or even “intergroup conflict,” though, of course, conflict is not
necessarily an inevitable condition between groups. According to Allport (1954), not all
relationships between groups from differing cultures result in conflict.
Hewstone and Giles (1986) emphasize that the context in which individuals and
groups interact is crucial in understanding the relationships. “Context” involves the
historical and the ongoing relationships between social groupings. “Intergroup conflict”
can exist on a number of levels—individual and interpersonal, organizational or
institutional, and societal or cultural—and must be viewed from within its “objective”
contexts—historical, economic, political, and social—and “subjective” contexts
manifested in the form of stereotypes, belief systems, and value systems.
African American and Jewish American Relations/Conflict
Projected Through an Intergroup Conflict Theory Lens
Conflict \ kan-flikt' \ from Latin conflictus, meaning 1) Fight, Battle,
War; 2) a. competitive or opposing action of incompatibles: antagonistic
state of action (as of divergent ideas, interests, or persons), and b.
mental struggle resulting from incompatible or opposing needs, drives,
wishes, or external or internal demands; 3. the opposition of persons or
forces that gives rise to the dramatic action in a drama or fiction
(Webster, 1983, p. 276).
Researchers subdivide intergroup conflict theories into varying taxonomies. For
example, Coser (1956) refers to two general categories: first, “Realistic Conflict” is
one that arises from frustration of specific demands and is directed at the presumed
frustrating object or group. The second, “Unrealistic Conflict,” is not generated by the
actual rivalries of the antagonists, but rather by the need for release of tension of at
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least one of them. LeVine and Campbell (1972) divide their theoretical framework into
three general categories: Psychological-Level Theories, Societal-Level Theories, and
Sociopsychological Theories. And Rothbart (1993) distinguishes four categories:
Motivational Theories, Cognitive Theories, Realistic Conflict, and Real Group
Differences.
I have chosen to distinguish between four major categories, or classes, of
intergroup conflict theory, each with varying numbers of subcategories. These primary
categories are: 1. Realistic-Group-Conflict Theory; 2. Sociopsychological and
Perceptual Theories of Group Conflict; 3. Social Identity Theory; and 4. Cross Cultural
Styles in Conflict. (See Table 1).
At this point, however, some qualifications are warranted. While fairly unique
%

in some respects, the individual categories in my taxonomy should not be viewed as
mutually exclusive and/or discrete processes. At times it is extremely difficult to
accurately distinguish between them. They often exert dynamic influence on one
another, and, at times, they are mutually reinforcing. Moreover, they share a number
of common elements. Therefore, though I profile four major categories of intergroup
conflict theory, a number of elements (or concepts) seem foundational and overarch
each to our understanding of intergroup conflict. One such element is ethnocentrism.
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Table 1:
Intergroup Conflict Theory
® Warren J. Blumenfeld

Contextual Variables
Social

Geographic

Unifying

Economic

Historical

Element

Ethnocentrism

► Dysfunctional

Functional *
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Overarching Elements
Ethnocentrism
“Ethnocentrism,” as defined by William Graham Sumner in his 1906 study,
Folkways, is:
...the view of things in which one’s own group is the center of
everything, and all others are scaled and rated with reference to it....
Each group nourishes its own pride and vanity, boasts itself superior,
exalts its own divinities, and looks with contempt on outsiders. Each
group thinks its own folkways [norms] the only right ones....[T]he most
important fact is that ethnocentrism leads a people to exaggerate and
intensify everything in their own folkways which is peculiar and which
differentiates them from others. It therefore strengthens the folkways
(pp. 12-13).
Though the concept of “ethnocentrism” is used to refer to the individual’s selfcentered rating or scaling of values in terms of “in-group” norms, social scientists
extend the notion to account for collective actions of in-group/out-group polarization
and hostility. In fact, Sigmund Freud (1921) referred to ethnocentrism as a form of
narcissism at the collective or group level: a group-level analogue to individual selflove, a kind of libidinal tie with members of one’s own group. I would add, however,
that if we take this analogy to its literary (or mythological) conclusion, the “narcissism”
of the legendary ancient Greek hero, Narcissus, eventually destroyed (killed) him.
Ethnocentrism can also exist within subgroups of larger social categories. As I
stated previously, Lewin (1948) termed this “disidentification,” or what I am calling,
“virtual intragroup ethnocentrism.” This is often the case between Orthodox and nonOrthodox or secular groups within the same religion, including Jews.
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“Ethnocentrism,” then, is the tendency to view others or other groups—in
Sumner’s termed, the “out-groups” (or “others-group’)—by the standards of our
group—as Sumner called the “in-group” or “we-group.” Though Jews have referred to
themselves (and have been referred by others) as “the chosen” or “G*d’s chosen
people,” many, or even most groups (as well as entire nations) view themselves
similarly and perceive that they lead their lives and enter into conflict, to paraphrase a
Bob Dylan song title, “With G*d On [Their] Side.”
Robert LeVine and Donald Campbell (1972) differentiate two particular
perspectives of ethnocentrism: one centering on the in-group, the other centering on the
out-group. For highly ethnocentric individuals and groups, one views their in-group as
virtuous and superior and their group’s values as universal (i.e. applying to everyone).
On the other hand, out-groups and their values are seen as contemptible and inferior,
and blame is often placed on the out-groups for in-group problems. There is, what
Levinson (in Adorno, et al, 1950, p. 146) termed, a contraidentification, that is, an
intense and focused negative identification with the out-group.
In addition to ethnocentrism, when looking over the interdisciplinary literature
on conflict, a number of other overarching themes surface. Robert Arnett (1986)
suggests that all conflicts share one thing in common, what he terms polarized
communication defined as “the inability to believe or seriously consider one’s view as
wrong and the other’s opinion as truth” (pp. 15-16). In addition, Morton Deutsch
(1994) saw that most conflicts are, what he termed, “mixed motive” in which the
conflicting parties had both competitive and cooperative interests.
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“Functions” Of Conflict
Another overarching element is that conflict may serve a number of
“functions.” Deutsch and other researchers (most notably Cooley, 1918; Simmel, 1955;
Coser, 1956; and Wurzel, 1986) reject the notion forwarded by some social scientists—
sometimes referred to as “functionalists” (in particular, Talcott Parsons, 1951, e.g.,
and in his later writings, Kurt Lewin, 1948, e.g.)—that conflict both implies and
conveys only negative consequences—that it is dysfunctional, corrosive, a type of
“social sickness,” that it is something to be avoided through social management. They
content, rather, that conflict can be seen as both destructive as well as constructive, and
can serve a number of positive “functions.”
According to Cooley (1918):
The more one thinks of it, the more he [sic] will see that conflict and co¬
operation are not separable things, but phases of one process which
always involves something of both (p. 39).
Conflict (personal, interpersonal, intergroup, intragroup, international) serve a number
of “functions.” For one, it prevents what Deutsch (1994) calls “the ossification of the
social system” (p. 19) by “vested interests” (Veblen, 1919) pressuring the society to
forever grow and change. Through conflict, a society often generates new norms, new
values, and even new institutions. As Coser (1956) added, “A group or a system that
no longer is challenged is no longer capable of a creative response” (p. 24). Conflict
theorists (e.g., C. Wright Mills, 1956), as their name implies, propose that social
change comes about through contact and tensions between conflicting parties.
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Though conflict can be viewed as a sign of stress or tension between groups,
Simmel (1955) asserted that the absence of either interpersonal or intergroup conflict
cannot necessarily be viewed as an indication of underlying stability or security between
groups or that the potential does not exist for disruptive tensions and strains. Latent, as
well as manifest elements (Merton, 1949) within a relationship must be taken into
account to determine the true nature of the relationship. On the other hand, conflicting
relationships can be stable relationships. As is often the case for individuals and
likewise for groups, closeness—in proximity and/or world view—often gives rise to
numerous and recurrent occasions for conflict.
Theory I: Realistic-Group-Conflict Theory
I now turn to the four paradigms within my intergroup conflict theory
taxonomy. In addition, I provide examples in the history of African American and
Jewish relations for each paradigm.
The first paradigm is Realistic-Group-Conflict Theory (RGCT). This includes
all the theories that posit the cause of intergroup strife and conflict as actual, or real,
competition over limited resources between groups with incompatible interests. This
leads to mutually antagonistic group behavior; heightened ingroup solidarity, cohesion,
and sense of identity; and biased intergroup perceptions toward outgroups. Conflict
develops within historical, political, economic, and social contexts, often marked by
power disparities and incompatible interests (or the perception of such) between
opposing groups (and nations).
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Sherif and his colleagues (Sherif, 1964; Sherif et al 1961; Sherif and Sherif,
1953) are principal proponents of the notion that conflict (emphasized by hostility,
negative stereotyping, and aggression) arise over competition for scarce resources.
Sherif looked at the “objective relationship” between groups: the relationship
emphasized by competition and by cooperation between the groups.
Morton Deutsch, (1949) laid the foundations for one of the classic studies on the
effects of competition and cooperation in intergroup relations. Based on Deutsch’s
theories, Muzafer Sherif and his colleagues (1961/1988 reissued) conducted their
“Robbers Cave” study at a boys’ summer camp over a two-week period. Some days
after the 24 11- and 12-year-olds arrived, researchers quasi-randomly divided them into
two groups, the Rattlers and the Eagles in one study (the Bulldogs and the Red Devils
in another version of the study), and placed them in competitive activities: football, tugof-war, and cabin inspections. Hostility soon developed between the two groups
culminating in name-calling, stereotyping, glorification of the ingroup’s achievements
and denigration of the outgroup’s achievements, vandalism of one another’s cabins, and
a massive food fight at a camp picnic. Later in the camp session, researchers devised
cooperative activities to determine whether this would improve relations between the
groups. A number of “emergencies” were staged, such as having a camp vehicle break
down and finding a split in the camp’s water line, which required cooperation between
members of the Rattlers and Eagles. Researchers discovered that the introduction of a
goal that members of both groups worked toward cooperatively significantly reduced
tensions and conflict between the groups—hostility between groups declined
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substantially, the boys made friends with members of the other group, and they even
began to work alongside one another spontaneously.
Researchers concluded that maladjusted, neurotic, or unstable psychological
tendencies or behaviors were not necessary for the development of intergroup conflict
and hostility. What was required, however, was an “objective” or “functional”
relationship of competition (a perceived opposition of real vested interests), giving rise
to a degree of ethnocentrism and prejudice emphasized by negative stereotyping,
negative perceptions, and hostility, along with a high level of ingroup solidarity and
cohesion, feelings of ingroup superiority, and justification for negative opinions of the
outgroup (Sherif and Sherif, 1969). Conflict, discrimination, and negative stereotyping
come about when there were either limited resources or a goal in which only one group
of two or more could attain.
Fried (1961) proposed that the degree and intensity of conflict differed
depending on the organization of the society. He differentiated between three levels of
social organization: 1) Egalitarian Societies, that lack rank statuses; 2) Ranked Societies
that have status differentials but not differentiated access to strategic resources of the
society; and 3) Stratified Societies that have status differentials giving different access
to strategic resources. He proposed that the intensity and severity of conflict increases
from one level to the next. At the final level, however, the economic imperative for
conflict becomes dominant because of the subgroup differentiation between those who
have access to strategic resources and those who lack such assess.
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Vital to understanding African American and Jewish American conflict,
therefore, is a clear knowledge of the context in which it arises. The United States—
throughout its history and certainly continuing to the present day—is constructed as a
“stratified society” in Fried’s terms. Fried stressed that such societies generate feelings
of “relative deprivation” between subgroups within these societies.
“Relative Deprivation”
This theory of “relative deprivation” within RGCT relates to perceptions by the
ingroup of being disadvantaged relative to some relevant outgroup. It proposes that
perceptions of deprivation can lead to conflict, even when the perceptions are not
entirely accurate. Often, the outgroups used for social comparison hold higher status,
power, and resources (wealth) than the ingroup. Crosby (1982) stated that when upward
comparisons are made, the chances that the ingroup will feel deprived are increased.
Gurr (1970) believed that a group is more likely to experience relative deprivation
when it has rising expectations than when its expectations are declining. Jones (1972),
for example, pointed out that the period prior to the civil rights protests and riots during
the 1960s was marked by a relative improvement in the economic and social conditions
of African Americans. The economic environment, however, was improving at a
significantly greater rate for white Americans causing African Americans to encounter
relative deprivation. Moreover, working-class and poor whites experienced relative
deprivation during the Civil Rights Movement era, feeling they were deprived of the
benefits and advantages civil rights programs accorded to African Americans during
this period. In addition, blacks have expressed resentment because (worldwide)
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mainstream culture(s) have acknowledged the great horrors perpetrated against Jews
during the era of the German Holocaust. For example, Jews had the Nuremberg Trials
following World War II. In the United States alone, Jewish groups have erected a
monumental National Holocaust Museum on the Mall in Washington, DC, as well as a
significant number of smaller regional museums throughout the U.S. Blacks, on the
other hand, often express frustration that their voice has not been heard.
[Blacks] feel that their pain is minimized and often unacknowledged.
[Whites seem to assume] that the days of slavery are over and that what
is happening with them at this point is a problem that is not of serious
magnitude (Abbasi, 1998, p. 145).
This theory of relative deprivation has enormous implications for subgroup
hostilities and conflicts within a given stratified society, especially when that society is
not at war with another society—a war that can often diffuse or redirect intragroup
hostilities outward.
“Ethnic Competition Theory”
History records a number of wars fought over territory and resources,
differences in religion, or in a group’s attempt to dominate another. Olzak (1992)
proposes a variation of RGCT—an “ethnic competition theory”—which posits that
ethnic conflict develops when historical inequalities between ethnic groups begin to
break down because of such factors as competition for jobs, large-scale immigration,
general economic decline, or increased prosperity among previously disadvantaged
groups. Examples include resentment and violence from members of the assimilated
dominant groups directed against European immigrant groups in the early 20th century
and against African Americans who migrated from the southern United States into
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northern cities, who were perceived as threatening the job security of assimilated,
largely white workers of Western and Northern European heritage. Olzak (1992)
reported that with increased competition in economic and political arenas, ethnic
conflict increases. Also, Hepworth and West (1988) found a significant direct
correlation between the number of lynchings of African Americans in the South over a
50-year period and economic indicators based on the value of cotton (e.g. falling prices
of cotton with increased lynching, and vice versa). This point is that economic
competition between poor whites and black farmers resulted in the violent harassment
and lynchings by whites in order to terrorize blacks.
Real differences in terms of physical, linguistic, behavioral, attitudinal, or value
attributes between groups may also increase the chances of dislike, distrust, and/or
conflict. (I continue this point in my discussion of Social Identity Theory and Cross
Cultural Styles in Conflict in this chapter.) Therefore, competition does not necessarily
have to pertain to economic issues or goals, but also can include a process of social
competition to establish differentials in terms of values or beliefs. This can be
considered “realistic-group-conflict,” not in the traditional sense, but in the sense that
competition around values, or even for members, is also operating.
“Theory of Functionalism”
For a number of researchers (e.g., White, 1949; Sumner, 1906; Sherif and
Sherif, 1969; Coser, 1956; Simmel, 1955; Lewis, 1961; Murphy and Kasden, 1959;
Boulding, 1962; Mack and Snyder, 1957; Dahrendorf, 1964; Wurzel, 1986; and
others), this “realistic” conflict serves the “function” of increasing ingroup solidarity
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and cohesion. LeVine and Campbell (1972) called this the “Theory of Functionalism,”
which stated that “groups in conflict will have the characteristics that make them
function most adequately in intergroup conflict” (p. 31).
“Contact Hypothesis”
Another corollary to RGCT is the “Contact Hypothesis in Intergroup
Relations,” introduced into the field of intergroup relations following World War II
(Allport, 1954). This theory stated that positive contact between groups should improve
intergroup relations. This, however, as Johnston & Hewstone (1990) asserted, is not
necessarily true in that history records many situations in which this has not occurred.
For example, the literature on the history of school desegregation has often shown that
contact has not necessarily improved relations between differing social groups. Allport,
therefore, eventually amended his theory recognizing that contact could increase
prejudice and conflict, as well as reduce it. He emphasized that the “nature of contact”
determined the outcome. Factors increasing the potential for harmonious intergroup
contact include: 1. equal status between the groups; 2. cooperation rather than
competition; and 3. shared or mutually agreed upon goals. In addition, the contact must
be sanctioned by authorities from the groups involved (Allport, 1954). Cook (1979)
added that contact will result in prejudice reduction in situations with a “high
acquaintance potential”: when it enables individuals to get to know one another as
individuals and not merely as stereotypical outgroup members. In addition, regarding
“race” relations, Jackman and Crane (1986) found that whites who had friendships with
African Americans of equal or higher social status than themselves had more favorable
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attitudes toward African Americans in general than whites who had friendships with
lower-status African Americans. In fact, attitudes of whites with friendships with
lower-status African Americans were no more favorable than if they had no contact at
all.
Contact Between African Americans and Jews
The “Great Migration” of blacks from the South to the North began as blacks
sought to escape from racial hatred and the inequalities and poverty. They moved to
cities like Chicago, Detroit, Indianapolis, Pittsburgh, and New York City.
Approximately 1.5 million blacks left the rural South and moved to the industrial North
and West between 1900-1920, and 4 to 5 million more left between 1940-1970. As I
stated previously, from the 1970s through the 1920s, Jews emigrated in large numbers
from Eastern Europe to the Untied States.
In the cities of the Northeast, Midwest, and West, often African Americans and
Jewish Americans resided in close proximity for the first time. This was a critical
period in African American and Jewish American relations. Blacks from the South
connected with Jewish immigrants from Eastern Europe and begin to exist for each
other “as a kind of mythic mirror, by which they reflected and refracted on themselves
and on their respective histories” (Diner, 1997, p. 88). Both groups, in their own way,
were fleeing their homes to make a better life for themselves and their children. There
was a significant difference however: Jews fleeing pogroms in Czarist Russia and
Wilhelmine German, come to this country
in possession of their own urban culture that embraced both skills and
ideologies that anticipated eventual success in cities: trade unionism,
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socialism, cultural cohesion in the form of rabbinical devotion to
scholarship, and crafts such as tailoring, all of which provided a cultural
seasoning against the rigors of immigrant life (Cripps, 1997, p. 259),
while blacks fled to the North as victims of a Southern rural culture, without many of
the cultural and educational tools to succeed in an urban environment. In many
respects, Jews immigrated to Northern cities with clear advantages that increased the
class gap between African Americans and Jewish Americans.
Differentials in job skills and class status may have partially accounted for
simmering tensions between Jews and African Americans. Competition, however, in its
classic sense, at least during the early years of contact, was not as intense between
African Americans and Jews as it was between African Americans and other white
ethnic groups:
Jews and Blacks did not compete against each other for jobs. They
occupied such very different niches in the economy that they had no
place to struggle and contest. The absence of direct competition partly
explains the absence of physical violence in the meeting between Jews
and Blacks, as distinct from the meeting between Blacks and Irish or
Blacks and Poles on the docks of New York or the slaughter houses of
Chicago. Jews certainly when it came to making a living, had nothing to
fear from Blacks; Blacks, on the other hand, never confronted a phalanx
of resistant Jews, standing, literally or figuratively, armed at the factory
gates (Diner, 1997, p. 98).
I would contend, however, that competition as traditionally understood, did exist, even
in the early years of contact between the two groups. For example, a number of Jewish
businesses competed with black-owned businesses. In addition, Jews competed on the
labor market with black for jobs in some businesses. In addition, it seemed apparent
that Jews soon increasingly occupied a similar economic “middle” position as they had
in Europe:
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Clearly, the Jewish-Black relationship that reverberated with the greatest
emotional energy took place primarily in the realm of business....Coming
to America, opening small stores in Black neighborhoods differed not at
all from selling to Christian in Galicia, Bavaria, and elsewhere in Europe
(Diner, 1997, p. 98).
Though African Americans and Jewish Americans may not have always competed
directly for jobs, they did, however, often encounter one another on an uneven field
with hierarchical economic status: Jews as landlords, employers, shop owners, social
workers, and teachers, and African Americans as tenants, employees, customers,
clients, and students. This led to complaints by African Americans of Jewish
exploitation and patronization. It must be emphasized, however, as Bracy and Meier
(1993) made clear, that the relationship was, in fact, not as polarized as is often
reported. For example, African Americans also served as teachers to and employers of
Jewish immigrants.
“Pluralism.” “Merit.” “Affirmative Action.” and Conflict
Also, under the category of Realistic-Group-Conflict theory are the concepts of
“pluralism,” “merit,” and “affirmative action.” One of the principal roots in African
American and Jewish conflict lies in the limits of pluralism (its inequality of
application). What has worked relatively well for Jews, quite simply has not worked for
African Americans.
Immigrants who entered the United States prior to 1924—and I believe to this
day—were pressured to assimilate into a monocultural Anglo-centric culture (thinly
disguised as “the melting pot”), and to give up their distinctive cultural identity.
Referring to the newcomers at the beginning of the 20th century CE, one New York
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City teacher remarked: “[They] must be made to realize that in forsaking the land of
their birth, they were also forsaking the customs and traditions of that land” (in
Dinnerstein, Nichols, and Reimers, 1990, p. 188).
Many Jews and members of other immigrant groups opposed full assimilation
and embraced the concept of pluralism: the philosophy whereby one adheres to a
prevailing monocultural norm in public while recognizing, retaining, and celebrating
one’s distinctive and unique cultural traditions and practices in the private realm. The
term “Cultural Pluralism” was coined by Horace Kallen (1882-1974), a Jewish
American of Polish and Latvian heritage who believed that ethnic groups have a
“democratic right” to retain their own cultures and to resist the “ruthless
Americanization” being forced upon them by segments of the native white AngloProtestant population.
Nathan Glazer and Daniel Patrick Moynihan, in their study Beyond the Melting
Pot (1963)—what Podair (1994) terms the “classic pluralist manifesto of the 1960s” (p.
41)—defined the notion of cultural pluralism:
There are many groups. They differ in wealth, power, occupation,
values, but in effect an open society prevails for individuals and for
groups....[E]ach group participates sufficiently in the goods and values
and social life of a common society so that all can accept the common
society as good and fair....Individual choice, not law or rigid custom,
determines the degree to which any individual participates, if at all, in
the life of an ethnic group, and assimilation and acculturation proceed at
a rate determined in large measure by individuals (Glazer and Moynihan,
1963, pp. xxiii-xxiv).
Cultural pluralism produced different outcomes for Jews and African Americans:
Jews, at least those who did not “look” or “sound” Jewish or have
Jewish-sounding last names, could pass as members of the mainstream
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while most black people could not. Indeed, “passing” highlights both
elements of the American concept of race: the biologically proper skin
color and the socially constructed proper behavior and name (Greenberg,
1998, p. 69).
Many Jews living in the United States cling to the notion that the concept of
pluralism could and does work because it has worked for many of them in ways that it
has not worked for many African Americans (as well as other persons of color). Jews
could adhere to their cultural traditions within their communities, and through hard
work, could attain a certain degree of success within “mainstream” life. Though the
Jewish community has been group centered, a number of Jews saw their relative
success in the United States firmly rooted in the concept of individual merit, on
individual-based notions of self-reliance, and the ideal of a “race-blind society” (I
expand this theme in Theory IV, this chapter). Often, however, they did not see how
their relative “white privilege” vis-a-vis African Americans made this success possible.
There certainly does not exist a unitary view of affirmative action within the
Jewish community. Some of the more politically conservative Jews regard affirmative
action as being contrary to their cultural/philosophical outlook as well as their selfinterest, and as undermining the potential of pluralism. Others consider it necessary in
order to correct past injustices.
In terms of the idea of individual merit, many African Americans saw
meritocracy as nothing more than a myth and a cruel lie, and increasingly distrusted
assimilationist pluralism or integration as it was originally conceived, because they did
not perceived it as significantly improving their chances for success. They have,
subsequently often turned to group-based strategies for achieving equality.
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For those Jews who oppose affirmative action, therefore, this must be seen in
the context of “race.” The intensity of the view of Jews constituting a separate (non¬
white) “race” has steadily diminished in the United States—except in the case of socalled white nationalist groups. In many respects, American Jews of European heritage
benefit today from similar forms of white privilege granted to other groups of European
ancestry. Much of the opposition to affirmative action in the United States has come
from European American men (including Jewish).
While the resistance of [some] Jewish organizations to affirmative action
has been to some extent based on fear of maximum quotas for Jews—and
on the (illusory) hope that achievement and material security will protect
us from anti-Semitism—it has more to do with the fact that most Jewish
men share with most other white men the belief that affirmative action is
illegitimate “reverse discrimination” (Willis, 1994, p. 189).
While some Jews reject affirmative action strategies and embrace the concept of
individual merit, because of the saliency of “race” and “color” in U.S. culture, many
Jews have “embraced, knowingly or unknowingly, the attitudes and values of the
dominant society, confusing meritocracy with white privilege” (Greenberg, 1998, p.
75).
Some Jews up to the present day claim that individual merit and hard work
alone were responsible for the economic success of Jews in the United States. Steinberg
(1989), however, refutes this by asserting that it was rather,
...a matter of historical timing....[T]here was a fortuitous match between
the experience and skills of Jewish immigrants, on the one hand, and the
manpower (sic) needs and opportunity structures on the other (p. 103).
Other signs that Jews had crossed an ethnoracial divide included a decline of
institutional exclusions of Jews and other “white” ethnic groups in public
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accommodations, entrance into select colleges and universities, changes in the 1940
census form that no longer distinguished between native whites of native parents and
people of immigrant parentage, and what Brodkin (1998) terms “affirmative action” for
white people, including large numbers of Jews: the nationally funded G. I. Bill of
Rights:
The G. I. Bill of Rights, as The 1944 Serviceman’s Readjustment Act
was known, is arguably the most massive affirmative action program in
American history..,.I call it affirmative action because it was aimed at
and disproportionately helped male, Euro-origin GIs....[Benefits] were
decidedly not extended to African Americans or to women of any race.
Theoretically they were available to all veterans; in practice women and
black veterans did not get anywhere near their share (Brodkin, p. 38,
42).
Brodkin argued against what she considered the “myth that Jews pulled
themselves up by their bootstraps” (1998, p. 50). Jewish success, therefore, was not
simply a result of ability, education, and the product of hard work against difficult
odds, but also resulted after “the removal of powerful social barriers to its realization”
(Brodkin, p. 26.).
Steinberg (1989), in addition, interrogated what he also considered the “myth”
that Jews succeeded “on their own” because of the high value they placed on education.
He challenged the Horatio Alger story that ambition and hard work alone are the
ingredients to success:
If Jews set high goals, it is because they had a realistic chance of
achieving them. If they worked hard, it is because they could see the
fruits of their labor. If they were willing to forgo the pleasures of the
moment, it is because they could realistically plan for a better future, for
their children if not for themselves. In short, there was much in the
everyday experience of Jewish immigrants to activate and sustain their
highest aspirations (Steinberg, 1989, p. 103).
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Marjorie Murphy (1990) and Karen Brodkin (1998) contended that in subtle and not-sosubtle ways, group identity and group affiliation did serve Jewish interests.
While it is true that for a large part of their history in the United States, Jews
also used communal means to advance (for example, in trade unions, informal and
formal religious, social, and business networks), however, as Forman emphasized:
[A]fter the first world war, Jews enthusiastically utilized education and
certification as a major platform by which to join the middle class, and
they relied increasingly on the growing of merit-based criteria to gain
admission to higher education and the professions (Forman, p. 142).
Brodkin (1998) and Steinberg (1989), among others, argued that Jews advanced
into the professions and thereby into the middle class by taping—though largely
unconsciously—into their “white-skin privilege” and the benefits accorded to them as
whites: greater residential options, access to loans, unencumbered voting rights, which
were largely denied to African Americans. Forman contended that Jewish emphasis on
education and merit cannot be entirely dismissed when comparing the relatively greater
economic success of Jews to that of other white ethnics.
Forman (1998) argued against both the standpoints taken by what he called the
“radical” histories (e.g., Steinberg, 1989, and possibly Brodkin, 1998) and the “Black
extremists” (e.g., Farrakhan, etc.). He placed both sides in the camp of “historical
revisionists” who deny Jewish distinctiveness or particularity as a factor in Jewish
success in the United States:
[T]he fundamental problem with the revisionist history is that it denies
American Jewish exceptionalism and therefore leads to the assumption
that Jewish “whiteness” vis-a-vis Black Americans has always been
advantageous from the standpoint of American Jews. By denying the
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reality of a unique Jewish past, and, therefore its impact on Jewish
identity in the U.S., the revisionist history fails to recognize the
incongruence between the liberal accommodations Jews made with
America and the reality of American Jewish life (Forman, 1998, p. 15;
also see Dinnerstein, 1982).
Seymour Martin Lipset and Earl Rabb (1995) seem also to at least imply that
there is something about being Jewish, something within the Jewish culture that has
aided Jewish overall success. While Jews constitute less than three percent of the
overall U.S. population, they make up fully one-half of “the top two hundred
intellectuals,” two-fifths of American Nobel laureates in economics and science, onefifth of the professors at major universities, one-fifth of high level civil servants, and
two-fifths of the partners in the leading law firms in New York and Washington (Lipset
and Rabb, 1995). I believe, therefore, that the question can certainly be asked, Is this
apparent success merely due the “Jewish white skin privilege” (where Jewish
ethnoracial assignment is on the ‘white’ side of the racial binary)? Or is there
something about Jewish culture or religion that gives Jews an advantage—even over
other white ethnics and white Protestants who hold much power?
But what about the costs of whiteness to Jews? What are they willing to give
up—culturally, “ethnically,” religiously, personally—in order to get some of the
“goodies” that come with material success?
Outside of New York City, Jewishness has lost much of its salience. By
the 1970s, the danger that Jews as a people might disappear because of
their very success in becoming part of the white mainstream became a
real possibility (Brodkin, p. 160).
The reality of loss of Jewish character in terms of language, religion, and
culture echoes back to the debates by officials in the French government following
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Napoleon’s victory in 1789. Some high-ranking officials advocated for a loosening of
restrictions against Jews—in fact, the emancipation of Jews within the French domain—
which, they argued would ultimately result in the fading away of Jewish distinctiveness.
Such “liberation” they posited would virtually eliminate “the Jews.”
Ocean Hill—Brownsville and Realistic-Group-Conflict Theory
Referring back to the history of immigrant migration, Jews and blacks have
different migration patterns into New York City. Before World War II, the Irish largely
controlled the school system. By the time blacks began moving there in large numbers
between 1940 and 1960, the children of Jewish immigrants from Europe had already
secured their positions as teachers in the classrooms and in school administration offices
in the City. In 1967, fully 90 percent of the teachers in New York City were white, and
of those, the majority were Jewish. Only 8 percent were black. Over 50 percent of the
students in the system, however, were black and Puerto Rican. By 1966, black and
Latino twelve-year-olds scored two years behind white twelve-year-olds on standardized
reading tests. There were no black high school principals and only a few black school
administrators. Approximately two-thirds of teacher supervisors and principals were
Jewish.
Within one generation, Jewish concentration within the schools as teachers and
administrators, plus their involvement in trade unions became a source of conflict.
African American, Afro-Caribbean, and Puerto Rican parents wanted community
control of their neighborhood school. The United Federation of Teachers, the mainly
white, largely Jewish teachers union, on the other hand, considered this a sign of anti-
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Semitism. Many of the Jewish teachers remembered not so long before when a
predominately Irish-dominated school system systematically excluded Jews. Many black
and Puerto Rican parents, however, had a different view: they saw the union as a
repressive guardian preserving the status quo.
On a major level, the Ocean Hill—Brownsville controversy can be seen as a
example of a long line of historically economic conflicts between blacks and Jews (as
well as other ethnic groups), which have been prevalent in New York City and other
major cities across the United States. Specifically, this controversy was a clash over a
process of succession or ascension
by which members of one ethnic or racial group (the departing group)
move up a notch on the socio-economic ladder and are succeeded in their
old position by a less affluent group (the successors) (Gans, 1969, p. 3).
Gans (1969) asserted that though the succession process can be relatively free of
conflict—especially when members of the departing group move into more secure and
higher paying/status jobs—the process is certainly not automatic. Conflict, therefore,
can develop, especially when the economy is not expanding sufficiently to allow the
departing group to move up the economic ladder, and/or when the supposed “departing
group” does not wish to depart but rather to remain on the rung they currently occupy.
The black-Jewish relationship in New York City and some other major U.S.
cities, therefore, at least in part can be explained in terms of the ethnoracial succession
process. Some Jews perceived the Ocean Hill—Brownsville issue as a disruption and
possibly even a subversion of the “natural” succession process. Jews, however, did not
take a unitary or monolithic position in the underlying controversy. Opinion within the
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Jewish community seemed divided along class lines. Gans (1969) asserted that workingclass Jews—whom he terms “sub-affluent” (p. 9)—for the most part sided with the
U.F.T. He contended that the conflict centered around issues of class within our “post¬
industrial society” (p. 13):
...for while they [working-class Jews] had supported the civil rights
movement in the past, they became edgy when Negroes began to ask for
local control, and thus for some of their jobs and properties as well
(Gans, 1969, p. 8).
On the other hand, the smaller though relatively more influential Manhattan-based and
suburban upper-middle-class Jewish professions and intellectuals, those who “provided
a significant proportion of the funds for the national civil rights movement seemed to be
more sympathetic to local control” (Gans, 1969, p. 8).
While Gans’s analysis seems to hold salience generally, the split between
“lower-middle class” on one side and “upper-middle class” on the other, with each
holding opposing views is itself a bit simplistic and does not account for the fact that
divergent opinions were evident within each of the supposed “sides.” For example, a
number of neo-conservative voices within what Gans might refer to as the “Jewish
upper-middle class intelligencia” also opposed local control of schools as it was then
designed.
Theory II: Sociopsychological Theories of Group Conflict
Our understanding of human social relations, including international
relations, will remain incomplete—if not flawed—until it is recognized
that human needs are a fundamental source of political and social
interaction in world society (Rosati, Carroll, and Coate, 1990, p. 157).
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In contrast to Realistic-Group-Conflict Theories, which maintain that
competition for scarce resources is the basis for intergroup conflict (“situational
determinants”), other researchers and theorists argue that the denial of basic (and often
intangible) psychological needs (“dispositional determinants”) for security, identity,
recognition, and participation underlie such conflicts (e.g. Azar, 1986; Burton, 1986;
Cohen and Azar, 1981). Conflict between African Americans and Jews, therefore, must
be understood both within the external social, political, cultural, and historical realities
as well as within the internal individual and group psychological levels.
Aisha Abbasi (1998) claimed that one must know more than the social and
historical events that have connected as well as separated blacks and Jews. One must
also understand what the author refers to as the “unspeakable”—those powerful feelings
and beliefs both conscious and unconscious dwelling in the mind of members of both
groups. Psychological theory can bring this to light.
These powerful feelings include feelings of narcissistic injury as a result
of discrimination, envy of the other, rage for what one does not have,
and for what the other has accomplished (Abbasi, 1998, p. 145). *
Cornel West (1993) echoes these sentiments:
[Bjlack anti-Semitism is a form of underdog resentment and envy,
directed at another underdog who has “made it” in American
society....The high visibility of Jews in the upper reaches of the
academy, journalism, the entertainment industry, and the professions—
though less so percentage wise in corporate America and national
political office—is viewed less as a result of hard work and success fairly
won, and more as a matter of favoritism and nepotism among Jews.
Ironically, calls for black solidarity and achievement are often modeled
on myths of Jewish unity—as both groups respond to American
xenophobia and racism. But in times such as these, some blacks view
Jews as obstacles rather than allies in the struggle for racial justice (pp.
112-113).
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Helmreich and Marcus (1998) contended that expressions of anti-Jewish
sentiments supplied blacks with significant psychological benefits:
Black anti-Semitism was instrumental in eliminating the emasculating and
uncomfortable realities of black-Jewish alliance by essentially serving to
sabotage and tear this alliance apart (Helmreich and Marcus, 1998b, p.
39).
Bracher (1998) contended that when blacks challenged Jews dedication to
progressive politics, and when they repeated anti-Semitic stereotypes, “blacks threaten
Jews’ status as the chosen people” and “convert positive notions of Jewish
exceptionalism into negative images of Jewish excessiveness” (p. 177). Bracher also
noted that blacks and Jews threaten each other’s assertion of being the “most
oppressed” group.
Throughout the 1930s and 1940s, the predominant explanation for intergroup
conflict rested on individual-level psychodynamic theories (e.g. Ackerman and Jahoda,
1950; Dollard, et al, 1939). By the end of World War II, researchers proposed what
they called the “authoritarian personality” to explain the influence of Nazi ideology
(Adorno, et al, 1950). By the 1960s and throughout the 1970s, theorists replaced
individual-level explanations of prejudice and conflict with sociocultural explanations
while conceding that these two levels—individual and sociocultural—were indeed
connected rather than mutually exclusive. This more complex model proposed a
correlative relationship between situational and dispositional determinants of social
conflict “suggesting a continuing reciprocal influence between internal states and
characteristics of the conflicting parties and their external conflict” (Deutsch, 1994).
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Helmreich and Marcus (1998b) asserted that one must look at the underlying
psychological bases of social interactions. The authors claimed that since the mid
1960s, after some of the legislative gains of the Civil Rights era had been attained,
s

black and Jewish conflict was being played out within “the more intangible and
emotional realms” of meaning and identity. They proposed that the conflict is not “over
anything (p. 29). At the core of the conflict “are feelings of insecurity and mistrust,
competing claims to greater suffering, and issues of envy, resentment, and otherness”
(p. 28). The authors acknowledged that certain material issues have also affected the
relationship (e.g., economic exploitation by Jews in predominately black
neighborhoods, and issues around affirmative action and racial quotas). They believed,
however, that the primary contested battlegrounds between blacks and Jews have been
within—borrowing from James Baldwin (1962)—“the regions of the mind.”
Frustration-Aggression-Displacement Theories
Since the 1930s, the majority of the theories to explain prejudice and conflict
through psychological factors operating in a social context are placed under the general
category of “Frustration-Aggression-Displacement Theory” (or FADT). These theories
made assumptions about social structures and social processes based on a number of
hypotheses:
•

Individuals are concerned with gratifying their own needs, but are, to one extent or
another, inhibited by social or communal restraints.
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•

Ingroup norms and discipline require self-denial, postponement of gratification,
and/or repression of certain impulses and needs, which can be frustrating to the
individual.

•

Such frustration can generate retaliatory impulses directed toward the perceived
source of the restraint, which is often from ingroup members (Berkowitz, 1962).

•

Opposition itself can give one inner satisfaction and a sense of direction and relief
(Simmel, 1955).

•

In terms of the ingroup, the expression of hostility and aggression on the direct
source of restraint can inhibit or reduce cooperation and cohesion.

•

Thus, the hostility and aggressiveness directed toward the stimulus object can also
be expressed against other objects. This principle is knows as “stimulus
generalization.”

•

The transfer of hostility and aggressiveness from the original instigating stimulus
object onto another object is called “displacement” and the “displacement

mechanism. ”
•

Ingroups tend to institutionalize the displacement of hostility and aggression onto
outgroups. This displacement is often rationalized and justified as appropriate by the
ingroup. LeVine and Campbell (1972) called this process the socially

institutionalized displacement target mechanism, which they defined as “a verbal
tradition leading ingroup members to perceive outgroups as the cause of their
frustrations” (p. 123).
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Additional propositions that increase ingroup displacement include:
•

The more frustrating the environment, the more likely will be the displacement onto
outgroups.

•

The more ingroup cohesion and discipline, the more likely the hostility will be
directed toward outgroups.

•

The more domineering and autocratic the ingroup authorities, and the more
obedience that is required of ingroup member, the more hostility will be directed
toward outgroups (Barry, et al, 1959; Adorno, et al, 1950).
Ethnocentrism to Sigmund Freud (1930) carried with it the social “function” of

displacement of aggression from the in-group to the out-group. In fact, for Freud
(1930), a group “displacement of aggression” function helps to explain, in part, the
history of anti-Semitism. To borrow a chapter title from Wistrich (1991), the
displacement function partially explained a history “from the cross to the swastika”:
When once the Apostle Paul has posited universal love between men as
the foundation of his Christian community, extreme intolerance on the
part of Christendom toward who remained outside it became the
inevitable consequence....Neither was it an accountable chance that the
dream of the Germanic world-dominion called for anti-Semitism as its
complement (Freud, 1930, pp. 114-115).
Scapegoating
The concept of scapegoating is the prime factor connecting these processes.
Most of these theories were inspired by Sigmund Freud’s work on the individual and
extrapolated to the social level. MacCrone (1937), reflecting Freudian theory, distilled
the theory of scapegoating:
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The greater the discipline of group life, its repressions, privations, and
exactions either in the form of moral, religious, or economic sanction,
the greater we can expect its aggressiveness to become at the expense of
some other group or groups (p. 251).
The origin of the scapegoat dates back to the Book of Leviticus in the Hebrew
Bible (16:20-22). On the Day of Atonement, a live goat was selected by lottery. The
high priest placed both hands on the goat’s head and confessed over it the sins of the
people. In this way, the sins were symbolically transferred to the animal, which was
then cast out into the wilderness. This process thus purged the people, for a time, of
their feelings of guilt (Blumenfeld and Raymond, 1988, 1993, p. 223).
Wurzel (1986) discussed a “Self-Esteem” or “Protective” function of prejudice
and conflict. Scapegoating outgroups shields ingroup members psychologically from
their own inadequacies and fears, protecting their self-esteem against psychological
conflicts and limitations. Thus, scapegoating certain outgroups shields the collective
ingroup ego.
MacCrone (1937) added that the mere existence of an outgroup protects the
ingroup from internal disruption. Furthermore, the ingroup actually needs outgroups to
serve the function of directing aggression outward. Jean Paul Sartre (1965) stated that
in the absence of Jews, the anti-Semite would have to invent them.
Coser (1956) proposed his “group maintaining function” of conflict in which the
expression of conflict (both within one’s own group and between groups) serves as a
“safety-valve” by releasing pent-up stress. This expression can eventually “clear the
air.” The scapegoating of other groups can aid in the maintaining of group cohesion.

Morgan (1998) debunked the myth that the black and Jewish conflict is wideranging between individuals on a daily basis. He contended, rather, that it is primarily
one between Jewish and African American nationalist

scholars as a function of

unresolved issues of power and other issues. The contested field of conflict has
occurred on primarily U.S. campuses, which attracted enormous media attention. This
conflict is enacted “against the backdrop of the American culture, a culture deeply in
conflict with itself” (Morgan, 1998, p. 150). As Jenkins (1998) claimed, anti-Semitism
from blacks does “not exist apart from the sanctions such views receive from the
society at large” (p. 197).
Morgan accounted for this conflict in terms of three interconnected themes: 1.
reciprocally unrealistic expectations of each group, 2. using the other group as the
“Other” in order to reduce feelings of “Otherness” in themselves, and 3. insensitivity
to and lack of understanding of the experiences of the other group. Morgan contended
that African American verbal attacks on Jews threaten Jewish self-esteem and that
perceived anti-Semitism in the black community seemed to loom larger in the mind of
Jews than when it emanates from white Gentiles. In addition, each group was so mired
in its own pain and trauma that is could not surface long enough to see the pain of
another.
The differences between blacks and Jews are rarely more obvious than
when each group speaks about its own “survival,” a word that both use
frequently but with quite dissimilar meanings....[B]lacks worry about
their actual conditions and fear for the present; Jews worry about their
history and fear for the future....Racism is a bacterium, potentially
curable but presently deadly; anti-Semitism is a virus, potentially deadly
but presently contained (Pogrebin, 1991, p. 292.)
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In terms of this “safety-value” function, one must be conscious of the relative
positions of the parties involved to determine the benefits as well of the costs of this
proposition. I would thus ask the questions, Is conflict between social groups within a
larger society at any given time truly serving as a “safety value” for the two (or more)
groups involved. Is this conflict, rather, helping (intentionally or unintentionally) to
divert or deflect scrutiny from the basic inequities in the overall social structure thereby
getting those with the real privileges and social power off the hook and maintaining the
inequitable status quo? I contend that wedges separating groups, and often the
stereotyping separating groups within a society, lessen the chances for the formation of
coalitions to challenge skewed power relations within a society.
What conditions, then, are necessary for specific people or groups to be singled
out as scapegoats in contemporary society?
•

Prejudice and negative stereotyping must already exist against the particular
group(s) before the scapegoating commences (Saenger, 1953).

•

The group(s) in question must appear to be too weak to fight back successfully
when attacked (Saenger, 1953).

•

The society must sanction the scapegoating through its own institutional structures
(Saenger, 1953).

•

Such groups must be visible and easily distinguished from the ingroup (Young,
1932).

•

Outgroups perceived as most frustrating will be more hated by the ingroup (LeVine
and Campbell, 1972).
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•

The nearer the outgroups in terms of having the

opportunity to frustrate, the more

hated they will be (LeVine and Campbell, 1972).
•

The stronger outgroup, in terms of having more

capacity to frustrate, will be more

hated (LeVine and Campbell, 1972).
•

The outgroup on which aggression and hostility has most recently and severely been
carried out will be more hated (LeVine and Campbell, 1972).

•

Those outgroups that are intermediate in similarity to the ingroup sources of
frustration will be the most likely target of aggression (LeVine and Campbell,
1972).
I question the universality of Saenger’s contention that scapegoated groups must

appear to be too weak to fight back. Though it is often the case, in many instances this
has been contradicted on an international level when the governments of some relatively
weaker nations, for example, Libya, Iran, Iraq, have blamed (scapegoated) a number of
relatively stronger Western nations for their internal problems.
“Narcissism of Minor Differences.” The final proposition by LeVine and
Campbell (1972) asserted that groups “intermediate” in similarity are more likely to be
targeted. This includes, for example, A. groups that are very similar because they tend
to be perceived more like “one of us,” and B. groups that are very dissimilar because it
would be more difficult or implausible to justify displacement of one’s own
shortcomings or vices on them.
Sigmund Freud’s idea of the “narcissism of minor differences” emphasized the
hatred individuals and members of groups have toward one another who are neither
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“other” nor “brother,” but in a number of aspects are “almost the same.” This is
opposed to hatred toward those who are very different, the “other.” “Racial intolerance
finds stronger expression, strange to say, in regard to small differences than to
fundamental ones” (Freud, quoted in Berman, 1994, p. 5). Julius Lester (1994,) stated
that Jews and blacks have so many similarities in historical experience that “blacks use
words from Jewish history to describe their own” (p. 167).
Lee Jenkins (1998) expressed the opinion that since both groups, blacks and
Jews, have a history of persecution, this history has forged the two into a sort of
“mythic kinship” placing them as “mythic doubles” (p. 190) while simultaneously
engendering conflict.
[B]oth [see] an unwanted reflection of itself in the other...yet driven by
the self-evident experience of the uniqueness of a separate identity and a
necessary emphasis upon such difference” (p. 190).
Julius Lester (1994) theorized: “The issue is no longer one of tensions between blacks
and Jews. Jews are merely the lightening rod making visible a loss of self and a
consequent violent desperation that we ignore at our peril” (p. 170)
•

Much of black anti-Semitic expression is a desperate attempt to be heard
by people who do not have a language. If they hurl epithets at white
people, white America doesn’t listen. Say something anti-Semitic,
however, and Jews will hear. Much of black anti-Semitic expression
draws attention to the speaker. It does not matter if that attention is
negative. Negative attention is better than none at all. Under the glare of
disapprobation, one becomes visible” (Lester, 1994, p. 171).
It is possible that both groups are the losers. According to Ellen Willis (1994): “And in
the end, guess who benefits from all the bitterness? Hint: The answer isn’t blacks or
Jews” (p. 188).
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Personality Projections. Bettelheim and Janowitz (1950) added that individuals
and in-groups select certain out-groups as appropriate targets of projection
corresponding to different parts of the personality. Their theories are useful in our
understanding of both anti-Semitism and racism, and, I would add, heterosexism as
well. They posited that groups stereotyped as high on achievement, like Jews, are
selected as “superego projections” in that they are seen as representing the demands
made by the anti-Semite’s superego. Jews, thus, become a target of resentment for the
anti-Semite’s inability to live up to those demands. This is derived from Sigmund
Freud’s (reference) theory that anti-Semitism is, at an unconscious level, an aversion
and rebellion against the people (Jews) who symbolize the enormous weight of moral
law (the Laws of Moses). In class-based terms, Jews are stereotyped as being more
affluent.
In addition, groups stereotyped as lower in achievement, social status, and
socioeconomic class, most notably people of color, are selected as “id projections” and
stereotyped as representing the racists’ repressed erotic impulses. Racists thus target
people of color over resentment at not allowing themselves the gratification of their
own desires. I believe that in a number of respects, gays, lesbians, and bisexuals are
stereotyped by the homophobic person as high achieving and hated as are Jews, and
they are stereotyped as lower in social status and as sexually unrestrained and hated as
are people of color.
Helmreich and Marcus (1998) observed that throughout (Western) history,
blacks have been racially stereotyped as exhibiting more “primitive” or baser human
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characteristics and behaviors and being overall less intellectually developed than whites.
Jews, on the other hand, at least over the past century, have been stereotyped more as
residing in the realm of the intellect rather than in the physical. In this regard,
Heinreich and Marcus (1998b) asserted in glaringly Freudian terms:
If African Americans have been accused by racists as dwelling in the
territory ofihe id, Jews are more often considered to be a sort of ethnic
embodiment of the superego (p. 40).
Cornel West (Lerner and West, 1996) likewise used this Freudian discourse to point out
African Americans’ and Jews’ fascination with each other, differing from Heinreich
and Marcus in that West places Jews in the realm Freud’s ego rather than superego:
A special relationship has evolved between the two groups...The Jews
need to feel they have a special relationship with the people associated
with id. The Black community needs to have a special relationship with
the people associated with ego (p. 138).
Within this stereotypical psychic or symbolic binary/polarity, then, some blacks
developed and manifested feelings—positive as well as negative—of curiosity and even
attraction as well as insecurity and inferiority relative to Jews. Some Jews felt
discomfort over black physicality and athletic ability. This apparent discomfort was
chronicled by Norman Podhoretz (1964) in his classic personal reflection “My Negro
Problem—and Ours.”
The Negroes begin to represent for [Podhoretz] “the very embodiment of
the values of the street that he had abandoned: free, independent,
reckless, brave, masculine, erotic.” They were “beautifully, enviably
tough, not giving a damn for anyone or anything”—all the things that
Podhoretz, in his own eyes, was not and dared not give into: the perilous
tug toward greater freedom from his internalized WASP rule over his
own feelings (Thandeka, 1999, emphasis added).
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Projection thus becomes another justification for aggression against out-groups.
Such aggression serves to cleanse the in-group of undesirable traits. Projection onto an
out-group member or group tends to free the in-group of forbidden thoughts or desires
while at the same time enjoying vicarious gratification in that desire. Sigmund Freud
termed this process reaction formation. This mechanism provides a defense against an
impulse in oneself (or one’s group) by taking a firm stand against its expression in
others. Enemies help one to purge such antithetical parts of oneself by offering what
Vamik Volkan (1988) calls “suitable targets for externalization” (p. 182).
Utilitarian Function. Another of Jaime Wurzel’s (1986) primary functions of
individual prejudice also can be expanded to explain in-group hostility directed toward
out-groups: his Utilitarian Function. In it, he asserted that people maintain prejudicial
attitudes to gain certain rewards and to avoid punishment. They generally want to be
liked and, therefore, will take on the prejudices of others in their group. In so doing,
they consolidate their personal and social relationships, and in turn enhance their
concept of self.
In the 1940s, a number of conservative Jewish voices, responding to antiSemitism throughout the world—and most notably Europe—as well as in the United
States, warned against aligning with blacks, asserting that the enemy of one’s ally
becomes one’s enemy. Though other Jewish organizations took opposing views, two
voices from the Anti-Defamation League spoke out:
Although we have always been concerned about the Negro situation, we
have never deemed it practical to form a united front. It would be a
dangerous policy...because we would not only have our own enemies,
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but would inherit the Negroes’ enemies (Louis Novins wrote to Richard
Beisler, June 2, ADL microfilm Y 1943 nrp).
Though on the surface these leaders were advocating pragmatism in terms of self¬
protection and attainment of political objectives, I would not hesitate to infer that there
was a racist element in the sentiments underlying their concerns.
Minister Louis Farrakhan, though a major figure in the Nation of Islam since
the late 1950s, came to national prominence when he joined the black-Jewish
controversy surrounding Jackson’s presidential campaign and Jackson’s remarks about
Jews. What seemed clear, was that public anti-Semitic statements served a number of
“utilitarian functions” for Farrakhan and other nationalist leaders. By targeting Jews,
Farrakhan (and other blacks, e.g., Khalid Muhammad, Anthony (Tony) Martin) had
transformed himself from a leader of relative obscurity outside the African American
community, to one of enormous visibility and notoriety.
Since Jews are still seen as outsiders, even if not as exotic as in the past,
commenting on them gives others an insider status. For black Americans, making
critical remarks about Jews was a way of locating oneself within the national
mainstream, indeed of establishing an affinity with whites (Hacker, 1994, p. 155).
Frustration-Aggression-Displacement Theory poses enormous problems for the
reduction of conflict. It more than suggests that the mere removal of external threat and
a dramatic reduction in competition for scarce resources is insufficient for the
elimination of the perception of threat, and, subsequently, for the eventual elimination
of hostilities. In addition, the psychological needs for security, identity, recognition,
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and participation must also be addressed for any conflict resolution strategies to be
effective.
Perceptual Theories
Stereotypes
A stereotype is not merely a way of substituting order for the great
blooming, buzzing confusion of reality....It is the guarantee of selfrespect, it is our projection upon the world of our own sense of value, or
our position, and our own rights (Lippman, 1922, p. 96).
In addition to FADT, other theories fall under the general classification of
“sociopsychological” theories. The cognitive social psychologists have posited the socalled “stimulus-response theories” of behavior proposing that people tend to perceive
in ways they have in the past, or they generalize their perceptions to stimuli that were
in some way similar to past stimuli.
A stereotype (originally a plate that has been cast from a printing surface) is
*

defined as “a standardized mental picture that is held in common by members of a
group and that represents an oversimplified opinion, affective attitude, or uncritical
judgment” (Webster, 1983, p. 1156). In Wurzel’s (1986) “Cognitive Function” of
prejudice and conflict, to make sense of a complex and complicated world, people tend
to divide reality into distinct categories, where the individual parts lose their uniqueness
and are viewed in terms of their supposed similarity to others in the same category.
People also tend to evaluate others in terms of general categories. Stereotypes of
outgroup members provide such categories. They become a shortcut means of ordering
our world. As a “functional” result, by using stereotypes, people can maintain their
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self-esteem and also justify or rationalize their social position or status relative to
outgroups.
Stereotyping can and often does have detrimental effects on intergroup relations.
A number of psychological mechanisms operate to maintain stereotypes, including what
Allport (1954) termed the “principle of least effort” He defined this as the tendency for
individuals to persist in believing their earlier generalizations as long as they possibly
can.
Tajfel (1981) differentiated between “stereotypes” and “social stereotypes”: the
former are generalizations reached by individuals, the latter are generalizations that are
shared by large numbers of people within social groups.
Gestalt principles of visual perceptual organization have been proposed as one
among many theories to explain the formation of stereotypes (in LeVine & Campbell,
1972, p. 104-05):
1. Proximity: Elements close together are more likely to be perceived as parts of the
same organization.
2. Similarity: Similar elements are more likely to be perceived as parts of the same
organization.
3. Common Fate: Elements that move together in the same direction, and otherwise in
successive temporal observations share a “common fate,” are more likely to be
perceived as parts of the same organization.
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4. Pregnance (the closing and completing of a bounded figure), Good Continuation, or
Good Figure: Elements forming a part of a spatial organization or pattern, as a line
or a more complex form, tend to be perceived as a part of the same unit.
People tend to mentally encode and retrieve information at a number of
cognitive levels (Park, et al, 1991; Smith, 1990; Smith & Zarate, 1990). For example,
stereotypes of black people or of Jewish people are most likely based on a combination
of individual exemplars (e.g. derived from blacks and Jews that one has personally
encountered), subcategory information (e.g. derived from black and Jewish community
leaders with whom one is familiar), and category information (e.g. generalizations one
forms regarding blacks as a whole and Jews as a whole).
When one tends to perceive outgroup members in terms of stereotypes—
whereby outgroup members are perceived as similar to one another by ingroup
members—this is sometimes called the outgroup homogeneity effect. Linville and her
colleagues (Linville, 1982; Linville, Fischer, & Salovey, 1989; Linville, Salovey, &
Fischer, 1986) theorized:
•

Greater familiarity between ingroup members results in greater perceived
differentiation and variability.

•

Information regarding the outgroup is encoded differently than information
regarding the ingroup, with individual and specific data emphasized more for
ingroup than for outgroup members.
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•

There are greater incentives and motivations to make distinctions among ingroup
members because of greater access and interaction with ingroup members than with
outgroup members.
Park and Rothbart (1982) believed that one of the primary conditions giving rise

to the outgroup homogeneity effect was that individuals have less information about the
outgroup than about the ingroup. (This is sometimes the case for blacks and Jews who
may not always know much about the histories and backgrounds of the other group.)
They also proposed that information about the ingroup is encoded (or stored) differently
than information about the outgroup, in a less differentiated fashion (Park, et al, 1991;
Smith, 1990; Smith & Zarate, 1990).
Rosch (1978) suggested that individuals tend to perceive others as falling into
certain basic categories, and that the categories of sex, age, and race are among the
most salient (McArthur, 1981; Stangor, et al, 1992). When a category (or group label)
is activated, it brings forth both cognitive and affective reactions (or nodes) to which it
is linked. For example, for the racist and/or anti-Semitic person, when the label
“person of color” and/or “Jew” is accessed, negative associations are activated
(Neidenthal, 1990).
In addition, a number of studies showed that subjects had a bias toward the
retrieval of information that was effectively consistent with their earlier judgments
(Dutta, et al, 1972; Higgins & Rholes, 1978), and that these biases increased over time
(Higgins & King, 1981). According to Stephan and Stephan (1996), “[Pjeople tend to
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remember bad things about members of disliked groups and good things about members
of liked groups” (p. 18).
Stereotypes can serve the function of justifying ingroup actions. Researchers
have investigated this ideological role of stereotyping and have labeled it the “ultimate
attribution error” (Pettigrew, 1979), “intergroup attribution bias” (Hewstone, 1990;
Hewstone and Ward, 1985; Taylor and Jaggi, 1974), and “egocentric assumption”
(Kelley, 1967). These were characterized by the dual tendencies of ingroup positive and
outgroup negative outcomes to be attributed to internal or dispositional causes. The
reverse, that is, ingroup negative and outgroup positive outcomes and behaviors were
attributed to external or situational causes. In other words, this bias resulted in ingroup
members taking credit for positive behaviors and outcomes, while denying
responsibility for negative behaviors manifested by members of their group. On the
other hand, outgroups were blamed for undesirable behaviors and traits and dismissed
or not given credit for manifesting desirable behaviors. Both ingroup negatives and
outgroup positives are externalized. Pettigrew (1979) explained this process in terms of
individuals’ need to protect their self esteem, and on an intergroup level, to protect or
enhance social identity (Tajfel and Turner, 1979).
According to psychoanalytical interpretation, ethnic hostility is a
projection of unacceptable inner strivings onto-a minority group. Support
is offered for this theory by the observation that in Europe, where there
is no Negro minority, it is the Jew who is blamed for the lechery, filth,
and violence. Americans, having the Negro to personify these traits, do
not need the Jew for this purpose. The Americans, therefore, can build
up a more specialized stereotype of the Jew embracing only the
“superego” qualities of ambition, pride, adroitness (Allport, 1954, p.
194).
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Stereotypes and Jews. Throughout the history of the Jewish people there has
existed recurring trends, or cycles, of persecution: from Conversion (you can’t live
among us as Jews), to Expulsion (you can’t live among us), to Extermination (you can’t
live). Dominant groups have passed down stereotypes from generation to generation of
Jews being the “killers of G*d,” being in the service of the Devil, desecrators of the
Christian Host, ritual murderers of Christian children, poisoners of drinking wells and
transmitters of disease, being homeless wanderers, “clannish,” cheating usurers,
sexually perverse, being of an alien “race,” being murderous Communists and
Socialists who attempted to overthrow Capitalist systems, and simultaneously being
enormously rich Capitalists, dominators of countries and world economies, and being
exploiters of the oppressed. I would contend that Minister Louis Farrakhan and some
other leaders of the Nation of Islam sometime view Jews from a number of these
stereotypical lenses.
Jewish “Enemy Memory.” It is no wonder that Jews as a community carry with
them an “oppression mentality,” an “enemy memory” (Shelby Steele quoted in Berman
1994), or a “siege mentality” (Hertzberg, in Feagin and Feagin, 1993, p. 167). This is
their intense awareness that anti-Jewish oppression can surface again at any time,
regardless of how “good” conditions for Jews appear at any given historical moment.
What is the first lesson a Jew learns? That people want to kill Jews....To
be a Jew in America, or anywhere, today is to carry with you the
consciousness of limitless savagery. It is to carry that consciousness with
you not as an abstraction, but as a reality; not, G*d help us all, only as
memory, but also as possibility (Fein, 1988, pp. 59-60).
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Many Jews are, therefore, forever vigilant, forever concerned, and forever anxious
about the future, even in times of relative security and prosperity.
The paradox is that though many Jews learn about their history of persecution,
they often are given the contradictory though simultaneous-arising message of not
talking about it, especially since the horrors of the German Holocaust:
Many Jews raised in the United States in the wake of the Holocaust
experienced it like a family secret—hovering, controlling, but barely
mentioned except in code or casual reference (Kaye/Kantrowitz, 1996).
Wolfenstein claimed that the long history of Jewish oppression and the attendant
collective memory of trauma of their European past actually distorted the perceptions of
American Jews in the present. Subsequently, Jews often do not acknowledge their white
privilege and, in turn, do not truly understand or downplay the impact of white racism
on black people.
Maurice Apprey and Howard F. Stein (1998) acknowledged the traumatic pasts
of both blacks and Jews—this “collective sense of [permanent] rupture, or brokenness”
(p. 104). They asserted that this past was at the root of black and Jewish conflict. The
authors claimed that the clash between African Americans and Jews was not, in fact, a
polarity as much as it was a manifestation or a projection of mainstream “white”
culture’s refusal or denial to accept responsibility for the deep racial divide in the
country. “The once and recurrently transgressed, become in turn transgressors to
themselves. Baited by the larger society, blacks and Jews bait each other (Apprey and
Stein, 1998, p. 104, emphasis in original). Thus, the projective identification principle
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is activated whereby identities are splintered and inscribed onto the other, another
stigmatized group. The result is “horizontal” hostility or oppression.
Abbasi (1998) concurred when she claimed that a partial explanation for black
and Jewish hostility was the result of frustration and anger toward the dominant
group—the larger white power structure. In an environment in which blacks and Jews
feel unsafe in expressing this anger against the dominant population, they, in turn,
direct these feelings against another group perceived as vulnerable.
Theory III: Social Identity Theory
Most people hold concurrent “social identities” (consciously or unconsciously),
based on socially constructed categories: for example, on our personal and physical
characteristics, on our ages, abilities, genders, biological sexes, class backgrounds, and
on our cultural, “racial,” ethnic, sexual and affectional, and religious identifications.
Identities can also be determined by our relationships to other people (for example,
“parent,” “daughter,” “lover/partner”), our occupations, interests, or organizational
positions (“politician,” “athlete,” “construction worker,” “artist,” “management
supervisor,” “line worker”), and our educational backgrounds. Sometimes these
identities are ascribed to us by others (often at birth); sometimes identities are
“achieved” later in life; some are permanent, lasting a lifetime; others are temporary or
transitional (Blumenfeld, 1996, p. 255). Some identities are more salient than others to
an individual at any given time and in any given social situation.
Hardiman and Jackson (1992) divided identity into two levels: personal and
social. The “personal level” she defined as the ways in which the individual recognizes
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aspects of her/his personhood including all the aspects of personality, character, tastes,
and interests. The “social level” referred to the role of others in society in defining
these aspects, especially around the individual’s participation and membership in the
social group. Social identity, then, includes:
...all the various social groups that an individual consciously and
unconsciously has membership in and the conscious and unconscious use
of a social frame of reference in self-perception, social perception or in
social interaction (Hardiman and Jackson, 1992, p. 76).
Tajfel (1982) discussed the self as composed of numerous, or multiple,
identities, and he subdivided these identities, as did Hardiman and Jackson, into two
types: the personal and the social. He proposed what he called an “interpersonalintergroup continuum” representing the two-way direction that social behavior
continually travels—from interpersonal to intergroup—and also a shift from one’s
awareness from personal identity to social identity. Tajfel acknowledged that most
behavior would be considered “mixed” (interpersonal and intergroup), and many times
would appear toward the middle of the continuum. In addition, in highly collectivist and
interdependent societies such as Japan, for example, this distinction between
“individual” and “group” would be understood very differently. I would add that for a
number of cultures within the United States (e.g. collectivist in tradition), this
individual/group separation does not exist to the extent it does among assimilated
peoples of European heritage.
Social Identity Theory was developed by Tajfel and Turner and their colleagues
at the University of Briston in the 1970s and 1980s (Tajfel, 1981; Tajfel and Turner,
1979). Henry Tajfel was a survivor of Nazi occupied France and of German prison
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camps during World War II. He was particularly interested in studying the
psychological processes in large groups, and the conditions and consequences of
intergroup conflict. In particular, Tajfel along with Turner were interested in studying
people’s sense of themselves (their identities) and their motivations, responses,
judgments, and overall perceptions when they became members of groups. They found
that an individual’s general psychological processes were profoundly and qualitatively
altered and transformed in group settings.
Primary to their theory was the assertion that an individual’s self-definition is
changed in groups. In addition, one’s personal identity (one’s concept of self with
unique characteristics, qualities, and personality) expands to an enlarged social identity.
Though the individual carries personal identities into group situations, within the group
there are also possibilities for a new identity, one that carries with it the perception of
oneself not only as a member of the group, but also as someone with the characteristics
of the group. In this transformation from personal identity to social identity, an
individual’s sense of self (and by connection, self-esteem) becomes intricately entwined
with the successful functioning of the group. To paraphrase Tajfel and Turner, to have
good feelings about oneself, one has to have good feelings about the group. Along these
lines, and considering the process of comparison describe by Festinger (1954), people
outside the group (e.g., outgroup members and outgroups generally) are increasingly
seen as inappropriate role models and sources of information and support.
Social Identity Theory is a social psychological theory of group membership,
group processes, and intergroup relations. It posits that conflict will be activated
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whenever social categories and group divisions are present. It emphasizes the social
context as a cause of the conflict, due in part to the multiple processes of social
categorization, social comparison, and social identification.
1. Social Categorization: Bruner (1956) stated that “the main function of categorization
is to reduce the complex object world to a more simple and manageable structure” (in
Taylor, 1981, p. 83). People tend to accentuate the similarities among people within
their own category as well as accentuate the differences of people of different
categorical groupings. This categorization process in the formation of social groupings
is the same process associated with the construction and maintenance of stereotypes (as
discussed previously under Theory II).
2. Social Comparison: Social Comparison states that identity is organized and
maintained through intergroup comparison. It is the process by which individuals will
pursue a positive self-identity by comparing one’s sense of self with the relevant
outgroup, and in the process clarifying and crystallizing one’s self identify. Therefore,
for individuals to feel positive about membership in a social group, they must first feel
positive about that social group. Group theorists, such as Festinger (1954), argued that
“individuals are attracted to groups in which the members have opinions similar to their
own so that they can evaluate their own opinions with precision.” In this process, group
formation is enhanced. Also comparison with other groups can lead to the ranking of
groups as better/worse, higher/lower, majority/minority, domination/subordination, and
others.
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A seemingly contradictory, but nonetheless, closely-allied corollary to social
comparison is reference-group theory (e.g., Merton, 1949; Hyman, 1942; Sherif and
Sherif, 1953; Shibutani, 1955; Newcomb, 1961), which asserts that aspects of
outgroups are sometimes praised and held up by the ingroups as something desirable to
emulate.
3. Social Identification: Tajfel defined “social identification” as the knowledge that one
belongs to a group, along with the emotional, psychological, and value significance
attached to that membership. Hurtado, Gurin, and Peng (1994) termed this
“psychological work,” which is “both cognitive and emotional work” undertaken by
individuals “to achieve a positive sense of distinctiveness” after the processes of social
categorization and social comparison (p. 131). An individual’s sense of social identity
stems from three specific realms (Pliner, 1996): from self-definition, from definition by
others members within the social group, and from definition by those outside the social
group (p. 41). Hurtado, Gurin, and Peng maintained that those social groupings that are
valued, granted a high degree of privilege, and not highly obvious to others (for
example, being “white” or heterosexual) may not become salient identities to the
individuals. On the other hand:
The groups and categories that are most problematic for a sense of
positive distinctiveness—ones that are disparaged, memberships that have
to be negotiated frequently because they are visible to others, ones that
have become politicized by social movements, etc.—are the most likely
to become social identities for individuals (Hurtado, et al, 1994, p. 132).
If an individual is a member of a low-status group relative to other groups,
theorists have identified a number of coping strategies for individuals to maintain their
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self-esteem. One strategy is labeled “disidentification” by Lewin (1948) who noted that
American Jews sometimes attempt to “pass” as Gentile in a predominantly Christian
society. Tajfel and Turner (1979) suggested other possible approaches. One is to
restrict comparisons to either similar or subordinate groups so the results of these
comparisons are more favorable to the ingroup than they would be if comparisons had
been made to higher-status outgroups.
So then, what constitutes group membership in terms of issues related to
identity? Tajfel (1972) defined “social identity” as the “individual’s knowledge that
he/she belongs to certain social groups together with some emotional and value
significance to him/her of the group membership” (p. 2).
For Sumner (1906), the categorization of individuals into distinct ethnic
groupings originated in the first human’s struggles (and competition) to meet their basic
needs. Social identity theories insist, however, that the simple fact of belonging to one
group over another, and the mere subdivision or categorization of persons into ingroups
and outgroups is enough to trigger ethnocentric (xenophobic, discriminatory) attitudes
favoring the ingroup (Allen & Wilder, 1975; Billig and Tajfel, 1973; Tajfel, Billig,
Bundy, & Flament, 1971). This is even the case when issues of competition for scarce
resources and incompatible group goals are absent. A major premise in Social Identify
Theory, as proposed by Tajfel, is that social identities themselves create and maintain
attitudinal and behavioral discriminations favoring the ingroup (Tajfel, 1978, 1982;
Tajfel and Turner, 1986). The stronger are the individuals’ identification with their
ingroup, the greater is the tendency to perceive outgroup members as undifferentiated
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members of another social category, and to perceive oneself and other ingroup
members as different or dissimilar from the outgroup. This researchers have called the
“outgroup homogeneity effect” (Brewer, 1979, Quattrone, 1986). This in turn provides
the basis for stereotyping outgroups and outgroup members.
A number of researchers argued that the mere recognition of two groups into
dichotomous social categories is sufficient for hostility. That is, group membership
itself has profound effects on psychological functioning, irrespective of personality
types and other individual differences. It is thought that the individual is transformed in
group situations. People will show favoritism toward the ingroup and hostility and
discrimination toward the outgroup even:
1. when group membership is random and anonymous,
2. in the absence of intergroup interaction,
3. where there is no history of explicit intergroup competition, enmity, conflict, or
status concerns,
4. where no self-interest is involved (Tajfel and Turner, 1986).
Tajfel (1978) differentiated between the “objective” and “subjective” factors
that give rise to intergroup conflict. His definition of “objective” factors is closely
related to realistic-group-conflict theory in terms of competition for scarce resources,
and also to issues of exploitation and marginalization by dominant groups. He added,
however, that “subjective” conditions—including life experiences related to an
individual’s social group membership—can, in some circumstances, impact the conflict
and, therefore, must be factored into the equation.
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Social Identity Theory also maintains that different facets of identity hold
varying degrees of salience depending on situational factors, especially since most
people in most societies hold multiple social identities and are members of a number of
groups. Bochner (1982), in surveying the intergroup literature, concluded that social
group identity becomes particularly salient in the context of intergroup conflict; an
individual becomes increasingly aware of social group membership in conflictural
intergroup situations, especially when group differences are the basis for such conflict.
Bruner (1956) suggested that group categories most often considered salient in a given
situation are those that are most “accessible” to the person at the time, those that are
the closest “fit” to the stimuli the individual encounters.
Azar and Burton (1986) contended that most protracted conflicts throughout the
world were social-identity related:
Recent and ongoing conflicts in Israel, Lebanon, Sri Lanka, Northern
Ireland, the former Soviet Union, Ethiopia, Somalia, Cyprus, the former
Yugoslavia, and Turkey are all identity-related (in Stephan and Stephan,
1996, p. 150).
I would add to this list India, Pakistan, Spain, Eritrea, Sudan, Mexico, Canada, the
United States, and others.
For conflict resolution strategies to be successful, Azar and Burton (1986)
emphasized that psychological needs served by social identities must be considered
because these “basic psychological needs cannot be negotiated, exchanged, or
bargained away” (quoted in Stephan and Stephan, 1996, p. 150).
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What Is A Jew?
So then, in terms of social identity and Social Identity Theory, “What is a Jew?”
Depending on whom you ask this question, you will get a variety of answers.
According to Gudykunst (1994):
Religion can be used as a basis for determining ethnicity if the religion
provides a distinct subculture. Jews are the main religious group that
meet this criteria in the United States and this group is the target of
negative intergroup attitudes (i.e., anti-Semitism) (p. 62).
According to Blauner (1992), in defining the parameters of what defines an
“ethnic group,” he stated:
An ethnic group is a group that shares a belief in its common past.
Members of an ethnic group hold a set of common memories that make
them feel that their customs, culture, and outlook are distinctive. In
short, they have a sense of peoplehood (p. 55).
Jewish identity can certainly be placed under Social Identity Theory. It has been
at least partially based on having been constructed as a separate social category that has
been negatively compared to by other groups. According to Memmi (1975), being
Jewish is not only a positive identity in terms of a sense of belonging to a group, but
...it also means submitting to an objective condition....Being Jewish is a
condition that is imposed on every Jew, chiefly from the outside, since it
is chiefly the result of the relations between Jews and non-Jews (p. 81,
emphasis in original).
As there is no monolithic “Jewish identity,” similarly there is no homogeneous
Jewish religious, political, or social belief system. This is what Jack Wertheimer (1993)
referred to as a “people divided.”
As early as the 1920s, the religious divisions among American Jews had
become permanent, with second generation Jews adopting various modes
of secularization in their effort to obtain acceptance. The Orthodox,
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Reform, Conservative, and Reconstructionist branches of Judaism by the
1930s all distinctly separate groupings, in the 1990s vie amid dissipated
resources for the loyalty of the shrinking second, third, and fourth
generations of Jews (Forman, pp. 18-19).
In addition, the primary threat to American Jews in the second half of the 20th
into the 21st century CE is internal dissolution. Conservative Rabbi Robert Gordis
articulated the extremely serious cultural crisis affecting the American Jewish
community:
[T]he ills of American Jewry , its vast shapelessness, the incredibly low
level of Jewish knowledge, its consequently easy surrender to vulgarity
and emptiness...all these have persisted too long to be discounted as signs
of immaturity or as mere growing pains (Gordis, 1953, p. 14).
Wolfenstein (1998) proposed a continuum of Jewish identity charting an
individual’s apparent position or location of self-identification, the saliency (or
centrality), of a person’s Judaism vis-a-vis their American identity. These positions can
change or remain stable throughout an individual's life course. The positions are as
follows:
1. “Jew”: those who do not consider themselves as “American,” and this excludes all
other self-identifications; Jews who simply happen to be living in the United States;
analogous to many European Jews who did not define their identity in terms of the
country in that they were living.
2. “Jewish American”: a dual and at times partially conflicting identity; an
uncomfortable hyphenated or apparently self-divided identity.
3. “Jewish American/American Jew”: an identity in which the individual’s Jewish and
American identities are equally important and salient, but not conflicting.
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4. “American”: those who simply happen to be Jewish, but their American identity is
more salient and supercedes their “Jewishness”; they do not deny their Jewishness,
but this is not a central aspect of their identity.
5. “Americans Who Have Left Their Jewishness”: former Jews who have either
dropped their religious/cultural/ethnic identity, or who have at least attempted to do
so.
Jews. Blacks, and Identity
Ben Halpern (1971), writer and labor Zionist, argued that blacks and Jews were
dissimilar in terms of identity and their respective historical impacts on the country.
Jews, he stated, constituted an “ideological” minority, whereas blacks constituted a
“social” minority. With the United States history of slavery, the Civil War,
Reconstruction, the Jim Crow era, black Americans are fixed fully and tragically to this
country’s past and in its consciousness. Jews and Judaism, on the other hand, have not
provided the country with organizing principles and therefore, are not essential to the
American way of life. Halpern asserted, therefore, that Jews are more estranged in the
U.S. than blacks. The country has been more willing to accommodate to the ideologies
and cultures of black Americans than it has to Jewish distinctiveness.
Wolfenstein (1998) believed that when investigating the relationship between
blacks and Jews, one must approach it from a perspective of identity politics and
multiculturalism rather than from one strictly of “race.” When one uses “race” as the
lens, “Jews seem to have disappeared” (Wolfenstein, 1998, p. 67) at least in
comparison to other social groupings (e.g., peoples of color). With the apparent
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“whitening” of Jews on the racial binary over the past half century, Jews suffer less
from white racism, but still, in some places, suffer the effects of religious-ethnic
prejudice.
Each generation of Jews is redefined and categorized (ethnoracial assignment)
and also redefines and categorizes itself (ethnoracial identity). Brodkin (1998) asked the
question: “Is a Jewish identity a white identity now that Jews’ ethnoracial assignment is
white?” (p. 171). I believe at this point in history, individual Jews would answer this in
very different ways. Part of my research attempts to address this question. Brodkin
answered her own question by stating:
Part of where one stood in the Jewish culture wars depended upon the
way in which one understood the relationship between ethnoracial
assignment and ethnoracial identity. For the most part, Jews on the left
acknowledged in some way that they had been socially assigned to
whiteness and accorded its privileges. Their view of social justice
demanded making those privileges universal entitlements. More
conservative Jews conflated assignment and identity, insisting...that
Jewish privileges were earned and that social justice demanded others do
likewise (Brodkin, 1998, p. 173).
By the 1960s, individual black leaders and their organizations had defined Jews
as being outside the increasingly racialized movement for progressive social change.
Many African Americans perceived Jews as powerful insiders in the political,
economic, and social systems (institutions) who had the power behind them to control
their own lives and the lives of others. Jews, on the other hand, perceived themselves
as vulnerable outsiders who must be forever vigilant that the recurring cycle of
oppression does not repeat itself (Biale, Galchinsky, and Heschel, 1998). For Jews,
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economic success—no matter how great—is little defense against the potential threat of
Jewish annihilation.
Alford (1998) asserted that blacks and Jews actually need each other to define
themselves by contrast: where our “friends” give us a sense of who we are, our foes
give us a sense of who and what we are not. And, according to Morrison (1993), Jews
and other immigrant groups became “white” on the backs of blacks (Morrison, 1993,
p. 57). Brodkin (1998) maintained that neo-conservative Jewish intellectuals like
Glazer, Bell, and Kristol “invented their own Jewish form of whiteness by reinventing
blackness as monstrous and proclaiming their distance from it: I’m good, you’re bad;
I’m white, you’re black (Brodkin, 1998, p. 152).
Jews often deny or are not conscious of the privileges that go along with having
a “white” ethnoracial assignment. African Americans, on the other hand, often find it
difficult to surface from their victim or target status long enough to see that another
group, in this instance Jews whom they perceive as “white”—has been and at times
continues to be targeted for oppression.
I have my own opinion on this question or whether Jewish identity is a “white”
identity, as do the respondents in my study, which I flush out in Chapter IV of this
dissertation. My own view is that, though I believe Brodkin’s response is basically
sound, I would answer her question with an unequivocal “yes” and “no.” I draw my
conclusion by looking both where American Jews are currently on the ethnoracial
continuum, and recalling the historical cycle of anti-Semitism: Are we merely in a
relatively calm segment of this cycle? Will the cycle repeat itself? Will Jews continue to
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be assigned to the white side of the ethnoracial divide/continuum? Or do the recent
visible acts of anti-Jewish hatred signal that the cycle is, indeed, repeating? With these
lingering questions, with the occasional acts of anti-Semitic violence, with the
continued categorization of Jews as “racially inferior” and as so-called “mud people”
(along with people of color) by extremist white racist groups, and possibly because I
continue to carry this “enemy memory,” I come close to Brodkin’s placement of
Ashkenazic Jewish American ethnoracial assignment as “white,” but not completely. I
chose, therefore, to plot our current placement as “off-white” on the American
ethnoracial scale as it is currently constructed.
I have designed my current study to assess where my respondents of differing
generations place themselves.
Jewish Nationalism and Black Nationalism
Though African Americans and Jews have not lived a shared experience
“common to both people in the same time and the same place” (Lester, 1994, p. 168),
their histories, in some respects have run parallel. In many sectors of the Jewish
community, Jews see their plight in Europe mirrored in the experiences of blacks in the
U.S. Comparisons African Americans make with Jews are often contradictory falling
on a wide continuum from very different to surprisingly similar. African Americans
have consistently and, at times, possibly even unconsciously, held out Jews as a success
story and as a model to be emulated and admired. In a number of African American
religious traditions, the plight of blacks in the Americas has been likened to Jewish
enslavement in Egypt, and the story of the Exodus as one of redemption, hope, and
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liberation. Historian Miles Mark Fisher, for example, emphasized that blacks were
singing “Let My People Go” as early as the 1790s. And former slave and abolitionist,
Frederick Douglass, predicted:
The Jew was once despised and hated in Europe, and is so still in some
parts of that continent; but he as risen, and is rising to higher
consideration, and no man is now degraded by association with him
anywhere. In like manner the Negro will rise in social scale (in Wade,
1965, p. 97).
While some African American leaders identified with Jewish history seeing the
parallels to African American history, however, others (most notably the “Black
Israelites”) viewed ancient Jewish history as a black African story, one that was
appropriated by European Jews. The theorized that Africa was the matrix of
civilization, that ancient Egyptians were black, that Moses was black, and that the
concept of monotheism (the belief in one G*d) was originally conceived by ancient
Egyptians. From this they concluded that Judaism was a black religion, one that was
stolen from Africa and corrupted by white Europeans.
Both African American and Jewish American nationalist movements have been
continuing sources of tension between the groups. For example, a number of
circumstances put a wedge between Jews and blacks during the “Civil Rights Era” of
the mid- to late-1960s. Some of these circumstances revolved around the changing
nature of African American and Jewish American personal and community identity with
its attendant identity politics. For one, many of the Jewish organizations were opposed
to the increasing direct action strategies being employed to bring about progressive
social change by some civil rights organizations:
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Street demonstrations and mass marches reminded many Jews of the
demagogy and appeal to the mob of fascists like Hitler (Greenberg,
1998, p. 166).
In addition, the growing move toward nationalism in the black community and the
Jewish community further separated the groups. Indeed, since the 1960s, issues of
«

identity gained a certain saliency for groups in the United States (and arguably in many
other countries throughout the world). Groups have “become more and more
balkanized, with each group—blacks and Jews included—pulling further into itself”
(Kaufman, 1988, p. 13). Berman (1994) illustrated the phenomenon of “social
comparison” within Social Identity Theory:
My identity, in relation to you, consists precisely of the ways in which I
am different from you....Our resemblance threatens to obliterate
everything that is special about me. So you are my false brother. I have
no alternative but to hate you, because by working up a rage against you,
I am defending everything that is unique about me (pp. 5-6).
Indeed, a number of leaders have felt compelled to demonstrate their loyalty to their
particular groups’ interests, to perpetuate “identity politics,” often at the expense of
developing intergroup political coalitions and alliances.
For example, Stokely Carmichael (later changing his name to Kwame Toure)
was chosen to head the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) in 1966,
replacing John Lewis. During that year, Carmichael gave a speech introducing the
doctrine of “Black Power” at the “March Against Fear” from Memphis, Tennessee to
Jackson, Mississippi. (H. Rapp Brown replaced Carmichael as head of SNCC one year
later.) Also in 1966, Huey Newton and Bobby Seale founded the Black Panther Party in
Oakland, California. Though some Jews were prominent initial financial supporters of
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the Black Panthers, and one of its leaders, Huey Newton, was reported to have had a
Jewish grandfather, “the Jewish-Black alliance may have already been dead by 1966,
when black nationalism and Black Power replaced integration as the major focus of the
movement” (Blauner, p. 30).
Abbasi (1998) discovered a significant negative shift in Jewish perceptions of
black and Jewish relations “when the civil rights movement, with its emphasis on equal
rights for all, turned into a racial movement with its focus on equal rights for blacks”
(p. 137). Wolfenstein (1998) distinguished two very different phases in the cause of
black equality: the Civil Rights era of the 1950s and 1960s, which he claimed embodied
primarily “interracial and interfaith middle class interests” (p. 74) whose leadership
followed the Christian faith; while Black Nationalism from the mid- to late-1960 to the
present represented the interests of the black masses led by those who follow the tenants
of Islam.
During this era, there was a decline, not only in the United States but also
worldwide, in what Carson (1997) called “transracial, transcultural, and transnational
movements seeking to realize egalitarian and democratic ideals” (p. 177), and an
emphasis on identity politics, which often resulted in intergroup and intercultural
conflict.
Carmichael sought to establish his standing as a black nationalist moving from
his previous identity as a civil rights activist with leftist ties, toward a “race-first”
perspective, signaling what Lewis (1997) defined as a shift “from a politics of identity
to identity politics” (with the latter, unlike the former, positing a politics and sense of
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community based on shared characteristics—such as “race,” gender, sexual orientation,
religion, etc.—as the most important determinants of a person and of a group. This call
to black nationalism echoed back to similar movements, for example, to Marcus
Garvey’s Universal Negro Improvement Association of the 1920s. Carmichael argued
that African Americans must be given “an African ideology, which speaks to our
blackness—nothing else. It’s not a question of right of left; it’s a question of black”
(quoted in Carson, 1981, p. 238). Under his leadership, SNCC worked to increase its
influence in the urban North. In a contentious staff meeting in December 1966, by a
one-vote margin, whites were expelled from SNCC.
Meyer (1966) argued that the pivotal issue at the time between African
Americans and Jewish Americans was the rapidly growing conflict between Jewish
nationalism (including Zionism) and black nationalism, with interests often in
competition. Increasingly, both communities viewed each other as the “other”—the
outgroup. Both communities “feared and thus demonized” the other (Martin, 1997, p.
351). (It must be noted, however, that there were many Jews who, in fact, supported
the rising movement for black nationalism during this time.)
In addition, Jewish American identity and Jewish concerns for African
American issues changed in some quarters of the Jewish community after the Six Day
War in 1967 as Israel emerged as a primary focus of collective Jewish identity:
Jewish support for black advancement efforts declined after 1967 not
only because blacks moved toward racial separatism but also because
Jews moved toward increasingly group consciousness after the 1967
Arab-Israeli War (Carson, 1994, pp. 138-139).
And according to Forman (1998):
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The Six-Day War, in 1967, reactivated feelings for the Jewish state in
American Jews that had laid dormant since Israel’s birth in 1948 and that
many American Jews did not themselves know they had (p. 158).
And Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel, theologian and civil rights advocate said:
In those days many of us felt that our own lives were in the balance and
not only the [lives] of those who dwelt in the land; that indeed all of the
Bible, all of Jewish history was at stake....The world that was silent
while six million died was silent again, save for individual friends. The
anxiety was grueling, the isolation was dreadful...I had not known how
deeply Jewish I was (quoted in Kaufman, 1988/1995, p. 202).
Jews not only were now forced to reevaluate their attitudes toward the state of
Israel, but also to take a deep and hard look into what it meant to be a Jew in the world.
As a side effect of the black consciousness and identity movement of the 1960s,
according to Kaufman (1988/1995), this invigorated a “Jewish consciousness revival”
in the 1970s and beyond:
Following the end of World War II, there were only two full-time
professors of Jewish history and thought at American universities; by
1985, 300 American colleges and universities were offering courses in
Judaic studies and twenty-seven offered graduate programs. By the
1980s, polls found, American Jews in their twenties were more likely to
attend a [Passover] Seder than those in their sixties” (p. 99).
Public criticism of Israel came from former Jewish allies—from some African
Americans and from white political radicals, with an attendant attack on Jewish
particularism claiming that it did not exist. During the 1960s, however, a number of
Jewish political radicals who were members of what has come to be known as the
“Jewish Liberation Movement” between 1968-1974 supported Black Power politics and
Black Power leaders even when these same leaders opposed Israel and spouted antiSemitic diatribes. Morris Schappes, editor of the politically radical journal, Jewish
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Currents, continued to support Black Power organization like SNCC even after that
organization turned sharply anti-Zionist and anti-Semitic. He asserted that SNCC’s
stance was basically “defensive, not an aggressive, anti, no matter how shrilly it is
sounded” (Schappes, 1966, p. 3).
Another Jewish defender of the rising tide of Black nationalism against charges
of anti-Semitism was Noam Chomsky:
...that the widely voiced claims regarding the alleged anti-Semitism of
the Panthers and other groups seems to me severely distorted and
misleading [and are] so ignorant as to deserve no further comment
(1971, p. 199).
A number of Jewish intellectuals, including Noam Chomsky and Jerrold Katz,
even opposed Israel’s role in the Six-Day War, and they signed anti-Zionist petitions
“on behalf of the peoples of the Third World” that affirmed their identification
“ultimately and respectfully of their traditions and creative goals” (Alter, 1967, p. 49).
Many Jewish progressives also supported the creation and maintenance of the state of
Israel while opposing many of the policies undertaken by the Israeli government,
policies they felt were inherently restrictive to a just and lasting peace. Jack Nusan
Porter, a progressive Jew among the ranks of the New Left, asserted that Jewish
radicals
...will take what is good from Blacks and SDSers [Students for a
Democratic Society] but will reject what is bad...condemn Jewish
slumlords, but will support Black Power demands of...more jobs, better
housing, community control of schools....They will denounce the new
Left’s biased account of Zionism yet seek a homeland for the Arab
Palestinians (Porter, 1970, p. 32).
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An important segment of this new Jewish Liberation Movement was the Jewish
Feminist Movement. According to one of its leading writers, Elly Bulkin:
[Much] as the women’s movement of the late sixties and early seventies
had its roots in the earlier civil rights struggle and the new Left...the
increasing number of women who define ourselves as Jewish
feminists...owe a significant debt as well to the emergence...of a broadbased Third World feminist movement in this country (Bulkin, 1984, p.
98).
In the face of a growing tide of perceived derogatory statements coming from
black leaders, some major Jewish progressives and Jewish organizations sought to
strengthen ties between blacks and Jews. For example, the national Jewish Community
Relations Advisory Council issued a statement in 1967 focusing on race relations. The
statement read in part that:
...for the Jewish community to be deflected from its support and
advocacy of equality for Negroes on the ground that Negroes are antiSemitic would not only be self-defeating, exacerbating precisely what we
mean to combat, but would be to repudiate a fundamental tenet of Jewish
tradition—equal justice for all (National Jewish Community Relations
Advisory Council, 1969).
Forman argued that for a number of progressive Jews during the 1960s, they
could deflect much of the perceived anti-Semitism coming from blacks because “[i]n
the mind of Jewish New Leftists, Jews were nonwhite; Black anti-Semitism was
antiwhite and therefore not anti-Jewish” (Forman, 1998, p. 171). Fein (1968),
however, realized that Jews were not “black” either, but rather he believed that Jews
constituted a special racial status. He warned other Jews, therefore, not to act as whites
“not only because we of all people ought to know better, but because we shall cut
ourselves off from our own future if we do” (Fein, 1968, p. 15).
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Theory IV: Cross-Cultural Styles in Conflict
In addition to the three overarching theories (Realistic-Group-Conflict,
Sociopsychological, and Social Identity) of intergroup conflict that I have outlined, a
fourth has salience to our understanding of African American and Jewish relations. This
is in the ways in which differing cultural styles between the groups engender conflict.
Herskovits (1955) provided a simplified way of looking at the term “culture” as
“everything that is human made.” In addition, Gudykunst (1994) proposed culture as
“the systems of knowledge used by relatively large numbers of people” (p. 38). Though
all cultures are heterogeneous to some extent, social scientists talk about national
cultures—for example, a “United States” culture, a “Chinese” culture, a “Chilean”
culture. In some countries, there is more than one overriding culture. Canada and
Switzerland, for example, are said to constitute two cultures: for Canada, English and
French; for Switzerland, French and German.
Within cultures, there are groups, called “subcultures,” whose members share
some of the component values of the dominant culture, but also have a number of traits
and values that differ from the larger culture. Some of these subcultures are based on
social identities, for example, around “race,” ethnicity, religion, sexual identity,
ability, biological sex, gender, socioeconomic class, age, and others. They can also be
organized around occupations or interests.
According to Hall (1976): “Culture is communication and communication is
culture” (p. 169). Of course, one must consider individual personality types (Keirsey
and Bates, 1978), personal learning styles (Kolb, 1981), cognitive development (Perry,
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1981), and personal histories, but in addition, our culture enormously influences the
way we communicate, and the reverse, our communication influences our culture.
There exists, however, great variance on many levels among cultures. These
differences often impact the communication process between individuals and groups
from varying cultures, sometimes resulting in ^^communication:
The vast majority of the time we interpret others’ messages using our
own frame of reference....When we are communicating with strangers
and base our interpretations on our symbolic systems, ineffective
communication often occurs (Gudykunst, 1994, pp. 26-27).
A number of dimensions of cultural variability, together with these symbolic
systems, have been identified. These include language and verbal and nonverbal
communication; values, customs, and norms; guiding ethos of beliefs and attitudes;
mental processes and learning styles; emotional expressiveness; psychological and
behavioral modalities; work habits and practices; time and time consciousness;
relationship structures; social organization; sense of self and space; dress and
appearance; food and eating habits; degree of tolerance for uncertainty and ambiguity;
history; art; activities; general world view; and others. It can be said that an
individual’s cultural identity is that individual’s social identity focusing on her or his
group(s)’s culture(s).
Researchers have charted cultures as falling along a continuum with a number of
variables. These include Individualism versus Collectivism: the degree of support for
and emphasis on individual goals versus common or collective goals; Masculinity
versus Femininity: the degree of emphasis on qualities stereotypically considered
“masculine” versus qualities stereotypically considered “feminine”; Low Context versus
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High Context: the degree to which communication is found in the physical context and
internalized in the person (high context) or is contained explicitly in the message or
resides in the explicit language (low context) (Stephan and Stephan, 1996). In lowcontext cultures, for example, disagreement is expressed directly. On the other hand, in
high-context cultures, the direct expression of disagreement is considered inappropriate.
Cultures fall along a wide continuum ranging, on one extreme, from abstractive,
low-context, and urban to, on the other extreme, associative, high-context, and rural
(Weaver, 1994). Subcultural variation within a given society, also exists. For example:
Some authors would place Anglo-American males on the abstractive,
low-context end of this continuum, while American women and African
Americans might be placed on the associative or high-context end (p.
46).
Though I would argue that many individuals maintain a certain degree of their cultural
heritage regardless of their socioeconomic standing, issues of class, nonetheless, must
be considered:
Class identity interacts with other identities, particularly ethnicity. It can
be argued, for example, that there is little difference between the way
middle-class European Americans and African Americans communicate.
There are, however, significant differences between the ways middleclass European Americans and lower-class (sic) African Americans
communicate (Gudykunst & Lim, 1985, p. 68).
Charles Valentine (1968) concurred:
[EJthnic identity and subcultural distinctness of all or many minorities
are greatest for group members who are poor (p. 25).
Kochman (1981) concluded that poor first-generation descendants from Southern and
Eastern Europe are more likely to be more “ethnic” than their third-generation middleclass counterparts (and I would include Ashkenazic Jews in this category). In addition,
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poor blacks are likely to be more “ethnic” than middle-class blacks in the U.S. whose
level of education and social networks have brought them closer to the influence of
dominant white cultural norms and values. Waters (1990) added, however, that “race”
cannot be factored out of the equation:
The reality is that white ethnics have a lot more choice and room to
maneuver than they themselves think they do. The situation is very
different for members of racial minorities, whose lives are strongly
influenced by their race or national origin regardless of how much they
choose not to identify themselves in ethnic or racial terms (p. 157).
/

Cross-Cultural Continuum
Gudykunst (1994) ranked the dominant Euro-American (or more precisely,
Anglo-American) cultural styles of the United States along the following dimensions on
the continuum: individualistic, low-context, low in uncertainty avoidance, low in power
distance, and somewhere in the middle between masculinity and femininity. (I would
place the U.S. much further toward the masculinity end on the continuum, though I am
in agreement with Gudykunst’s other conclusions, especially in considering the U.S. an
“individualistic culture.”)
The emphasis (or, rather, what I consider to be an obsession) on the individual,
independence, and individual rights in U.S. mainstream culture, has led to a disregard
for and depreciation of group considerations and collective or community concerns,
which even has had serious consequences in the research on intergroup relations.
European American and African American Cultural Styles
A number of researchers have looked into the differing world views and
perspectives between females an males centering on linguistic/communication and
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cultural styles and values (e.g., Gilligan, 1982; Eakins and Eakins, 1978; Tannen,
1984, 1990, 1994). Other researchers (e.g., Visions, 1994; Kochman, 1981, 1994)
have centered their comparisons between African American and Euro-Americans.
Before proceeding, I must acknowledge that I have found it extremely difficult
to firmly situate Jewish American cultural styles on the chart below. First, while the
chart depicts general trends and styles, and not all individuals within a given culture fit
at all times and contexts, so too, many variations exist within “Jewish culture.”
Moreover, styles differ within a given “ethnic,” “racial,” or “religious” culture
stemming from a number of variables: adherence to traditions, degree of assimilation
into the dominant culture, level of contact with the dominant culture, class background,
biological sex, as well as generational and geographic differences. For example, many
recent Jewish immigrants from the former Soviet Union and a number of Hasidic sects
within the United States might fall more along the lines of “collectivist” cultures (or as
presented below, more toward the African American column). A number of secular
Jews and those more firmly assimilated into U.S. culture, however, might be more
similar to the “individualistic” cultures (depicted below as Anglo-American). Also,
New York City Jewish cultural styles might be very different in certain contexts from
Jewish cultural styles in Jonesboro, Arkansas, for example. Given these variables, in
addition to Jews historically holding the “middle position,” Jews occupy many sites on
the cultural continuum.
The following table outlines some of the themes comparing African American
and (assimilated) European Americans (Visions, 1994):
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Table 2: Cross-Cultural Comparisons between
Anglo-Americans and African Americans
(Visions, 1994)
COMPONENTS OF
WORLD VIEW
Psychological-Behavioral

ANGLO-AMERICAN

Logic
Concept of Self

individuality, difference,
uniqueness
competition, individual
independence, survival of
fittest
cognitive, evaluating,
measuring, counting
dichotomous, either/or
individual

Time

clock-time, “on time”

Ontology (what is “real”)

material

Values & Customs
Ethos
Epistemology

AFRICAN AMERICAN
Group centered, sameness
cooperation, collective
interdependence, survival
of group
affect, symbolic imagery,
rhythm, feeling
deunital, both/and
extended self-concept,
individual and group
identities
event focused in time,
“starts when I get there
spiritual

In his extensive research into the differing linguistic and cultural patterns of
blacks and whites in the United States, Kochman (1981, 1994) grouped his finding in a
number of areas. In summarizing the different cultural styles between blacks and
whites, he highlighted the fact that these divergent styles, and the often divergent
meanings attached to these styles, repeatedly clashed in the workplace and on the
playing field. Kochman (1981) emphasized:
Both white and black males and females interpret each others’ behavior
in accordance with the meaning and value that behavior has within their
own culture (p. 83).
Work and Play
White “mainstream” cultural styles are serious, methodical, and systematic.
This is what Harrison (1972) termed a “mental set” and defined as a stance or attitude
in which action or activity (doing) is seen to evolve out of a tightly structured plan,

schedule, or procedure” (p. 35). Though seemingly contradictory in U.S. mainstream
society, which socializes people (especially males) to perceive themselves as
individuals, within organizations or teams, these “individuals” are taught to subordinate
their individuality to conform to the hierarchy and roles instituted by the group.
Therefore, the more unique and distinctive traits of the individual are expressed and
realized outside of the work group, and not within it. In essence, then, the context is
shaped to fit the text.
Black cultural styles are more spontaneous, improvisational, exaggerated,
expressive, personalized, assertive, what Harrison (1972) termed a “mental reflex” as
defined as one oriented to “move through changes” as changing modes or
circumstances determine (p. 35). This cultural style arose from a “performance”
tradition in which performers were given great latitude. Black “style” carried over into
personal self expression in terms of dress, walk, body language, etc. Therefore, the text
is shaped to fit the context.
Stylistic Self-Expression
White self-expression is characterized by economy and efficiency, modesty,
understatement, and restraint, something considered as “minimalist”—one makes only
the moves that are necessary to getting the job done.
Black self-expression is often dramatic and involves a self-conscious and
theatrical flair; it is inventive and humorously ironic, exaggerated, boldly original.
There is an energetic involvement in “how” things get done. In work settings and on
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the playing field, to protect the person’s right of original self expression, there is a
dictum: “Tell me what to do, but not how to do it” (Kochman, 1994, p. 291).
The Role and Function of Competition
For whites, competition provides a climate and context to determine which pair
of adversaries (individuals and groups) can dominate the other. For blacks, competition
is twofold: to determine which opponent can dominate the other (winning), and for
each individual or group to use their opponent in the process of showing off
(“showboating,” “stylin’,” “grannin’,” “grandstanding”), i.e., displaying one’s
abilities and skills at the highest level of accomplishment.
Concentration
For whites, there is a “concentration to task,” which means undivided attention
in terms of focusing on one thing and only one thing. For blacks, “concentration to
task” means divided attention, attending to accomplishing the task while simultaneously
concentrating on doing it with flair or expressive style.
Expenditure of Energy
“Expenditure of energy” should not be confused with stylistic self-expression.”
The white mainstream concept of “hustle” describes a work and play pattern of high
energy expenditure, often actually greater than is needed to perform a given task.
Blacks base a work and play pattern on a “conservation of energy” principle—to
expend only as much (or as little) energy as is needed to perform a given task in terms
of energy expenditures. To whites, however, this “conservation of energy” by blacks is
often interpreted as a lack of dedication, motivation, or interest in the job at hand.
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Styles of Discourse: Information as Property
Whites regularly begin conversations with people they are meeting for the first
time by asking direct questions for information. Blacks, however, often consider this
inquisitive probing to be inappropriate, impolite, and intrusive. This stems form their
cultural style of being person-oriented and concerned with what people display face-toface. Also, blacks regard much of the personal information revealed by whites in public
as something that should remain private:
One black woman remarked to a Jewish friend, after hearing two Jewish
women talking on a bus, “Your people don’t care who knows their
business” (Kochman, 1981, p. 98).
Blacks also often resist divulging personal information because, as a targeted group,
disclosure could leave them vulnerable in the ways such information could be used.
Styles of Discourse: Truth-Creating Processes
“Truth-creating processes are mechanisms and processes that groups have
established to work through disagreements and for “getting at the truth.” There is a
white mainstream penchant for “discussion” rather than “argument” because argument
is considered “quarreling.” Discussion is non-confronting, impersonal, representing,
and peace- or process-oriented, protecting one’s own and other’s sensibilities even at
the expense of feelings. It is depicted by such terms as “compromise” and “agreeing to
disagree!” Blacks, on the other hand prefer “sincere” argument (as opposed to
quarreling, which blacks also have), rather than discussion. Black cultural styles of
argument is confronting, personal, advocating, and has an issue-oriented emphasis. At
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times, there are powerful expressions of views and greater priority is given to feelings
(emotions) over sensibilities.
[F]or Whites it hurts them more to hear something unfavorable than it
hurts them not to express their feelings....For Blacks, it hurts them more
to not express their feelings than to hear something unfavorable....Blacks
put truth before peace whereas Whites put peace before truth (Kochman,
1994, pp. 296-297).
Blacks (as well as Jews) believe that silence signifies agreement, and that one is obliged
to express one’s views when one does not agree with what another says. Kochman
(1981) adds that “when blacks are working hard to keep cool, it signals that the chasm
between them is getting wider, not smaller” (p. 20).
Blacks have another reason for distrusting the detached tone often used by
whites in debates. It resembles the tone they themselves use when they are “fronting”—
consciously and deliberately suppressing their true feelings and beliefs when they
perceive risks. As one black woman, Deloris Williams (in Kochman, 1981) makes
clear: “When in the minority, only a fool shows the anger that he feels” (p. 22). For
this reason, in a given situation when they find themselves as a numerical minority, a
cultural norm is that blacks do not disagree with each other in front of whites.
Styles of Discourse: Struggle or Contentiousness
Struggle of contentiousness seems to hold different meaning for blacks and for
whites. To whites, it is often seen as polarizing and negative. To blacks, it can be
unifying and positive. Kochman (1994) presents the metaphor of the game of “tug of
war” in which individuals hold opposite ends of a rope pulling against each other,
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where whites see only the opposition, and blacks, while also seeing the opposition,
correspondingly see the rope holding everyone together.
A number of researchers (e.g., Kochman, 1994; Schiffrin, 1984; Tannen, 1981;
Ong, 1982) discussed a “more contentious (antagonistic)” black {and Jewish) style of
public presentation and engagement with others in the seeking of truth. Moreover, in
the white mainstream concern with emotional self-control, when emotions are “out,”
they are frequently perceived as “out of control.” A “fight” begins for whites as soon
as emotional confrontation becomes intense. For blacks, a “fight” begins only when
one of the parties makes a provocative move. Verbal threats and intense emotional
confrontation, from the black cultural standpoint, are still “only talk.” As one black
male put it: “You don’t need to worry; I’m still talking. When I stop talking, then you
might need to worry” (in Kochman, 1981p. 58).
In summary, whites are more protective of each other’s sensibilities, whereas
black culture places greater importance on feelings over sensibilities—one’s own
feelings outweigh another’s sensibilities.
In terms of these differing styles of discourse, whites often consider blacks to be
“argumentative,” “loud,” and “threatening,” whereas blacks consider whites as
“dishonest,” “insincere,” and “devious.”
Styles of Discourse: Accusations and Denials
Accusations and denials can also hold different signification and intention for
whites and blacks: whites consider accusations categorically and inclusively, blacks
regard them generally and exclusively:
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Accusations or allegations like “Men are sexists” or “White people are
racists” are understood by white people to be categorical; all individuals
who fit the generic criteria of “men” and “white people” feel themselves
accused, whether they are guilty or not....Among blacks, accusations or
allegations of the foregoing kind are general rather than categorical; they
are not intended to be all inclusive....The applicable black rule is “If the
shoe fits, wear it” (pp. 89-90).
Whites who believe they have been unjustly accused invariably demand an apology,
while blacks often adhere to the “individual exclusion rule”: “He ain’t talkin’ to me”
(in Kochman, 1981, p. 90). Blacks often consider whites guilty by their very
declaration of feeling accused. On the other hand, whites who do not plead their
innocence are more likely to be regarded by blacks as innocent by remaining silent.
According to the proverb: “If you throw a stone into a pack of dogs, the one who yelps
is the one that got hit.” Whites, however, perceive blacks who do not mount a rigorous
defense as guilty when they are confronted with false accusations.
[Bjlacks also consider the demand of whites for an apology to be
unjustified, because it suggests that the responsibility for the feelings and
reactions of individuals belongs primarily to others, whereas blacks
themselves consider individuals primarily responsible for their own
feelings. Blacks will commonly say to those who have become angry,
“Others did not make you angry”; rather, “You let yourself become
angry” (Kockman, 1981, p. 127, emphasis in original).
This had implication for African American and Jewish relations. Regarding the
perceived anti-Semitic remarks make by Jesse Jackson in 1984 and then by Louis
Farrakhan, Jewish leaders demanded that both men make a public apology..Jewish
leaders further asked other black leaders to publicly condemn their statements. This
incident highlighted a major basis of tension between African Americans and Jews, that
of cultural styles in conflict. Jews, while genuinely offended and hurt by the remarks,
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in demanding public condemnation, either were not aware of or insensitive to a black
cultural tenant of not speaking out publicly against a black leader.
Letty Cottin Pogrebin discovered this point on a personal level. During a rally
celebrating the victory of David Dinkins in the 1989 New York City mayoral primary,
Jesse Jackson gave a speech that included a number of Christian religious references.
The day following the speech and rally, Pogrebin detailed her conversation with a black
female friend:
“Since Jews supported Dinkins in greater proportions than any other
group of whites, don’t you think all that Jesus talk was pretty insensitive
of Jackson?”
The black woman’s face closed tight. “You’re not gonna get me to
speak against Jesse,” she said flatly. “Jesse Jackson is our Israel. Even if
he embarrasses us or says the wrong thing, he’s the best we’ve got and
I’m not going to bad-mouth him” (Pogrebin, 1991, p. 284).
Differing cultural styles are often in conflict when Jews react to an African American
leader they consider to be espousing anti-Semitic sentiments by demanding both a
public apology by that leader and repudiation by other African American leaders.
Tensions develop because Jews and African American often respond to insults quite
differently.
African Americans not only feel unsafe (in a white racist society) to publicly
criticize one of their own, but also, on a cultural level, do not feel they are responsible
for the remarks and actions of others, even when these “others” happen to be members
of their own group. In addition, many African Americans do not give insults a lot of
weight:
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Africans’ experience with slavery and oppression has taught them that
insults must be ignored, that in a sense, ignoring an affront invalidates it
(Pogrebin, 1991, pp. 288-289).
Jews, on the other hand, take insults and slurs very seriously. Understanding the history
of anti-Jewish oppression, they remember that insults (along with negative stereotypes
and myths) were often the first step eventually leading to the stonings, funeral pyres,
and ovens. In addition, Jewish religious (Talmudic) tradition teaches that an aggrieved
person has the right to demand retraction for an offensive remark and to be given
compensation.
Pogrebin (1991) summarized these differing cultural responses: “In short,
Jewish culture puts the burden on the insulter to retract. Black culture puts the burden
on the insultee to not respond” (p. 289).
Reason and Emotion/Truth and Belief
White mainstream U.S. culture considers “truth” to be objective (and rational)—
that it exists external to the self, something to be discovered rather than possessed—and
people as objective truth seekers emulating a reliable and replicable cognitive scientific
model to arrive at “the truth.” Emotion and belief have no place and are viewed as
undermining and contaminating the process. This approach obliges individuals to be
open to other points of view with the presumption that strongly-held views and their
expression are impediments in truth seeking. A certain detachment is necessary for
“rational deliberation” promoting the praised quality of neutrality, a quality that “does
not compel ownership of a point of view” and permits individuals “involvement without
commitment (that is, conviction)” (Kochman, 1994, p. 299). Hence, one is often
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branded and summarily dismissed as being an “advocate” when publicly displaying
strongly-held feelings. It is, however, appropriate—indeed desirable—to be a
“spokesperson”: one who represents other people’s views rather than one’s own. This
process, begun in the schools, gives credit for representing the “authoritative”
viewpoints of others—in exams and papers (as I am doing, by the way, throughout this
chapter).
Blacks, on the other hand, seem not to separate reason from emotion or truth
from belief.
The goal of Black representation is not “rationality,” per se, if by
“rationality” one means exclusively a linear processing and presentation
of information, but “consciousness,” which simultaneously attends to
what is going on inside one’s gut as well as one’s head: a mind/body
fusion instead of a mind/body dichotomy (p. 300).
So, after reviewing the general cultural styles between mainstream AngloAmericans and blacks, the question remains: “How closely does a linguistic and overall
cultural style of Jews of European heritage approximate and/or differ from the
generalized ‘white,’ ‘Euro American,’ or ‘Anglo American’ styles summarized above?”
One difference, at least, seems to be connected to patterns of discourse.
Deborah Schiffrin (1984) studied a group of working-class Jewish Americans in
Philadelphia. She discovered that argument is a pattern of talk considered as a cultural
vehicle of sociability and a form of play—argument in terms of style though lacking in
serious substance. Though qualifying that this is not exclusive to some Jews, Schiffrin
isolated a number of primary features of argument in this group. These included giving
unsolicited opinions; giving advice without being asked; asking favors; volunteering
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stories; interrupting one another; sustained disagreement where utterances sound like
challenges emphasized by increased volume, rapid tempo, contrastive stress, and
exaggerated intonation contours; and competition for air time. These were patterns
found in similar studies of Eastern European Jewish culture (e.g., Heilman, 1976;
Kirshenblatt-Gimblett, 1974, 1975; Tannen 1981, 1984)—though not found to this
extent in Jews from Western Europe or in the Sephardim. Schiffrin used Simmers
(1911) description of “sociability” as:
[F]orms of social life in which substantive meanings organized through
parallel processes in other social realms were temporarily suspended in
the service of association for its own sake (in Schiffrin, 1984, p. 315).
Simmel (1911) gave further elaboration: “ [Sociability in its pure form has no ulterior
end, no content and no result outside itself’ (p. 158).
Schiffrin concluded:
Argumentative frames, stances, and alignments end as quickly and
unpredictably as they begin. In addition, the use of openly competitive
forms of talk actually rests on underlying assumptions of cooperation and
protection of speaker selves—hardly the sort of contest that would be
created by serious challenges and threats. And finally, the
disagreements...seemed to be valued as processes and activities in their
own right.... (p. 329).
Heilman (1976), in his ethnographic study of an Orthodox synagogue, found
that public arguments around Jewish Law as well as secular issues create collective
involvement among the congregates. This stemmed from a Jewish tradition of argument
codified in the Talmud: the Jewish text going back to around the year 4000 on the
Jewish calendar (third-century C.E.). Then literally hundreds of rabbis debated and
contested weighty issues of Jewish Law and culture, which is in accordance with the
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Yiddish proverb: “If everyone pulled in the same direction, the whole world would
topple over.” This refers, however, to “good-natured” rather than “serious” argument.
While this sociolinguistic expressive form is in no way exclusive to Jewish
Americans of Eastern European heritage, nonetheless, there exists the stereotype of the
“Jewish personality” as being “loud,” “pushy,” and “arrogant”—the so-called “New
York Jewish” type (Tannen, 1981). This has enormous implications in cross-stylistic
(cross-cultural) interchange.
The “Language of ‘Race’”
People from differing backgrounds in terms of “race,” “culture,” “ethnicity,”
“religion,” “sexual identity,” “biological sex,” and others, thought they may be talking
the same language on the surface, the meanings and subtexts may be held differently by
the various parties involved. These differences in terms of meanings and subtexts are
another arena for cross-cultural styles to come into conflict.
Bob Blauner (1992) writes of a United States in which there exists “two
languages of race” (p. 50), one spoken by blacks (and by implication, other people of
color), the other by whites. By “language,” he meant a system of meaning attached to
social reality, in this instance a “racial language” reflecting a view of the world. This
mirrored the conclusions of the Kerner Commission report released in 1968 in its study
of urban riots. It stated, in part, that the United States was moving toward two separate
societies: one white and one black (though the report left it uncertain where other
communities of color fit into this equation). Many blacks, and other peoples of color,
see “race” and racism as salient and central to their reality. Many whites—excluding
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members of the more race-conscious extremists groups—consider “race” as a
peripheral issue, and consider racism as a thing of the past, or, as in the Rodney King
incident of March 1991 and in the rise of organized hate groups, as aberrations in
contemporary U.S. society. Since the 1960s, blacks have embraced an expanded
definition of “racism” to reflect contemporary realities, while most whites have not.
While many whites are aware of what Valerie Batts (1989) termed “old
fashioned racism” (taking such forms as slavery, lynchings, cross burnings, definition
of people of color as inferior to whites, legal segregation between the “races,” and
others), many whites are either unaware of or unwilling to acknowledge the many
manifestations of “modern forms of racism” by whites. Batts lists these as
dysfunctional rescuing, blaming the victim, avoidance of contact, denial of cultural
differences, and denial of the political significance of differences.
These are among the many reasons Blauner (1992) gives for concluding that
“blacks and whites talk past one another”:
Whites and blacks see racial issues through different lenses and use
different scales to weigh and assess injustice (p. 50).
Tensions arose in the Civil Rights Movement as blacks accused Jews of
“colonialization,” as, they asserted, Jewish cultural styles stifled black intellectual
development and creativity preventing blacks from determining solution to their
problems. Jewish leaders assumed the role of senior partner in terms of doing things
“/or Negroes, rather than with them” (Fleischman, in Price, 1973, emphasis in
original).

There are far too many Jews from Jewish organizations into whose privy
councils Negroes are not admitted, who nevertheless are involved in
every civil rights and American-African organization, creating policy
and otherwise analyzing the Negro from all possible angles (Cruse
1967, p. 497).
Martin Luther King, Jr. wrote that “Negroes nurture a persisting myth that the
Jews of America attained social mobility and status solely because they had money” (In
Weisman, 1981, p. 49). “It would be impossible to record the contribution that Jewish
people have made toward the Negro’s struggle for freedom,” continued King, “it has
been so great” (In Rose, 1981, p. 55).
Referring to the alliance between blacks and Jews, Kaufman (1988) wrote:
The cooperation between blacks and Jews was, more often than not,
cooperation between some elite blacks and some elite Jews. But what
those elites did resonated strongly in each community, and when they fell
out that resonated strongly, too (p. 11).
Kaufman, however, also discussed the roots of division between blacks and Jews being
most notably the persistent patronizing Jewish attitude—an “elder-brother mentality”
(p. 39). In addition, blacks resented what they perceived as a Jewish cultural style of
being overbearing, coupled with Jewish ownership of businesses and residence building
in predominately black neighborhoods, and a belief that Jews failed to live up to their
own high moral and ethical standards.
Between one-half and three-fourths of the money raised by civil rights
organizations in the 1960s was from Jewish donors, though Jews comprised less than 3
percent of the U.S. population.
Andrew Hacker (1994) emphasizes the cross cultural styles in conflict:
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It is revealing that whites who traveled south in 1964 referred to that
sojourn as their “Mississippi Summer.” It is as if all the efforts of local
blacks for voter registration and the desegregation of public facilities had
not even existed until white help arrived. Moreover, many of those who
came were Jewish. And, as Nathan Wright observed at the time, at least
some seemed to feel that their organizational experience and skills
entitled them to take charge of the drives....The problem was not a lack
of fellow feeling, but the condescending tone....As Wright noted, they
seemed to style themselves as “patrons” or “parents,” with blacks
consigned to the role of “children” (p. 161).
Radio talk show host, Julius Lester, also spoke of his problems with his perception of
Jewish cultural styles:
Jews tend to be a little self-righteous about their liberal record....Jews
consider themselves liberals. Blacks consider them paternalistic...which
is only a benevolent racism (quoted in Hacker, 1994, p. 162).
During the 1930s and early 1940s, a number of black intellectuals and activists
had considered joining the American Communist Party, but soon abandoned such plans
feeling they had been treated condescendingly by Party members, many of whom were
Jews. Black poet Lanston Hughes, for example, publicly feuded with Jewish
communists whom he considered to be no more committed to progressive social causes
than the white ruling elite:
How can the average public school Negro be expected to understand the
exigencies of the capitalist system as it applies to both Jew and Gentile in
America...since both groups act strangely like Hitlerian Aryans...when it
comes to colored folks? (quoted in Kaufman, 1988, p. 39).
James Baldwin echoed the theme of Jewish paternalism and self interest in the Civil
Rights era:
[C]an it help the relationship between most Negroes and most Jews when
part of this money is donated to civil rights. In the light of what is now
known as the white backlash, this money can be looked on as conscience
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money merely, as money given to keep the Negro happy in his place,
and out of white neighborhoods (Baldwin, 1967, p. 34).
Differing Cultural Views of Dialogue
The concept of dialogue itself holds differing cultural meanings for African
Americans and Jews. Jews, on the one hand, view dialogue (talking, discussing,
arguing, and studying) as representing one means by which change occurs. The Talmud
is essentially a series of dialogues prominent rabbis held over important and perplexing
interpretations of the Hebrew Bible (the Torah), and of contentious issue of the day.
Jews, therefore, have an historical tradition of framing dialogue as a form of action.
This view is often not shared in an African American cultural context, where they
regard dialogue as a possible prelude to action, but not necessarily constituting action in
and of itself.
“Why do you think so many black women stopped coming to our
dialogue meetings even through we started out with an equal
representation?” I asked a black friend who had been part of the group.
“You Jews have to stop acting like G*d’s chosen people,” she barked,
her eyes hard and angry. “The world doesn’t revolve around you.
Relations with Jews are not a priority for most African Americans; our
main concern is survival” (Pogrebin, 1991, p. 292).
Cornel West is an African American who did not agree with this assessment. While he
believed that it must have some sort of practical application that results in joint actions,
he believed that “[dialogue is a form of struggle; it’s not just chitchat” (Lerner and
West, 1996)
Conclusion
I have summarized four separate but overlapping categories that address the area
of intergroup conflict: Realistic-Group-Conflict Theory, Sociopsychological Theories of
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Group Conflict, Social Identity Theory, and Cross-Cultural Styles in Conflict. As most
instances of intergroup conflicts are enormously complex, nuanced, and multi-layered,
so too are the tensions (historical and contemporary) between African Americans and
Jewish Americans. Whereas one or a number of root causes may help to explain
conflict in one situation or timeframe, other compelling explanations shed light and
insight onto our understanding in other conflicting settings. Therefore, all of the above
categories in my taxonomy can be used as projection lenses—either individually or in
tandem—when screening incidents and issues surrounding African American and Jewish
American relations for purposes of analysis and understanding.
The relationship between African American and Jewish Americans is extremely
complex and detailed. Multiple factors directly and indirectly impact on the personal,
interpersonal, institutional, and societal realms of this relationship. Having stated this,
however, when I am asked to summarize the roots of the tension(s) in a sentence or two
by people who are relatively unfamiliar with the topic, I respond: “The problem is
heightened by the fact that many Jews—at least of European heritage—either deny or
are unconscious of their white privilege and of the enormous saliency of ‘race’ and
racial barriers in this racist society, and many African Americans are either unable or
unwilling to transcend their ‘victim’ identification in this racist society long enough to
see that another group (whom they perceive as ‘white’) have been, can be, and often
continue to be targets of oppression. ”
Jewish white privilege often results in class advantages. Jews are often again
occupying the hated middle position in U.S. society. Many Jews moved from their
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neighborhoods, while retaining their businesses when blacks moved in. Jews thus
became landlords and shop owners in predominately black neighborhoods, and were
often seen as the face of the oppressor, the face of the jailer, hated as members of the
“white” ruling class are hated. As Bracey and Meier (1993) reminded us, however,
blacks were often in higher status positions, though this has not been extensively
recorded or acknowledged.
In this regard, when Jews are confronted with what they perceive as anti-Semitic
statements from African Americans, they do not separate this from the anti-Semitism
uttered throughout European history. Julius Lester, however, made a case that there is,
indeed, a very real difference.
Some black anti-Semitic expression stems from the volatile and unstable
socioeconomic environment in America today. Although the words are
anti-Semitic, the content may not be (Lester, in Berman, 1994, p. 168).
I would argue that this actually confirms rather than contradicts certain manifestations
of European anti-Semitism: the Jew being in the “middle” position between the
peasantry/working class and the monied elites with the scapegoating of Jews for the
economic and social ills of the society. Jews, therefore, often react aggressively to
statements they perceive as anti-Semitic, often demanding an apology from the alleged
perpetrator(s), and condemnation of these words and actions by others. African
Americans, on the other hand, often do not regard such statements in the same light,
and view demands by Jews as a form of control and manipulation.
What seems clear, however, are very different issues of perception between
Jews and African Americas on the status of Jews in the United States in the 1990s.
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Many Jews consider themselves as vulnerable to victimization, while many African
Americans see them as part of the (white) power structure and relatively secure—
economically, socially, culturally, politically, and religiously.

CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
Introduction
In this chapter, I present the overall research methodology, describe the
participants, delineate the data gathering and management procedures, and provide the
analytic strategies I employed.
The Research Questions
The purpose of this study, which is exploratory and descriptive in scope, is to
better understand the ways in which Ashkenazic Jews of differing ages, religious
affiliations within Judaism, biological sexes, and class backgrounds perceive African
Americans and the relationship between Jewish Americans and African Americans. I
employed qualitative interviews to conduct an investigation of my overarching research
questions.
In terms of intergroup conflict theory, I discovered a literature base suggesting
that issues of competition, sociopsychological factors, social identity, as well as crosscultural differences between the groups inform the conflict. In keeping with these
observations, I explored a number of subquestions, which helped me to investigate my
primary research question. These subquestions included:
•

Does Jewish identity inform the conflict between African Americans and Jews?

•

Does religious affiliation inform the conflict between African Americans and Jews?

•

Do differing cultural styles inform the conflict between African Americans and
Jews?
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•

Do differentials in power (perceived and real) and issues of socioeconomic class
between Jews and African Americans inform the conflict between the two groups?

•

Does the degree of overall background and experience (personal and academic) in
Jewish American and African American relations and conflict impact one’s
perceptions of the conflict?

•

Are there significant “biological sex” differences in perceptions between Jewish
American males and females?

•

Are there significant differences in perceptions between Jewish Americans based on
their class of origin?

•

Are there significant differences in perceptions between Jewish Americans based on
age?
Overarching Approach
I employed qualitative research methodologies, which I found to be particularly

applicable to my study because they were well-suited to the type of in-depth exploratory
examination and analysis that I was interested in unearthing (Coffey and Atkinson,
1996; Marshall and Rossman, 1998; Maxwell, 1996; Patton, 1990; Seidman, 1998).
Bogdan and Taylor (1975), for example, support the use of qualitative research
methodology when the researcher pursues “...settings and the individuals within those
settings holistically; that is, the subject of the study, be it an organization or an
individual, is not reduced to an isolated variable...” (p. 4). Marshall and Rossman
(1995) emphasize that qualitative methods give the researcher a deeper understanding of
each participants’ lived experiences and how people define and perceive their situations.
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In terms of qualitative interviews, according to Kvale (1996), interviews provide
the researcher with an excellent means by which participants can describe the world in
which they live. They afforded me the opportunity to delve deeply into the often subtle
themes expressed by research participants, and provided me with a greater
understanding of their lived experiences and the ways they make meaning of these
experiences in their own words. This process also gave me the ability to examine how
people’s experiences interact with social and institutional forces, and to discover the
interconnections between and among individuals within a shared context and between
generations. Qualitative interviews enable participants to express themselves in their
own voices. McLaughlin (1997) describes “voice” as “the discourses available to us for
making ourselves understood and listened to, and for defining ourselves as active
participants in the world” (p. 91).
Definition of Key Concepts
As I stated in Chapter 1, when I discuss “Jewish Americans” throughout this
study, I am primarily referring to Jewish Americans of European heritage—or
Ashkenazim. The Sephardim (Jews of Southern European—primarily Portuguese and
Spanish), North African, and Middle Eastern heritage, and the Mizrachim (Jews of
Arab countries as well as Turkey) continue, in many sectors, to be constructed
(assigned) as persons of color within the United States. Hence, they often do not have
the same degree of “white skin privilege” currently accorded to the Ashkenazim.
Though, in fact, group parameters can be blurred, I am using Worchel and
Austin’s (1979) definition of “group” as
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a collection of individuals who perceive themselves to be members of the
same social categories, share some emotional involvement in this
common definition of themselves, and achieve some degree of social
consensus about the evaluation of their group and of their membership in
it (p. 19).
To this definition, I add the concept of “peoplehood”—a concept that transcends
geography, language, and even culture. I, for example, living in the United States
during the later half of the 20th century and into the 21st century of the Common Era as
a, primarily, secular Ashkenazic Jew, when compared to an ultra-Orthodox Ashkenazic
or Sephardic Jew living in Israel, on the surface, we appear to have little in common.
When I see Hasidim walking the streets of New York City or Jerusalem, however,
though our appearance, upbringing, day-to-day experiences, relationship to and
interpretation of our religious heritage and to our G*d, and even our primary language
is very different, I still have a sense of peoplehood with them. I believe we have a long
heritage spanning across thousands of years that has cemented our connection on the
most basic of levels, a connection that time has not, and maybe never can, untie.
Moreover, I am employing Taylor and Moghaddam (1987) definition of
“intergroup relations” as “any aspect of human relations that involves individuals
perceiving themselves as members of a social category, or being perceived by others as
belonging to a social category” (p. 6, emphasis in original).
In addition, I am using the word “culture” to include not only the tangibles of
the “heroes and holidays,” the food and clothing, but also the less material cultural
expressions of communication styles, attitudes and values, and familial and community
relationships.
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Delimitations
I investigated African American and Jewish American conflict from a Jewish
American (primarily Ashkenazic) perspective(s). Since one of the aims of this study
was to add to our understanding of pedagogical issue related to intergroup conflict, I
have chosen participants who are either currently attending college or older participants
who have college degrees.
My intergenerational research study focused on two specific cohort groups:
1. older Jewish Americans who are no longer undergraduate college students, some of
whom have been involved in the area Jewish American and African American relations,
and 2. current Jewish American undergraduate college students of differing experiences
and backgrounds related to the conflict between African Americans and Jewish
Americans. Though an investigation of white Gentiles, Sephardim, Mizrachim, Jews
under college age, Jews with no background in higher education, as well as African
Americans of all ages and backgrounds is certainly critical for further research, this is
outside the parameters of the current study.
Participants in the Study
My intention was to interview a cross section of Ashkenazic Jewish Americans
for my study. This was a “purposeful sample,” which, according to Patton (1990) are
individuals “from which one can learn a great deal about issues of central importance to
the purpose of the research” (p. 169).
I initially located participants by contacting Orthodox and Non-Orthodox Jewish
centers on college and university campuses in the Northeast of the United States. In this
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manner, I identified participants who later suggested others for the study. This
technique Patton (1990) termed “snowballing.” In addition, I asked a number of
professors to suggest possible student participants from within their courses. I also
contacted older non-student participants who had at least a rudimentary working
background in the area of African American and Jewish relation on their college and
university campuses. To ensure the widest possible representation in terms of
background knowledge on the topic under investigation, I chose a small number of
participants who were either leaders in the area of intergroup relations on their
campuses or within their communities, or those who had written on the general topic
area.
I chose 16 individuals to participate in the current study. All participants were
primarily of Ashkenazic heritage. An equal number (8) were current undergraduate
college students, and the remainder (8) were college graduates. One participant in the
latter group was enrolled in graduate studies. Both groups—undergraduates and college
graduates—included participants of differing Jewish cultural and religious backgrounds
from Orthodox to Conservative, and Reform, and in the older cohort to
Reconstructionist. They also included participants with differing experiences in the area
of intergroup relations between Jewish Americans and African Americans. Both groups
included an equal number of females and males.
Participants’ socioeconomic class backgrounds ranged from those within the
greatest cluster (11 participants) around “middle-middle” to “upper-middle” class. Four
considered themselves in the categories of “working-class” or “lower-middle.” One fit
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the category of “owning-class.” Though participants’ class of origin represented a
spectrum, even those who were raised toward the working-class or lower-middle-class
side of the socioeconomic continuum during their youth acknowledged that they had
moved closer toward the middle-middle or upper-middle-class segment of the
continuum.
After contacting each potential participant, I gave them the general parameters
of the topic under investigation and what I needed from them. This was in keeping with
Seidman’s (1998) suggestion:
...it is important at this point to present the nature of the study in as
broad a context as possible and to be explicit about what will be expected
of the participant (p. 41).
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Table 3. Coding of Participants
PARTICIPANTS’ CODES
19-M-OH
19-M-C
19-F-C
19-M-R/S
20-F-C/R
20-M-R
21-F-R
(2)21-F-R
25-M-C/R
29-M-R
41-M-OH
46-M-C
46-F-Re
49-F-C
55-F-C/R
56-F-R

AGE
19
19
19
19
20
20
21
21
25
29
41
46
46
49
55
56

BIOLOGICAL SEX
Male
Male
Female
Male
Female
Male
Female
Female
Male
Male
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female

RELIGIOUS
AFFILIATION
Orthodox Hasidic
Conservative
Conservative
Reform/Secular
Conservative/Reform
Reform
Reform
Reform
Conservative/Reform
Reform
Orthodox Hasidic
Conservative
Reconstructionist
Conservative
Conservative/Reform
Reform

Consent Procedures
I asked participants to sign an informed consent form (See Appendix B), in
duplicate, which outlined the focus of the study. Participants gave me one form, and
they kept the other for their files. To assure participants’ anonymity, I told them that I
would provide each with a pseudonym in all the written material derived from their
participation (See Table 3). In addition, I told participants that I would not use other
identifying characteristics that were not crucial to participants’ stories related to the
focus of the study. I also notified participants that I might employ the services of an
outside assistant to help me transcribe the interviews. Therefore, I asked for their
consent to have someone not related to the research listen to and transcribe their taped
interviews.
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Data Collection
With each participant, I conducted two interviews of approximately one-andone-half hours each. On average, I spent a total of three hours with every participant.
In investigating my research questions, I constructed interview questions to take into
account three dimensions as defined by Rubin and Rubin (1995). One was participants’
“Life Histories” (p. 6), which included some of their major life events. A second was
what Rubin and Rubin termed “Cultural Interviews,” which investigated participants
“shared understanding, taken-for-granted rules of behavior and standards of value, and
mutual expectations” (p. 6) around a given topic. And third, “Topical Interviews,”
which “are more narrowly focused on a particular event or process, and are concerned
with what happened, when, and why” (Rubin and Rubin, 1995, p. 28).
I conducted “semistructured interviews,” which, according to Gall, et al. (1996)
“involves asking a series of structured questions and then probing more deeply using
open-form questions to obtain additional information” (p. 310). I formulated and
refined interview questions (See Appendix A) before my initial interview in
consultation with the members of my Doctoral Dissertation Committed during the
dissertation proposal stage of the process. One of the strengths of qualitative research,
however, is the researcher’s ability to make adjustments in the interview questions
during the process to better reflect emerging needs. Therefore, I altered or added a
small number of questions after I realized that I needed to take the interview in slightly
different directions to amass the information I needed. I also deleted some questions
that did not generate information that answered my research questions. With each
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participant, I included “probe” questions that I formulated within the context of the
interviews to delve more deeply into the areas under consideration. I conducted
interviews with the majority of the older participants before I began my interviews with
student participants. I did this to determine whether I could discover emerging themes
from within this group. Except for two participants, I conducted the second interview
between five and ten days from the first interview. The major reason I attempted to
adhere to this schedule was to provide participants with sufficient time for reflection,
though not too much time for memories to fade between the first and second interviews.
The exceptions were 25-M-C/R whose interviews I conducted in two consecutive days
because these interviews were held in a Southern U.S. state, and my time there was
limited. The other participant was 49-F-C whose interviews I conducted in one threeand-one-half hour block in consideration of her extremely tight schedule.
In keeping with Marshall and Rossman’s (1995) suggestion that “research
should be conducted in the setting where all the contextual variables are operating” (p.
44), whenever possible, I asked participants to suggest interview cites where they felt
the most comfortable and at ease, and where they could best reflect on issues directly
related to the research topic. Some chose their college offices, others preferred to meet
at Jewish campus spaces, while others chose their living rooms. For a few of the
participants, especially the undergraduates who did not have access to private spaces, I
reserved a place on their campuses that afforded a high degree of privacy.
My interview questions focused upon a number of general categories. In the
first interview, I focused on participants’ demographic information, their backgrounds
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in terms of Jewish culture and salient issues that informed their Jewish identity, the
concepts of “race” and “white privilege,” social contact with African Americans, and
messages they learned primarily from within their culture about African Americans.
The second interview covered participants’ perceptions of African American culture
and leaders, their experience with and perceptions of African American and Jewish
American relations, and their thoughts concerning strategies to bring the groups closer
together. This second interview included the ways in which participants made meaning
of the relationships between African Americans and Jews as well as how they perceived
their relation to the conflict if they did, indeed, perceive a conflict.
Researcher’s Role
As the researcher, I interviewed participants, and organized, interpreted,
described, and analyzed the data generated. Above all in the interviewing process, I
asked open-ended question, and I was an active listener.
In keeping with Seidman’s (1998) directions, I listened to the participants on
three levels: 1. I listened to what they actually said, or what Seidman called their “outer
voice”; 2. I listened for their underlying assumptions or meanings, what Seidman called
their “inner voice”; and 3. in addition to the substance of the interview, I listened for
and was aware of the process, including those non-verbal cues that signaled what the
participants were thinking and experiencing.
Though I attempted to develop a collegial relationship with the participants by
sharing some information about myself and my background, I strove to keep my

l,
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opinions and assumptions on the topic of the study out of the interview process and out
of the relationship between myself and the participants.
Data Management. Reporting, and Analysis
During each interview, I kept notes to keep track of salient points the
participants raised. I also wrote down any subsequent interview questions that occurred
to me. Following the individual interviews, I made verbatim written transcriptions for
nine of the participants, or a total of 18 interviews. In addition, I employed the services
of a professional transcriber who transcribed the interviews of the remaining seven
participants, or 14 interviews.
To manage the enormous amount of information, I transferred the transcribed
manuscripts of each participant into the “Ethnograph” computer coding software
program. I kept two copies of the transcripts: one that I left intact and uncoded, and the
second that I coded using the Ethnograph softward. I coded each manuscript using a
coding system that I developed. From the coded excerpts from within and between
interviews and among participants, I searched for regularities or patterns, which I
classified these into thematic categories.
In analyzing the data, I followed the six-phase process suggested by Marshall
and Rossman (1998): “organizing the data; generating categories, themes, and patterns;
coding the data; testing the emergent understandings; searching for alternative
explanations; and writing” the findings (p. 158).
I began a preliminary analysis of the data as I conducted each interview. I
reexamined the text to determine which themes seemed the most compelling or salient
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in the study, which seemed to connect to other themes within and between interviews
and between participants, and which seemed less relevant. This, in itself, was a form of
analysis. I took this further by attempting to answer my primary and secondary research
questions for each participant, guided by the structure Seidman (1998, pp. 110-111)
proposed in analyzing qualitative data:
1. What connective threads are there among the experiences of the participants
interviewed?
2. How do the participants understand and explain these connections?
3. What do they understand now that they did not understand before they began the
interviews?
4. What surprises have there been for the researcher?
5. What confirmations are there of the researcher’s previous assumptions?
6. How have the interviews been consistent with the literature?
7. How have the interviews been inconsistent with the literature?
8. How have the interviews gone beyond the literature?
Patton (1990) suggested that peer debriefers can be extremely valuable in the
qualitative research process. They can provide researchers with feedback, and help the
researcher gain greater analytical insight into the data collected. I contacted selected
peer debriefers to help me verify my conclusions, and to aid me in probing deeper in
my analytical process.
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In keeping with the approach, as Seidman (p. Ill) suggested, the final stage of
my interpretation centered around what the research experience had meant to me by
answering the following questions:
1. How did I come to this research?
2. What was this research experience like for me?
3. What meaning do I make of this research—from within and without my theoretical
lens?
This last point is the place where I had the opportunity to respond to the same questions
as the participants concerning the meaning they made of the experience. Then, in my
concluding remarks, I suggested directions for further research.
Researcher’s Assumptions
General Ideological and Theoretical Assumptions
My theoretical and ideological perspective is grounded within a “Social Justice”
model, which looks at the ways in which social structures promote and maintain issues
of domination and subordination (e.g., Bell, 1997). Though many of the theorists I
investigated in my literature review did not emphasize broader social contexts, this
emphasis informed my study. I believe one cannot fully understand intergroup conflict
between two or more groups within a given society without examining larger contextual
societal (or systemic) structures related to relative power differentials and inequities.
These systemic inequities are pervasive throughout the society. They are encoded into
the individual’s consciousness and woven into the very fabric of our social institutions,
resulting in a stratified social order privileging members of some groups while
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restricting and disempowering members of other groups based on ascribed social
identities. And this is not merely the case in societies ruled by coercive or tyrannical
leaders. According to Iris Marion Young (1990), it occurs also within “the everyday
practices of a well-intentioned liberal society.”
Assumptions Regarding Jews’ Perceptions of African Americans and of the Conflict
I enter into this study with a number of assumptions, which, taken separately
and in concert, underlie my understanding from a Jewish perspective of some of the
roots of conflict between African Americans and Jews. Based on my reading of the
literature on intergroup conflict theory, I believe, first, that social identity has
enormous applicability in analyzing conflict between African Americans and Jewish
Americans. In this regard, I believe:
1. The form, content, meaning, and expression of identity, as well as group
identification and sense of “community” of American Jews of European heritage
(Ashkenazim) is very different from that of African Americans.
2. Ashkenazic Jewish Americans realize and conceptualize the saliency of race and
class differently from African Americans in 20th-century CE United States society.
In addition, Ashkenazic Americans often downplay the saliency of both. In this
regard, sometimes Jews conflate concepts of “race” with concepts of class.
3. Contemporary Jewish American ethnoracial assignment (Brodkin, 1998) is very
different from that of African Americans.
4. Ashkenazic Americans often do not perceive their white-skin privilege within a
racist society.

5. Jewish Americans, following centuries of oppression culminating in the murder of
six million European Jews by the German Nazis, often do not or cannot rise out of
their “victim” status or identity. This inhibits their awareness and acknowledgment
of past and current victimization of other groups targeted for oppression, most
notably peoples of color in the United States.
My second primary assumption is that differences in cultural styles between
African Americans and Jews also plays a role in the conflict.
1. At times, lack of understanding by Ashkenazic Americans of African American
culture and styles of communication leads to misunderstanding and conflict.
2. Ashkenazic Jewish Americans—as in the case of other groups of European heritage
who have come to be constructed or assigned as “white” in contemporary U.S.
culture—often hold racist and classist stereotypes, attitudes and beliefs. Due to their
cultural communication styles, however, they may not express these biases publicly.
Therefore, the perception exists within some sectors of the Jewish American
community that because some African Americans publicly express what seems to be
blatantly anti-Semitic attitudes, the conflict has originated and is perpetuated only by
African Americans. Jews, they perceive, on the other hand, are relatively free of
prejudiced beliefs and discriminatory behaviors. They are, therefore, free from
blame in the conflict.
Trustworthiness
I entered into my research with a number of basic assumptions based on my
reading of the literature, my Jewish cultural background, and on my experiences with
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African American and Jewish American relations. In addition, I am passionately
invested in this topic. Though complete objectivity, as I have learned in the fields of
journalism and academic research, is not fully possible, I have attempted to ensure that
the participants in my study spoke from their own experience and in their own words. I
have a deep interest in this topic area as well as a commitment to unearthing the truth as
“objectively” as I possibly can. Therefore, at points in my written discussion, I have
incorporated selected verbatim excerpts from the interviews. In addition, to assure for
accuracy in transcription, I matched the written text with the taped version of the
interviews that I transcribed as well as those of the transcriber. I then corrected any
inconsistencies I found.
By asking primarily open-ended questions rather than questions that led
participants down paths that I may have wanted them to take, I designed a study that I
believe laid the foundations for themes to emerge.
Ethical Considerations
The general area of intergroup relations, and specifically African American and
Jewish American relations, taps into a number of deeply personal, intimate, and at
times, highly-charged emotions related to a number of social identities, for example,
issues of “race,” socioeconomic class, biological sex, religion, ethnicity, and others. I,
therefore, ensured to the best of my ability that participants entered into this study with
a clear understanding of the intimate and often controversial nature of the topic area.
In addition to explaining the focus of the study on the informed consent form, I
assured participants that any and all information they divulged both within and outside
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of the interview setting, which they represented as “off the record,” would, indeed,
stay off the record.
By permitting me into their lives, the participants offered precious gifts: their
experiences, their insights, and their “selves.” I, therefore, treated these gifts with the
consideration and respect they deserved.

CHAPTER 4
GENERAL FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
In Chapter 4, I present and discuss the results of the research. Initially, I
attempted to answer the overarching questions of 1) How did Ashkenazic Jews of
differing generations perceive African Americans?, and 2) How did Ashkenazic Jews
perceive African American and Jewish American relations and/or conflict? It became
apparent both from my literature search and review and from the interview sessions
with participants that two preliminary questions also needed to be addressed to situate
and inform participants’ responses. These new questions were, 1) How did participants
define or conceptualize their “race” as Ashkenazic Jews? and 2) How did participants
understand the concept and reality of “white privilege” as it relates to themselves and
other Ashkenazim?
This chapter is structured, therefore, around four general sections. The first two
address the two preliminary questions. The third and forth sections address the two
original research questions. Within each section, I constructed all subcategories in the
reporting of the results where I perceived themes emerging from the composite data.
Overview of the Participants’ Religious Affiliation. Biological Sex. Age, and Class
The participants were 16 individuals of primarily Ashkenazic heritage. There
were an equal number of females and males. Also, there were an equal number (ages
ranging from 19 to 56) of current undergraduate students and those who have graduated
from college, with one currently in a doctoral program. Individuals adhered to differing
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Jewish religious affiliations ranging from Orthodox Hasidic to Conservative, Reform,
and Reconstructionist.
In terms of socioeconomic class backgrounds, the greatest cluster (11
participants) was around “middle-middle” to “upper-middle” class. Four considered
themselves in the categories of “working-class” or “lower-middle,” and one fit the
category of “owning-class.” Though participants’ class of origin represented a
spectrum, even those who were raised toward the working-class or lower-middle-class
side of the socioeconomic continuum during their youth acknowledged that they have
moved closer toward the middle-middle or upper-middle-class segment of the
continuum.
To protect the anonymity of the participants, I have given each a coded
pseudonym. This I constructed from their age in the first position, biological sex in the
second, and Jewish religious affiliation in the third. Each position I have connected
with a hyphen. For example, 55-F-C/R (55 years of age, Female, Conservative to
Reform) or 19-M-OH (19 years of age, Male, Orthodox Hasidic) (See Table 3, Chapter
3.)
Question 1:
How Did Participants Define or Conceptualize Their “Race” as Ashkenazic Jews?
In labeling their “race,” participants constructed an overall spectrum of terms,
some reflecting a chosen ethnoracial identity and some reflecting a given ethnoracial
assignment.1
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No Place on the “Racial” Binary
The majority of participants found it extremely difficult to position themselves
on the racial binary (assignments) as currently constructed in the United States in which
“white” is located on one side and “persons of color” (blacks, Asians and Pacific
Islanders, Latino(a)s, and Native Americans) on the other. To most participants, the
categories “Jew” and “Judaism” not only confuse and confound the U.S. “racial”
binary, but also expose the fact that “race” as a concept is, indeed, a social construction
(often arbitrary) reflecting historical, social, and cultural contexts.

Table 4: Participants’ “Racial” Identifications

PARTICIPANTS

IDENTITY/ASSIGNMENT

LABEL

46-F-Re
49-F-C

Identity
Identity

White
“Presumptively White,”
“White Enough”
“ Straight-White-Male ”
“Caucasian”
“Jewish”
“Jewish American”
“White”
“White”
“White, but Irrelevant”
“White Individual, but...”
“Pass As White”
“White” [by Default]
“White, but Jewish”
“White, but [some] Cherokee,
but Jewish”
No Label
No Label

20-M-R
46-M-C
25-M-C/R
19-M-C
29-M-R
19-M-R/S
41-M-OH
19-F-C
55-F-C/R
(2)21-F-R
20-F-C/R
21-F-R

Identity
Identity
Identity
Identity
Assignment
Assignment
Assignment
Assignment
Assignment
. Assignment
Assignment
Assignment

56-F-R
19-M-OH

Participants who embraced an ethnoracial identity included the terms “white”
(46-F-Re); “presumptively white” and “white enough” (49-F-C); “straight-white-male”
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(20-M-R); “Caucasian” (46-M-C) signifying the relative geographic location of his
ancestors (Caucasian Mountains of Russia); “Jewish American” with “Jewish before
American (19-M-C), and Jewish” (25-M-C/R). Another participant (29-M-R)
discussed how he had once identified his race as “Jewish, not white,” but due to a
critical incident in college now considered his ethnoracial assignment as “white.”
Participants who claimed their ethnoracial identities did so without reluctance,
hesitation, or defensiveness. They were secure with the labels they had chosen. They
obviously had considered the question of how they defined their identities in terms of
“race” well before our interview sessions.
In particular, two individuals within this group who defined themselves as
“white” (46-F-C) and as “white enough” (49-F-C), and another who defined himself as
“Caucasian” (46-M-C) had a clear understanding of the U.S. racial binary. They knew
their place upon it, the ways it privileged individuals and groups classified as “white,”
and how it disempowered individuals and groups classified as “persons of color” and,
specifically, African Americans. They also saw the connections in the ways this binary,
by constructing race, also constructed and maintained class stratification in this country.
All but two of the remaining participants described their “race” in terms of
ethnoracial assignment: “white” (19-M-R/S); “white but irrelevant, totally irrelevant”
(41-M-OH); “white individual, but...” (19-F-C); “pass as white” (55-F-C/R) implying
“less-than-white”; “white” by default ([2]21-F-R) since there was no label she felt
comfortable claiming; “white but Jewish” (20-F-C/R) which is, again, white by default;
“white, but [some] Cherokee, but Jewish” (21-F-R).
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Many, though not all, participants who acknowledged an ethnoracial assignment
showed signs of defensiveness, great reluctance, bewilderment, or irritation when I
posed the question. For many, the question was one that they either had not considered
extensively or had considered but found difficult, confusing, or irrelevant. A notable
exception was 55-F-C/R who clearly understood the binary—though not necessarily her
place upon it—and the privileging of “whites” and disempowering of “persons of
color.” She also linked this binary to the construction of a stratified class structure.
The final two participants— 19-M-OH & 56-F-R—did not define their “race.”
19-M-OH was more insistent that the very notion of “race” had no salience for him,
while 56-F-R implied having a “not-quite-white” identity.
“Race” Held No Meaning for Orthodox
The concept of “race” held little or no saliency or meaning for both Orthodox
participants. For example, referring to the racial term “white,” 41-M-OH stated:
It’s just a label. It doesn’t mean much to me. Because in Judaism, you
know, if a person’s a Jew, they could be Chinese, they could be black,
they could be Indian. It’s irrelevant. I mean, to me it’s totally irrelevant.
A Jew is a Jew regardless of skin color or, you know, “race,” or
whatever you want to say
(41-M-OH).
For the Orthodox participants, their overriding identity was “Jew” if we were to place
them on Wolfenstein’s (1998) scale (See Chapter 2, page —, this dissertation for a
discussion of this scale.) While 41-M-OH reluctantly claimed a default label of
“white,” 19-M-OH refused to consider himself a member of any so-called “race,” and
declined any “racial” label. For the Orthodox participants, any human division was not
seen in “racial” terms, but rather one between Jews and Gentiles. They derived this
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from the Hebrew Bible in which two nations were formed from the twin sons of Isaac:
the Jewish nation from Jacob, and the Gentile nations from Esau. Intergroup conflict
and primarily an “inner hatred of the Jewish people” (41-M-OH) stemmed from this
division of primarily Gentiles against Jews. Thus, they essentialized the conflict.
Religious Affiliation Most Salient Characteristic
Of all the demographic characteristics between the study participants (religious
affiliation, biological sex, age, and class of origin), religious affiliation had the greatest
impact on participants’ perceptions of many of the research topics under investigation.
When talking with the two Orthodox participants—41-M-OH & 19-M-OH—
about not only the concept of “race,” but about many other areas of discussion as well,
I got the distinct impression that many of my scripted questions—questions that seemed
appropriate for most of the non-Orthodox interview participants—seemed somehow out
of context and inappropriate when posed to these visibly observant Jews who literally
wore their Jewishness on their sleeves as well as their entire being: their payot (long
side hair locks) and beards; yarmulkes (skull caps); white shirts, black pants, black
shoes and socks; tzitzit (braided fringes of their prayer shawls—tollis) streaming from
beneath their shirts. I felt the questions were outside of the way they perceived the
world and how they focused their lives. Orthodox participants, for example, did not
think or talk in terms of what the larger society defines as differing “racial” categories.
While non-Orthodox participants considered the currently-constructed U.S.
“racial” binary—with “persons of color” at one end and “whites” on the other—to be
exclusionary because it did not acknowledge their “middle position assignment or
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identity—for the most part, they understood this “racial” system and responded
accordingly to interview questions.
Contradiction: One Non-Orthodox Rejected a “Racial” Label
56-F-R was the only participant from among the non-Orthodox who refused a
racial label in her self-definition. She highlighted the change in Jewish ethnoracial
assignment and the disparate self-definitions among Jews of differing generations. Born
in the United States in 1943, before or possibly on the cusp of the so-called post-World
War II “baby boom” generation, she spent her early childhood when Jews were treated
differently, when Gentiles “could probably go places that I couldn’t,” when Jews were
treated as less than white. Her daughter’s experiences and subsequent self-definition,
however, were quite different. She realized this in 1986 when, sitting with her daughter
and her high school guidance counselor, her daughter stated that she wished to attend
Tulane University following graduation. When 56-F-R warned her daughter against
attending a Southern college over her fear of anti-Semitism, as she stated, “I just don’t
think that they’re particularly hospitable to Jews,” her daughter simply rolled her eyes
in disbelief. 56-F-R stated:
[T]hat wasn’t even in [my daughter’s] uni verse...but in my day, there
were Jews and there were Christians, and, you know, never the twain
shall meet (56-F-R).
Similar to 41-M-OH and 19-M-OH, 56-F-R’s conceptualization of the world was
organized around the binary of “Jew” and “Gentile,” where the racial term white
was more appropriate to Gentiles (of European heritage) than to herself.
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Judaism Not Necessarily a “Race,” But...
While most participants rejected the notion of Judaism being a “race” per se,
three (all younger females) in particular held out the possibility. For example, while
(2)21-F-R stated that “race isn’t religion,” she considered that “Judaism can be
considered a race” as well as a culture. She discussed a certain “Jewish look” by which
she could sometimes determine whether someone was Jewish:
[Sjometimes you can tell a Jew; you could just look at someone and you
could tell they’re Jewish. And it doesn’t happen with Catholics; you
can’t just look at someone and know they’re Catholic.... A Jew looks a
certain way sometimes, not all the time ([2J21-F-R).
In this connection, 19-F-C listed physical features of a “typical” Jew as including dark
skin, dark eyes, and big noses. And 20-F-C/R hypothesized that some Jews may have
“Jewdar”—the equivalent of “Gaydar”—a sensory and often unconscious human
mechanism that enables Jews to detect other Jews.
A greater proportion of older individuals placed themselves in the ethnoracial
identity category as opposed to ethnoracial assignment. Possibly older individuals had
more time and experience to ponder their placement on the racial binary. Possibly the
racial binary is in a state of flux, and, therefore, younger participants were less
compelled to embrace a label.
While there were notable exceptions, a larger proportion of participants who
assertively claimed an ethnoracial identity, as opposed to those who reluctantly
acknowledged an ethnoracial assignment, had a more in-depth understanding of the
currently-constructed racial binary in the United States. They also understood their
position on this binary vis-a-vis African Americans and other persons of color. Those
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with this in-depth understanding were primarily older participants. Again, this was a
possible reflection of their more extensive experiences, which, for some, included their
political activism during the Civil Rights Movement in the 1960s and early 1970s and
continuing into the late 1990s.
Most participants, however, believed the concept of “race” did not apply to
them. The concept of “ethnicity,” however, did hold greater meaning for most. While
nowhere in my questioning did I use the term “ethnoracial,” I believe that one of the
wedges between Jews and African Americans is in their differing perspectives around
the component parts of this term.
While “race” often, or usually, encompasses ethnicity, on the other hand,
ethnicity in the minds of some, does not always encompass “race.” In a racist society,
many “white” ethnics do not perceive themselves as having a “race.” I believe that
Jews are more aware of and concerned with their “ethnicity” often at the exclusion or
denial of their so-called “race.” African Americans, on the other hand, view
“ethnoracial” with “race” often coming before “ethnicity” in order of saliency. African
Americans resent Ashkenazic Jews, and others they perceive as “white,” for
downplaying the saliency of “race” on the lives of African Americans. Some Jews on
the other hand, especially neo-conservatives, resent African Americans for
“overplaying the ‘race’ card.”
I would ask, then, is this racial binary a fixed feature of the U.S. landscape? If
not, will it be constructed differently in 10 years, 25 years, 100 years? Will it change to
incorporate individuals and groups that it currently does not adequately accommodate
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(most notably Jews, European-heritage Latino(a)s, people of mixed “races,” and many
others). If it does change, how will this effect social identities? How will it effect
relations between individuals and groups of differing social identities? Will it effect the
class structure of the Untied States? Will it have an impact on relations between African
Americans and Jews?
Extending this, are we, in fact, reifying the binary (or even the continuum) and
subsequently perpetuating its inherent oppressive nature by the very act of claiming an
“ethnoracial” label? Should we, therefore, work to deconstruct and eventually
dismantle this binary entirely? If we eliminate the binary, where would this leave
differing social identities?
I ask these speculative questions because in many “poststructuralist” circles,
primarily within a number of academic disciplines, social identity categories are being
interrogated and deconstructed. Time will give the answers to my questions.
Question 2:
How Did Participants Understand the Concept and Reality
of “White Privilege” as It Related to Themselves and Other Ashkenazim?
Privileges for Those Who “Pass”
Most participants expressed the belief that Ashkenazim, in fact, do have white
privilege vis-a-vis persons of color and especially relative to black people. This
privilege, however, is conditional. Participants believed that Jews’ supposed “white
skin” provides them with certain advantages—e.g., benefits, privileges, fewer acts of
discrimination against them—when they can “pass” as white Gentiles. Jews who do not
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or cannot “pass” lose or are never granted these advantages. For them, Judaism
remained a stigmatized category. To avoid this stigma, therefore, one needed to at least
attempt to pass. To be Jewish in racial terms is to be “white, but...” because if
“discovered,” one would be regarded and treated as “off-white” or possibly as “non¬
white.”
46-M-C, for example, who preferred the label “Caucasian” over “white,”
maintained that many white Gentiles do not consider Jews as “white” unless and until
they “pass” as Gentiles, when Jews “hide or bury our identity as Jews” (46-M-C). He
distinguished between the ethnoracial assignment of Jews relative to other “white”
immigrant groups. He asserted that the trajectory of Jews’ ethnoracial assignment as
“non-white” to “white” was very different compared to, for example, Irish and Italian
ethnoracial assignment in the United States. Jews were persecuted in Europe and seen
as the “Other” before they emigrated. The Irish and Italians, on the other hand, were
part of the majority within their native lands but were defined as “non-white” for a time
after they entered the United States.
Two participants who claimed a “white” ethnoracial identity did so after
traveling a long developmental journey.
I struggled around my Jewish identity and my white identity, and I
wouldn’t see myself as “white” for awhile cause I was clearly a Jew, and
how could I be white when white people killed Jews....I think that
accepting myself as “white,” and accepting that I’ve got a certain amount
of privilege in this country from being white was really helpful to me in
terms of getting out of some of the internalized oppression that I felt as a
Jew....[It] helped me become less of a victim personally (46-F-Re).
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And 49-F-C not only acknowledged that U.S. Ashkenazim have white privilege—
“profound relative skin privilege” vis-a-vis black people—but she took the unusual
position among the participants of advocating that for Jews to become effective allies,
especially to people of color, they must transform the sense of shame they may have
with this privilege into a sense of pride. Viewing her process from a white
developmental model (e.g. Hardiman, 1994), she has “redefined” for herself what it is
to be “white” in a racially divided and racist society. 49-F-C had significant
experiential and demographic differences from most of the other participants. First, she
acknowledged that she developed her white identity and subsequent realization of her
white skin privilege outside of a U.S. context: first in Pakistan and then more fully in
Niger where she “had a profound experience of being in someone else’s movie” by
being the only white person in an African village. She viewed Ashkenazic white
privilege internationally. She challenged Jews on their “colorism”: the ranking by
lighter skin Ashkenazim against Sephardim and African-heritage Jews, for example,
from Ethiopia.
Participants who acknowledged their white privilege believed that Jews who are
“identifiable”—Hasidim, for example—have no such privileges because white Gentiles
“see them as ‘Other’” (46-M-C). This conditional white privilege assumed by most of
the non-Orthodox participants was verified by the older Orthodox participant:
[Pjeople look at [us] like we’re more distinct and more removed, and
therefore, you either pick on [us], I guess, and more innate feelings [of
hatred] can come out for this person easier than for the person who hides
himself (41-M-OH).
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Some of the participants highlighted this point when I (coincidentally)
interviewed them following the tragic shooting at the Los Angeles Jewish Community
Center in August 1999. For example, though one participant acknowledged that Jews
may be perceived in many sectors of the white Gentile community as “white,” and that
Jews may be the beneficiaries of “white skin privilege,” overall Jews are not
“equivalent to white folks” (29-M-R).
Concerns Over Being Dismissed as “White”
Two participants expressed concern when African American disregarded their
Jewish identity, and automatically placed them in the ranks of the “whites.” In terms of
white privilege, though 21-F-R acknowledged that Ashkenazim might have benefits not
necessarily accorded to people whose ethnoracial assignment is “non-white,” she
emphasized that “Jewish people don’t have and haven’t had the experiences of whites
anywhere in the world.” She wanted black people in particular to understand this. She
resented when black people simply dismissed her as “a white girl,” without looking at
her full identity. Similarly for 46-M-C, he discussed becoming triggered when he heard
African Americans refer to Jews as “white” without distinguishing them from white
Gentiles, thereby dismissing any distinction:
[I]t’s become so charged—for African Americans to say about Jews,
“Well, you’re just white,” meaning you’re not different than other
whites. “You’re white; that’s what you are.” But we are different from
other whites (46-M-C).
Age as Determinant
The older participants generally considered white privilege (and issues of
oppression generally) on many levels, micro to macro—personal, interpersonal,
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institutional, and societal—while a number of the younger participants viewed it
primarily on the micro level—personal and interpersonal. In other words, they viewed
any white privilege they may have as granted to them by individuals—e.g., an
individual might like them better or might hire them over a black person—without a
concomitant understanding or appreciation of the ways that oppression operated
systemically within the society. This I believe can be explained in terms of their limited
experience and educational background, as well as being at a different level of cognitive
development relative to the older participants.
Biological Sex Not a Significant Determinant
The study included an equal number of females and males in both age cohorts:
undergraduate and post-graduate. The biological sex of participants did not have an
appreciable effect on participants’ overall responses, except in two specific statements
in the general area of “race” and privilege made by one male participant: 19-M-C. The
first statement follows:
Here [in the United States], because of politics, and because of the
democratic rule, people are able to walk home freely, can go to jobs, can
talk the way we're talking right now (19-M-C).
Though he acknowledged in general terms that he believed Ashkenazic Jews have
relative white privilege, in this instance, he was either unconscious of his male and/or
white privilege, or he was not empathetic to the realities of the oppression of women
and people of color who often cannot “walk home freely” or “can go to jobs.” A
female participant, 49-F-C, contradicted his assertion that “people...can talk the way
we’re talking right now” in her observation that African Americans, primarily males,
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do not feel psychologically and physically safe to talk freely in corporate America over
concerns of being perceived as threatening.
19-M-C also touched on the concept of individual merit. Here he was not
referring to the bystander who does not speak out, but rather to anyone targeted by
oppression:
I’m a big believer in the individual being responsible for
themselves....The thing that really bothers me the most is when people
are passive, when people just allow things to go when they’re seeing it’s
wrong, they just let it happen. That just irks me the most (19-M-C).
Again, he was speaking from a male and relative white perspective. He inferred that
people of color, and anyone for that matter, simply need to open their mouths to
counter oppression, and oppression comes only to those who do not speak out. The
\

questions I would ask in this instance are, How much of this is stemming from his
sense of entitlement engendered by his male socialization?, and How much of this is
coming from his sense of entitlement engendered by his relative white privilege?
Though he focused on the individual versus the collective approach to social change as
did a number of other participants of all biological sexes, here he was blaming the
victims of oppression.
Contradiction: White Privilege Not A Salient Concept
Since the concept of “race” held no saliency for the Orthodox participants,
neither did the notion of white privilege. 19-M-OH, for example emphasized merit
while downplaying “race” as the determining factor for “success” or lack thereof by
immigrant groups in the United States. He clearly implied that anyone, including
blacks, could improve their lives through hard work.
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...Jews in particular of Ashkenazic American descent, I don’t think that
they in particular have privileges that blacks don’t....[Whatever
privileges they have, they earned. It wasn’t just given to them cause they
were Jews, cause they had lighter skin (19-M-OH).
In addition, one non-Orthodox participant did not perceive having white
privilege. 19-M-R/S emphasized that “all of the racism and stuff’—oppression of
people of color—occurred before he was born and that all people “have an equal
opportunity.” (He, however, acknowledged later in the interviews that racism poses
hardships on African Americans.) Responding to whether he had white privilege, he
i

stated:
I don’t think I’ve experienced much [white privilege] yet....I’m still
young. I haven’t even experienced graduating out of college or getting a
job (19-M-R/S).
While many of the non-Orthodox participants acknowledged their relative white
privilege vis-a-vis African Americans, I cannot assert that this finding was
representative of the larger Jewish community. I have not come across other studies
that addressed this issue. I do believe, however, that opinions expressed by the
participants in this study on the topic of white privilege would, most likely, be
replicated in future studies of Ashkenazic college students and graduates from, at least,
liberal arts institutions. Within an academic environment, students generally come into
contact with members of other social identity groups, and they are exposed to ideas that
often expand their worldview.
Participants in the current study who had the strongest sense of having white
privilege traveled a long and often painful journey of self-awareness and to an
understanding of the dynamics of racism. They came to a place of acknowledging the
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benefits they were accorded by a society that on one level treated them as members of
the dominant majority. On another level, however, this same society rendered their
culture invisible, at best, and sometimes constructed them as “Other.” For them and
their forebears, though, hard work and education proved the ingredients that granted
them a degree of economic and social success. The concepts of merit and pluralism (the
philosophy whereby one adheres to a prevailing monocultural norm in public while
recognizing, retaining, and celebrating one’s distinctive and unique cultural traditions
and practices in the private realm) has indeed worked for Jewish people in the United
States. This has not always been the case for African Americans. Some of the
participants—non-Orthodox as well as Orthodox—who were not conscious of
Ashkenazic white privilege, misunderstood the workings of a “racial” hierarchy. Quite
simply, they did not understand that what has worked for Jews has not worked on a
mass scale for African Americans because of societal racism.
On the larger level, differing views of the concepts of merit and pluralism have
been major areas of contention between Jewish Americans and African Americans.
Some Jews, on one hand, often assert that hard work and education are the primary
ingredients necessary for success in the Untied States. In this assertion, they downplay
the real effects of racism. By implication, those who have failed did so because they did
not work hard enough. Some African Americans, on the other hand, often lump
Ashkenazic Jews into the unitary category of “white,” without acknowledging or
understanding the very real historical, cultural, and religious differences between Jews
and white Gentiles. As an emerging theme in the current study reflected, Jews often
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resent this conflation. On the issues of merit and pluralism, Jews and African
Americans are talking over and around each other, and not necessarily connecting.
Question 3:
How Did Ashkenazic Jews of Differing Generations Perceive African Americans?
Identification with African Americans
A majority of participants in the current study identified with and had empathy
for African Americans. Many referred to two separate but parallel histories of two
oppressed peoples—one Jewish, one African American—which at points linked Jews to
the plight of African Americans thereby helping them to understand the experiences of
the other. This empathy toward African Americans crossed generational, biological sex,
and class lines, though not necessarily lines of religious affiliation. This perception
came primarily from non-Orthodox participants.
46-M-C was representative of this perception of parallel histories linking Jews
to African Americans. Speaking in general and historical terms:
[B]oth of us historically have an experience as oppressed groups, so
we’ve both been the victims of discrimination, we’ve both been the
victims of lynching or pogroms. They’ve taken different forms, but very
similar things. We’ve both been the victims of hate groups in this
country, white supremacist groups like the Klan, and Nazis. We both
have experience as “other”....We both have experience as “minority”—
numerical minorities. We share some particular stories. So, the African
Americans relate very intimately to the Exodus story, which is the story
about the enslavement of Hebrews, and a lot of Negro spirituals derive
from the Book of Exodus. So we actually have a lot in common in that
sense. We both also have...a common desire for social change to
improve, to change society, to heal the wounds, to make a more just
society, to get rid of discrimination... (46-M-C).
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46-F-Re added that she had learned that in many respects, Jews could be
considered “the blacks of Europe”:
[T]he role that Jews played in that society was similar to the role blacks
play in U.S. society. But since blacks were playing it, Jews didn’t have
to play it
(46-F-Re).
Because of their long history of persecution in addition to their religious traditions of

Tzedekah (“righteousness”) and Tikkun Olam (to repair the world), 46-F-Re contended
that Jews “support social change and support efforts to level the playing field and make
life better for African Americans” (46-F-Re). She and many other participants believed
that Jews are more socially and politically active than white Gentiles around issues of
social justice and, specifically, anti-racism work.
Some of the younger participants raised a similar theme, though on a personal
and interpersonal level. 19-F-C was virtually the only Jewish student in an Episcopal
high school. Thus, having been a minority herself informed her positive perceptions of
other “minorities.” She was aware of a “color barrier” in the United States rooted in a
legacy of slavery.
A current doctoral student, 25-M-C/R gave a unique perspective from the other
participants in terms of his discussion of the effects of racism on health. Fie had access
to a number of studies that confirmed that people of color were at significantly higher
risk for developing major health problems, and that “It’s very clear that racism causes
these dramatic health consequences in different race populations” (25-M-C/R).
46-F-Re went further, however, to explain that this legacy of oppression against
African Americans has resulted in “the destruction of African American family life,
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and community life, and cultural connections” (46-F-Re). A number of other
participants concurred with this view. 55-F/C/R, for example, believed that racism has
prevented blacks from advancing economically forcing them into “ghettos” and
slums by limiting their educational and employment opportunities. This has had a
negative cumulative effect on the black family. She observed that first-generation
female black students at her university often sabotaged their potential success for a
number of reasons, including feelings that they were somehow betraying their families
or abandoning them by potentially moving up the class ladder by being class traitors of
sorts, or by acting “white,” of being “uncle Tomish.” She did not find this, however,
with her first-generation Jewish college students.
Support for Affirmative Action
Participants who had an opinion on the issue of Affirmative Action uniformly
asserted that it was still necessary. Two participants (both male—19-M-OH and 25-MC/R), however, straddled the line. Though 19-M-OH supported Affirmative Action to a
point, especially within institutions with a history of discrimination, he raised the notion
of merit and the ways that Affirmative Action have been abused: “I don’t think that
Affirmative Action should coddle people and give them things that they don’t deserve.”
i

“Deserve” here referred to people who did not have the basic qualifications. He
acknowledged, though, that issues of oppression could hinder a person’s chances in
gaining these “qualifications.”
25-M-C/R defined himself as a “frustrated Libertarian.” He wanted to believe in
true Libertarianism—that each person is responsible for herself or himself, and that the
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social, political, and economic system can work for those who work it. He realized,
however, that the playing field is not level, and that some modification (for example,
Affirmative Action) must be instituted to give equal opportunity to all. He understood
that racism and other forms of oppression existed. In his experience, anti-Semitism and
racism have not been particularly serious problems. Working in the field of public
health, however, he understood the “barriers” placed on people based on social
identity.
Contradiction: Individual Merit
19-M-C asserted that people need to take more personal responsibility for their
actions and their advancement:
I’m a big believer in the individual being responsible for
themselves....The thing that really bothers me the most is when people
are passive, when people just allow things to go when they’re seeing it’s
wrong, they just let it happen. That just irks me the most (19-M-C).
He did, however, approve of the concept of Affirmative Action in certain situations.
Though he understood the systematic exclusion of women in the workplace, he implied
that exclusion of people of color was a case by case, individual rather than systemic
exclusion.
I do not believe it is mere coincidence that of those participants who qualified
their support for Affirmative Action, all were male. The reason I would speculate is
that male gender socialization emphasizes competition and rugged individualism while
downplaying collectivism or seeking support from others.
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Different Trajectories
Though blacks and Jews may have parallel histories, these histories often existed
in different timeframes and different national contexts. Thus, blacks and Jews are not at
the same point in their movements for equality. Some participants believed, therefore,
that blacks were given greater permission and thereby had more latitude than Jews to
speak out publicly about their oppression:
The whole process of emancipation, that’s still going on. I mean, their
[blacks’] trajectory is different than the Jewish trajectory what our
history has been—what is allowable for Jews to say now in contrast to
what is allowable for blacks to say now....Blacks have more permission
to speak than Jews (55-F-C/R).
This participant believed, however, that Jews had more control over the larger
discourse because Jews own some of the major publishing houses, newspapers, and
film companies.
Though Jews and blacks had some parallel experiences—Jews in Europe and
blacks in the United States—41-M-OH believed that the white population has admitted
its guilt and complicity in the enslavement of blacks. In Europe, however, except for
some recent individual cases, the host countries have not done the same for the
persecution of the Jews. He asserted, therefore, that blacks can speak out against past
injustices because of white people’s guilt over the way they treated them:
[Blacks] were given the green light to go and make their statements
openly against what the whites did, cause the whites admitted that they
messed up on the blacks....So now they can come lash out, and they have
the right to do so because what are [whites] going to say? (41-M-OH).
19-M-OH reached a similar conclusion. He believed that Jews are held to a
double (or higher) standard. Jews, therefore, do not feel comfortable criticizing others
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publicly. This makes Jews hesitant to speak out because they are aware that they may
be accused of being “oppressive” for exhibiting behaviors that other people and
countries routinely manifest. He used the situation in the Middle East as an example.
The Israelis are viewed by the rest of the world as the “terrible oppressor” of the
Palestinian people. Even as the neighboring Arab countries are continually preparing
for war and are killing Israelis, however, Arabs are considered “nice people.” On the
other hand, he complained that “no one expects America to give back all of American
land to the American Indians,” which American colonists from, primarily, England
stole from them “in a much more profound way.” With this double standard, therefore,
he believed that Jews cannot publicly criticize African Americans because Jews would
immediately be branded “racist.”
Of all the participants, 41-M-OH most downplayed the effects of racism and the
salience of “race” on blacks. He believed that while racism may still remain on the
personal or individual levels in some cases, generally systemic or institutional racism
has either been eradicated or at least has greatly diminished. His implication was that
blacks could succeed if they wanted:
We have a choice, and you can say what you want to say. It’s a free
country. You can do what you want here....Okay, yes, there’s still racial
problems. But for the most part, a black American—African American—
can go to work, and open a business, and be successful, and buy a nice
house, nice neighborhood, and live a beautiful life as they define
“beautiful,” and there’s no reason to feel as a minority here. You can do
it....If you’re so motivated, there’s no reason why you can’t
succeed....Why think like you’re a minority any more?
(41-M-OH).
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This quote, as was also evident in some responses in the discussion on white privilege
in the previous section, rests on the assumption that merit and pluralism have been
successful tools for anyone of any social identity group that uses them. In reality,
however, this has not been the case in the workings of a racist society.
Perceptions of African American Leaders
All participants had opinions—some very strong—concerning a number of past
and current (primarily male) African American leaders. Though there were a few
exceptions, overall, participants constructed a continuum (I believe unconsciously)
intersected by a fairly clear demarcation line separating leaders they viewed more
favorably verses those they considered less favorably. They drew this line of
demarcation, again I believe unconsciously, along the leaders’ religious affiliation, with
African American Christians generally placed on the “favorable” side and African
American Muslims on the “unfavorable” side. While some individual participants
viewed these leaders mono-dimensionally—for example, as “positive” only or
“negative” only—many viewed them on multiple levels assessing their strengths and
weakness in terms of their leadership qualities.
The major exception was in the case of Martin Luther King Jr. whom
participants reported in nearly universally glowing terms. Participants concluded that
King possessed the dual leadership attributes of being able to empower black people
while simultaneously reaching out to the larger white community. 19-M-OH clearly
reflected King’s appeal in the minds of most participants:
I think Martin Luther King was an incredible human being and leader.
Actually, I’m getting married on his birthday....! think he was a person
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who was really doing something good in his leadership. He definitely
taught that black people should have pride in who they are,
independently of the communities that they lived in. But he didn’t preach
that in their pride that they should dislike anyone else. It was an
encompassing growth and a loving growth as opposed to a discriminatory
one (19-M-OH).
In addition, as a teenager, 49-F-C’s parents took her to a rally in which King spoke in
her home town, which she considered as a transformational event in her life.
One participant, however, viewed King negatively. 56-F-R perceived a malecentricity in black movements for equality. She branded King, along with Minister
Louis Farrakhan and Elijah Muhammad from the Nation of Islam, as “sexist.”
Though referenced by only one participant each, others who participants scored
high on the likeability scale included Thurgood Marshall, Julian Bond, Kweisi Mfume,
Spike Lee, and Michael Jordan. In addition, participants rated Cornel West and bell
hooks as positive black leaders who have critiqued Jews without being anti-Semitic.
Most notable of those who garnered somewhat mixed reviews was Rev. Jesse
Jackson. (2)21-F-R, for example, generally considered Jackson as a good role model
for black people, though she did so with some qualifications:
I’m not a big fan of his, but [I] would trust him. I think he speaks with
clarity and truth, and he’s not trying to pit one race against the other,
like I see Farrakhan doing ([2]21-F-R).
Though one participant, 20-M-R, was vaguely familiar with Minister Louis
Farrakhan as the person who organized the “Million Man March,” and another
participant, 19-M-R/S, had not heard of Farrakhan (“I don’t’ even know what that is. Is
he, like, a leader?”), most of the other participants give him mixed reviews, though on
the unlikable side of the continuum. Participants generally lauded Minister Farrakhan,
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though, and others for promoting the concepts of individual merit and personal and
collective responsibility.
46-F-Re perceived Farrakhan as complex and multi-dimensional. She attended a
university lecture he gave. Though she considered him “brilliant” in the way he
constructed his arguments, and thought he presented an overall “right on”
socioeconomic class analysis, she “felt a number of the things he said extremely antiSemitic” and historically inaccurate:
I was with him half-way through, and then all of a sudden, it was, like,
“Well, wait a minute”....[G]iven the...percentage of Jews that existed [in
Colonial America] and given the percentage of the Jews who had made it
into significant positions of wealth or power at that time, I find it very
hard to believe that Jews were largely responsible for the slave trade
(46-F-Re).
Paradoxically, she appreciated the fact that Farrakhan and some other African
American leaders perceive Jews as a distinct group “with an autonomous identity”
separate from whites. She did not, however, appreciate it when that difference was
depicted “with negativity all the time.” She said that she would have an easier time
accepting criticism from African Americans that was grounded in historical fact and
rigorous research.
(2)21-F-R had the impression that Louis Farrakhan empowered black men but
not black women. I took this as a veiled reference to the “Million Man March.” She
perceived Farrakhan as defaming other groups “to make his group seem better.
46-M-C also attended a university lecture given by Farrakhan. Though he did
not appreciate Farrakhan’s “snide” and “goading” inflections and mannerisms, 46-M-C
was sympathetic to the black students who invited Farrakhan to speak on campus. 46-
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M-C had heard that before Farrakhan’s visit, when black students called the University
Chancellor to complain about perceived racism on campus, the Chancellor invariably
did not return their phone calls. Following Farrakhan’s visit, however, the Chancellor
returned students’ calls in a timely manner.
46-M-C, however, had nothing nice to say about Tony Martin’s analysis of
Jewish involvement in the slave trade: “It’s malicious lies....Tony Martin’s obviously
motivated by hate.” 46-M-C, though, separated the motives of Martin from Farrakhan.
While he branded Martin as “offensive” whose historical research was “very far
fetched,” he believed that beneath Farrakhan’s anti-Semitic rhetoric and his historical
revisionism was the goal of improving the black community.
He felt that though Tony Martin over-inflated supposed Jewish involvement in
the slave trade, though Jesse Jackson made a derogatory slip of the tongue about
“hymietown,” though Farrakhan labeled Judaism as a “gutter religion” and considered
Hitler to be a “great man,” generally black people seemed indifferent to these visible
signs of anti-Semitism coming from some of their leaders. Rather, black people heard
these leaders raising issues about black empowerment. 46-M-C contended that black
people are “not affected by Jews. Jews are not causing them harm on a daily basis.”
Similarly, he felt that blacks are not harming Jews:
There’s not many black people who are killing Jews. For all the stuff
coming out of the Nation of Islam, you show me one assault, let alone
murder, on a Jewish person....I’ve never heard of any....Who’s harmed
Jews?—Christians, white Christian Europeans (46-M-C).
He believed that Jews might be angered by statements coming from the National of
Islam—statements he considered anti-Semitic. Jews, however, are not fearful of
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National of Islam members “wearing suits and bow ties” whom Jews may encounter on
the streets.
29-M-R was more concerned with the anti-Semitic rhetoric coming from some
black leaders. He believed the only difference between a black and white anti-Semite
(for example, between the rhetoric of Louis Farrakhan and the shooting spree of Buford
Furrow at the Los Angeles Jewish Community Center in August 1999) was a gun.
Often times, though, the words are the same. He was angry, however, when he heard
these words coming from African Americans, but fearful when they came from a white
person from the “Christian Identity Movement.” He stated, however, that he was
“equally horrified and equally disgusted by the comments no matter whose mouth they
come out of’ (29-M-R). He considered Jesse Jackson’s remark, though “unfortunate,”
also “just not that big” relative to the good Jackson has done.
41-M-OH reflected on a specific flash point in African American and Jewish
American conflict: the Crown Height incident of 1991. He directed his scorn onto two
African Americans leaders during the situation: New York City Mayor David Dinkins
and community activist A1 Sharp ton. 41-M-OH suspected anti-Semitism coming from
the Mayor’s office, from Dinkins to some of the officials working for him. He also
asserted that A1 Sharpton exacerbated the situation because he had “some sort of an
inner hatred” (a Biblical reference to the conflict between Jacob and Esau). Sharpton’s
anti-Semitism and scapegoating of the Jews during the Crown Heights tensions also
served the political function of solidifying Sharpton’s influence. 41-M-OH compared
this to Joseph Stalin’s purging of Jewish doctors in the Soviet Union. (In 1953, Joseph
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Stalin whipped up public sentiment against the Jews by accusing Jewish physicians of
plotting to poison the entire Soviet leadership on orders from Western and so-called
“Zionist” intelligence agencies. Stalin planned to exile all Soviet Jews to Siberia, but
death thwarted his plans.) 41-M-OH believed, however, that Sharpton had changed his
rhetoric over recent years, though he did not trust his motives.
The other Orthodox participant, 19-M-OH, believed that the Jewish community
in Crown Heights had a strong world leader in the Labovitche Rebbe, a leader who
quelled the situation thus contributing to the fact that Jews did not feel compelled to
respond in kind. Speaking generally of the leadership of the Nation of Islam, however,
he contended that “they spread hate everywhere they go,” which he believed teaches
people to hate one another and increases the problems between blacks and other
“races.” He maintained that the Nation of Islam was scapegoating the Jewish
community. He did not believe, however, “that the Jewish community, generally
speaking, has been a hindrance to the black community.” Though he appreciated
Martin Luther King Jr., he focused his criticism on black leaders and not on black
individuals generally:
...I don’t necessarily think that for non-radical black men or women,
there are good leaders. Like, Louis Farrakhan is a radical. Basically all
of the people in the Nation of Islam are very radical...and even the more
political leaders aren’t necessarily the greatest leaders for the average
[black] guy (19-M-OH).
19-M-OH echoed the sentiment of separating individuals from their leaders:
I don’t feel the African American community has done anything wrong
to the Jewish community. I think some African American leaders have,
and...that’s about trying to build pride. But I just think it’s misdirected
(19-M-OH).
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Though 19-M-C acknowledged that Stokley Carmichael (who changed his name
to Kwame Toure a number of years before his death) was “very much for blacks,” he
considered him in negative terms:
I listened to him speak about four years ago...and he was speaking antiZionist, anti-Jewish everything. And it was terrible. It was absolutely
ridiculous. I mean, he’s a phenomenal speaker—very persuasive, very
dangerous at the same time (19-M-C).
He compared and contrasted two other black leaders—Martin Luther King Jr. whom he
admired and Louis Farrakhan whom he did not. In claiming that both these leaders
were motivated to improve the conditions of blacks in the United States, he raised a
question that was also implied in the responses of many of the other participants:
How can two people of similar, like, same race, same motives for black
equality, black success, how can they be so different? (19-M-C).
I would ask another question: If it were not for a black leaders’ perceived antiSemitic remarks, what other characteristics did these leaders have in common that
might have caused participants to place them on the “less favorable” side of the
likeability continuum? For one, I would speculate that many participants would not be
familiar with a number of these leaders if they had not made unfavorable public
statements against Jews. Also, participants would not appreciate that many of these
leaders have not publicly acknowledged the terrible legacy of oppression against the
Jewish people (from ancient times through the 20th century CE), and have not made the
links between anti-Semitism and racism. Many of these leaders have placed Jews
among the ranks of “whites” often without acknowledging Jewish particularity. On the
other hand, Martin Luther King Jr. made frequent references to Zion.
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He also

highlighted the parallels between Jewish slavery under the Pharos and black slavery
under colonial domination.
While religion per se was not an expressed factor among participants’ dislike of
black Muslim leaders, I would ask what influence the ongoing Middle East crisis had
on their perceptions? A majority of the participants in the current study have visited
Israel, some have lived there, and they supported the continuation of the Jewish state.
For many, Israel as a state and as a concept informed their social identity. Did some
participants perceive all U.S. Muslims with suspicion? Did they believe that U.S.
Muslims automatically sided with the Palestinians? In this regard, did some participants
themselves not understand the complex nature of the dispute in the Middle East?
Also, what influence did issues around socioeconomic class have on
participants' perceptions of specific African American leaders? Did they support leaders
they perceived extolling so-called “middle-class values” as opposed to those who did
not?
Generally, participants echoed many of the points raised in the debates within
“liberal” Jewish circles over whether to support the changing movement for black
equality during the Civil Rights Movement in the late 1960s. Could they or should they
support leaders they considered “nationalistic”? Could they or should they support
leaders who were excluding them, even though they might understand the reasons these
black leaders felt compelled to do so?

Wide Social Distance
The majority of participants had very little social contact with African
Americans in the neighborhoods of their youth and in their schools. This was evident
across socioeconomic class, generational lines, and religious affiliation. Participants
resided in predominately segregated (either de facto or de jure) neighborhoods
primarily composed of white Gentiles and Jews. Some lived in communities with only a
few other Jewish families. At the time of the interviews, very few had extensive and
on-going contact with significant numbers of African Americans in either their
professional or personal lives.
Ten of the sixteen participants I would classify in the “distant” category in terms
of social contact with African Americans, 2 as “distant to moderate,” 1 as “moderate,”
2 as “moderate to close,” and 1 as “close.”
The experience of 29-M-R was representative of participants in the “distant”
category. He estimated that his elementary school was 95 percent white, with about 5
percent Indian or Asian, and few or no black or Latino/a students. His first experience
with a black person was with a substitute teacher in the second grade. When he
attended a multicultural summer camp, many of the stereotypes about black people that
he had heard from his grandparents and the media surfaced. In college, though he
became involved in coalition politics aligning with African American students to
address issues of racism on campus, he never connected on a personal level with these
students. More recently, though he interacted with African Americans on a professional
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level, and though he had some African American friends, he generally did not interact
on a personal, non-job-related level with African Americans:
I have colleagues. I’ve studies with, learned from, taught with African
Americans. But in my personal life, when I go home at night and go out
to the movies or hang out with friends at dinner, my life is largely not
composed of significant numbers of African American folks (29-M-R).
Six of participants’ parents hired housekeepers, with four families employing
black housekeepers. 46-M-C’s parents hired a black women to clean their home on
occasion. To 46-M-C who had not been familiar with black people up to that time, the
contrast was striking:
She was so different. She looked totally different—her skin color. I
mean, I just...wasn’t around black people. There were no black people
who lived in our neighborhood; there were no black people in our
school; and, in fact, that whole part of the town [in a Western state]
where I lived, there really were not many black people. So even in the
stores, or riding my bike, or anything, I just really didn’t see blacks
when I was young (46-M-C).
His family, mother in particular, attempted to lessen the social distance in their
neighborhood when, as a real estate agent, she sold the house directly across the street
from theirs to a black family. As a result, the largely white Gentile neighbors in their
suburban community ostracized 46-M-C and his family.
For 56-F-R, there were clear class lines between her family and the “black
servants” they employed (cook, maid, and chauffeur). She felt guilt and embarrassment
over having money. Following her marriage in the 1960s, she hired a black Trinidadian
maid/child care worker for eleven years. As she remembers:
I went right from dad to husband like many people of my generation,
and that lifestyle had no black people in it, except servants (56-F-R).
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Closer Social Contact
Of all the participants, 21-F-R (upper-middle class background) had the closest
social contact with African Americans. She attended a socially-diverse high school. A
majority of her friends were students of color, many African American. In addition, a
male black student lived with her and her family from the time she was in the fourth
grade through high school. He was bussed in from an inner-city neighborhood to her
school. For him to be able to attend after-school athletic practice, he needed to live with
a local family or quit athletics. Her brother was often picked on by other white males in
his high school for “hanging out” with black friends, for wearing baggy clothing before
it became a mainstream trend, and for playing basketball with black students. Other
boys called him the “Jewish nigger,” or the “wigger”—white nigger.
Four participants had “romantic” attachments with African Americans. 55-FC/R dated a black man in college, as did 49-F-C who also had black lovers when she
trained for the Peace Corps in the Virgin Islands. In addition, 25-M-C dated a black
Jewish woman in college. 21-F-R dated a black boy at age 14, her first sexual
experience was with a black male, and her brother’s first was with a black female.
(2)21-F-R’s first kiss was with a black male in the fifth grade.
Victims of Crime
At least four participants or members of participants’ families experienced
crimes perpetrated by blacks. While living in the Crown Heights section of Brooklyn,
New York, 41-M-OH’s wife was mugged and had her purse stolen: “It was almost like
a constant sort of fear, I guess, that things might happen like that” (41-M-OH). 56-F-R
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invited a black man home—a student in a class she was taking—who stole a small
tchotchke (knickknack) from her. The man was a participant in an outreach program for
prisoners who were permitted to take classes in the local community. While serving as
a bus driver working to put himself through college, 46-M-C was robbed by a group of
black teens on the bus who also robbed the passengers, most of whom were also black.
And as a dental student, 25-M-R’s father was beaten and left for dead by a group of
black males in a college parking lot.
I suggest that much of the “contact” between participants and African
Americans, when it occurred, was class based. How reflective was this of relations
between Jews and African Americans in the larger society? How much of it was typical
of historical “white/black” relations?
Participants related that they or their parents hired black people as domestics,
taught them, allowed them (athletes) to live in their home, feared them, were their
victims of crime, or had sex with them. On the other hand, participants referred to how
African Americans worked for Jews, learned from them, attacked and robbed them, or
had sex with them. African Americans filled a number of stereotypical roles in their
imagination: they were poor, not so bright, athletic, violent, and sexual.
Terminology Referring to African Americans
Participants used the terms “blacks,” “black people,” “African Americans,” or
“African American individuals” throughout the interviews. One participant, 19-M-R/S,
referred to people of color as “colored people.” Across generations, religious
affiliation, and socioeconomic class, however, family members of most of the
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participants used the word “shvartzer” (a Yiddish word meaning “black”) to refer to
African Americans. In addition, one participant’s family also used “kooshi,” the
Hebrew term for “black.” Though some participants said that family members used
“shvartzer” as a neutral descriptive term, many were personally offended and believed
it was always implicitly racist:
It just seemed somewhat demeaning to refer to a human being who had a
name by “The Black.” I mean, it was like “The Gay.” Even if it was
just “The Black,” it was a strange way to refer to a human being (46-FRe).
Though some family members (primarily those born before World War II)
continued to use the term, none of the participants themselves used it in personal
speech. Some participants confronted family members in their attempt to educate them
on the inappropriateness of the term.
One participant, 55-F-C/R, remembered her father calling some black people
“niggers” to describe a black individual he determined was “bad.”
[A]s a kid, it upset me a lot to hear him say that and to talk badly about
black people....I remember having some kind of social and racial
consciousness at a young age in contrast to my father’s bigotry (55-FC/R).
Unique Terminology: “White Black”
Most participants of all class backgrounds perceived African Americans as
coming from primarily the lower end of the socioeconomic scale, due primarily to
societal white racism. One participant in particular, 56-F-R—the only participant who
could be classified as having been raised “owning class”—could not conceive African
Americans as coming from anywhere other than from economically-deprived
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backgrounds. Any African American in her life who manifested anything other than
what she considered working-class or lower-class cultural expressions (e.g., speech
patterns, clothing, general appearance, “values,” etc.), she termed “white black.” She
viewed African Americans mono-dimensionally in terms of how they should be, look,
sound, and act. Anyone who did not conform to that standard, she could not fit into her
cosmology. In this way, she conflated “race” with “class.”
Throughout the interviews, she used the term “white black” to refer to black
people who did not conform to her class-based stereotypes of African Americans.
During her youth, she did not socialize with blacks. One reason was that she attended
private schools in which “there were no blacks” until high school. In her high school:
I remember this one black kid who was very smart, and he was the class
president. He was, like, the token white black person (56-F-R).
At her private university, a few blacks were members of the Jewish fraternities and
sororities (including her own), but they were not members of the white Christian Greek
system. She again used the term “white black” to refer to a black woman in her
sorority. She was proud that her sorority invited blacks, and in particular one black
woman, to join “to show that we were not bigoted.” She also acknowledged:
There was a prize in getting this woman that pledged our
sorority....[S]he was beautiful, and she was, like, six foot tall and
magnificent, and my sorority was very looks conscious anyway...and so
it was a plum for us to get [her] (56-F-R).
56-F-R asserted that this sorority sister, who came from an affluent background,
“didn’t talk ‘black.’ I mean, it was a ‘white black’.”
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Following college graduation in 1965, she entered the publishing field, and her
first boss was a black man. She often worked on textbooks, and immersed herself in
black history. Her relationship with black people changed from the “servants” of her
youth and sorority sisters, to employers. Her implication again was that her boss as a
“white black. ”
A few years ago, she worked with a prominent black woman to help the woman
write her autobiography. During our interview, she criticized the woman for living in a
Western state, which she referred to as “a very non-black place” where “there was no
such thing as ‘black culture.’ I mean, you barely saw a black face.” She talked of
trying to get inside (psychologically) the woman with whom she was writing the
autobiography, and about the differences and similarities of their lives: a wealthy
Jewish woman who attempted to understand and write about the life of a black woman
raised poor. She connected with her on the level that they were both women and
mothers who were relatively the same age. She experienced a switching of roles,
however. Then she worked for a black woman, whereas during her youth, black
women worked for her and her parents. This black woman was clearly not the
nurturing black maid of her youth. She classified her and a number of other prominent
black women as “white blacks”:
[She’s] a white black in a lot of respects....One of the things that I asked
her about was why she talked like that, and she said her grandmother
would comb her hair and put her between her legs...and she made her
enunciate each word. And I commented that she spoke like Maya
Angelou or Kathleen Battle or Coretta King—they all speak the same
way. They have very dramatic, clipped diction. And she said, “Well,
that was a sign that you were raising yourself up, that you were
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educated,” sort of a cultural imperative to change the race, or at least
change yourself (56-F-R).
Here again, blacks who did not conform to her definition or who did not practice what
she imagined as “black culture,” she termed “white blacks,” especially those who were
middle- or upper-class and manifested so-called “middle-class values.” I believe there
was a direct link between having been raised owning class and her class-based attitudes
and perceptions of African Americans. Would she have had similar attitudes and beliefs
had she not been raised owning class? Did she do to blacks what Jews sometimes do
one another: consider other Jews as not being “Jewish enough” or “true Jews”?
Wide Social Distance between Orthodox and Non-Orthodox
Study participants represented a large range of Jewish religious affiliations—
from Orthodox Hasidic to Conservative, Reform, Reconstructionist, and one
approaching primarily Secular. Though the majority of participants experienced wide
gaps in social distance between themselves and African Americans in their daily lives,
an even greater gap (physical as well as theological, psychological, and cultural) existed
between the Orthodox and the non-Orthodox participants. Possibly because they felt
more relative “safety” in expressing negative opinions against other Jews than toward
African Americans, or maybe because they have considered intragroup relations more
than intergroup relations, throughout the interviews of virtually all participants, a
clearly-marked divide existed separating Orthodox from non-Orthodox.
Orthodox participants, on one hand, were critical of Jews who did not adhere to
the Laws set down in the Torah and Talmud as well as traditions established over
millennia of Jewish life. In fact, 41-M-OH asserted that the word “Orthodox’ means
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“observant of the Commandments.” He clearly implied that non-Orthodox Jews were
not observing the Commandments as G*d had wished. 19-M-OH added that “...they
[early Jewish religious leaders] wrote down a tradition for us that we received at Sinai,
and I think that’s valid, and I think that’s how Judaism is defined.” This participant was
highly critical of historical Jewish movements, such as “Enlightenment” philosophies,
which he asserted tore at the heart of Jewish thought, foundations, and traditions.
Orthodox participants were adamant that they did not come into Judaism or did
not base their Jewish identity on anti-Semitism. They were uniform in their criticism of
Jews who grounded their identity largely or solely upon oppression (e.g., the German
Holocaust and other manifestations in the long history of anti-Semitism) rather than
primarily on Jewish Law and tradition.
Non-Orthodox participants, on the other hand—while acknowledging that
“identifiable” Jews such as the Orthodox often suffer from increased acts of harassment
and violence, and they are less likely to benefit from “white privilege” in the United
States—defined the Orthodox as “rigid.” Many non-Orthodox participants resented the
implied and expressed Orthodox view that they (the non-Orthodox) are not “real” Jews
or are less than “real” Jews. Paradoxically, however, some non-Orthodox participants,
while finding fault with much in Orthodoxy, nonetheless had a underlying respect for
Orthodox Jews. They respected Orthodox Jews’ courage in maintaining their values and
traditions in a society that pressures them to assimilate.
I perceived a genuine love/hate relationship between Orthodox and nonOrthodox participants. Underlying their impressions and reactions to the other,
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heard an urgency centered on their fear for the very survival of the Jewish people. Each
“side” accused the other of causing a rift in and posing a threat to Judaism. Each
“side,” however, realized that it needed the other for its survival. The non-Orthodox
needed the Orthodox to remind them from where they had come, and to maintain the
ancient traditions that could possibly be lost to modernity. The Orthodox are the
vestiges of their ancient past mirroring their collective soul. The Orthodox also needed
the non-Orthodox since Jews comprise a miniscule percentage of the total worldwide
population. Estimates of Jews in the United States, for example, range from between
two to two and one-half percent.
As issues of class were an (often unexpressed) subtheme throughout
participants' narratives, I propose that non-Orthodox, when considering at least
Orthodox Hasidic, undergo what I am calling a “class panic.” To extend this a bit
further, I contend that this class panic triggers fears of overall physical safety on the
part of the non-Orthodox.
Hasidim resist assimilation into the culture of their host countries. In fact, the
Hasidic participants in the current study were atypical because most Hasidim are
schooled in their home communities by Hasidic instructors. They generally do not enter
the college and university systems. In resisting assimilation, they effectively diminish
their earning potential. In relative terms, they do not ascend the socioeconomic ladder.
Also, as participants in the current study theorized, by being “visibly” Jewish, they also
relinquish a certain degree of “white privilege.” Hence, their lowered earning potential
coupled with the potential for increased acts of discrimination against them trigger class
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and safety insecurities in the non-Orthodox. I would contend also that this is a form of
internalized anti-Semitism on the part of the non-Orthodox.
Individuals who are visibly “persons of color,” likewise do not have “white
privilege.” I would, therefore, take my argument further by posing the following
questions. Did non-Orthodox participants perceive Orthodox Jews as persons of color?
Likewise, do persons of color, and specifically African Americans, trigger Jewish
“class panic” and physical safety insecurities?
Stereotypes of African Americans
Participants, answering the question, “What have been some of the stereotypes
you have heard about African Americans?,” either implied or directly stated that they
did not necessarily believe these stereotypes themselves. They mentioned things related
generally to black males such as they were prone to violence, were rapists, and were
members of gangs. One participant, however, admitted that many years ago, when
working on progressive politics in an inner-city neighborhood, she became aware of her
own racist stereotypes of black men as potential rapists and thieves:
...I was scared all the time on the streets because I hadn’t learned to sort
of read black men the way I’d learned to read white men. So every black
man was dangerous as opposed to only some white men were dangerous
(46-F-Re).
Another participant also gave a frank analysis of his stereotypes and perceptions
of African Americans ranging from them being more athletic than Jews, to their use of
language (dialect) that he often did not comprehend. He also admitted to a fear of
violence from African American men. Though “intellectually,” he knew that most
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black man were not bent on harming him, somewhere within him, however, that fear
“still resides.”
Again, as I discussed previously, most of the stereotypes participants held of
African Americans were class based. 19-F-C gave a twist to this assertion. She believed
that the individual’s socioeconomic class determines that individual’s perceptions of
blacks. She theorized that Jews at different class levels perceived blacks differently.
She interpreted perceptions by Jews of blacks being less about “race” and more about
issues of class. She theorized that upper-class Jews might perceive blacks differently
than Jews from the middle and working classes since upper-class Jews seem to have
less contact with blacks than do middle- and working-class Jews. She could not
articulate, however, what these differences of perception by class were.
In the current study, this was true for the one owning class participant who
could not imagine affluent African Americans, and she perceived them accordingly.
Though most of the other participants, who ranged from raised working class to uppermiddle class, uniformly held class-based perceptions of African Americans,
participants’ own class of origin did not appreciably differentiate their perceptions. In
other words, participants held many of the same class-based stereotypes of African
Americans, regardless of their own class backgrounds.
Comparison of Non-U.S. to U.S. Blacks
Three participants provided an added perspective of comparing and contrasting
blacks who resided in countries outside the United States—countries with different
histories of “race” relations, some where blacks comprise the majority—with blacks in

the United States. 49-F-C, for example, served as a Peace Corps volunteer at the age of
19 in Niger in West Africa.
...I would say the key lesson about that was being surrounded by proud
black people who had not experienced race oppression and carried
themselves so differently from the African Americans that I had
known....Particularly, I think I was touched by the women when I was in
Niger. The kind of sense of beauty they had about themselves. They
knew they were gorgeous, and I don’t think I had ever interacted with an
African American who carried herself as if she knew she was
gorgeous....[These were] women who were poverty stricken, poor
village women in the middle of the Saw Hill area of Niger, in the middle
of the time of the Civil War,...but they were proud, beautiful,
empowered women (49-F-C).
Following her experience in Africa, she understood how “soul killing” it can be for
people of color who live in racially oppressive environments like the United States. She
claimed that African Americans who have managed to maintain their sense of self¬
esteem in such an environment “had managed a miracle.”
(2)21-F-R was a college exchange student in Sweden for a semester. Her
impression was that European blacks had a different attitude and different culture from
blacks in the United States, and that blacks were more assimilated and less oppressed in
Europe. On the other hand, blacks were more separated from and had a more
distinctive culture from whites in the United States. In Europe, however, people of
different social grouping are “mixed.” She theorized that the legacy of slavery in the
Untied States was the reason for these differences geographically, though she was not
certain of the exact causes.
In addition, 21-F-R, while not basing her perceptions on her travels outside the
U.S., considered that blacks she met who came from the Caribbean were somehow

different from African Americans. Caribbeans, she claimed, are less hostile toward
whites because they are members of the majority in their home cultures and less
affected by racist oppression.
Perceptions of African American Culture
A number of participants commented on what they considered “African
American culture.” Generally, younger participants were more familiar with and better
versed in black cultural expressions like Rap/Hip-Hop and Reggae music as well as
fashion than the older participants in this study. These cultural forms have been
assimilated to a greater extent into “mainstream” culture today than at the time of the
youth of the older participants. The exception was 49-F-C who grew up listening to
black spirituals, which she learned from her family’s black housekeeper.
Again, I would claim that most examples of African American culture
highlighted by participants were class-based, such as Rap/Hip-Hop, Reggae, “baggy”
fashions, gospel music, all emanating from primarily working class and impoverished
environments.
20-M-R related a contradiction. 20-M-R’s brother enjoyed listening to Rap
music though 20-M-R considered him “racist,” while 20-M-R considered himself
politically progressive and embracing of cultural differences. He, however, viewed Rap
music itself to be “racist.”
I have just always had a difficult time listening to Rap just because it
doesn’t seem like there’s anything good in Rap music...specifically artists
like Snoop Doggy Dog. I mean, guys like that are just scum....And I
think that after the two rappers were killed—Tupac Shakur and
Notorious B.I.G.—a lot of the violence was going to go down that
surrounded the Rap industry. Like, there was a lot of it, a lot of rich
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producers and things like that were being killed or involved in drugs and
organized crime and things like that (20-M-R).
He remembered examples of Rap music where the “N” word was used multiple times.
He maintained that this “degrades everyone,” especially blacks.
He stated that he liked Spike Lee movies, but felt that the TV program “The
Cosby Show” was “geared toward middle-class white people” and was not “a good
indication of black culture.” I contend that he, as did 56-F-R, could not conceive
affluent African Americans. Thought he did not use 56-F-R’s terminology, he basically
termed “The Cosby Show” and others like it as “white black” programs.
Among the older participants, 56-F-R observed a heightened degree of
consumerism within the African American community. She defined the woman with
whom she wrote the autobiography as being “materialistic,” which she hypothesized
was an attempt to achieve “mainstream” validation:
[S]he was extremely materialistic. To her, material possessions were a
sign of having “made it,” and having made it in the white world. And
that was something I was to discover in the black community as a whole:
this very label consciousness, an emphasis on “things,” and possessions,
and what you look like, and what you drive. And that surprised me
(56-F-R).
I find this assessment to be surprisingly similar to the patently offensive stereotype of
the so-called “JAP” (“Jewish American Princess”) depicting young Jewish women,
which circulated on college campuses throughout the U.S. during the 1990s of the
Common Era.
56-F-R also asserted that black youth “on the street” virtually “made” Tommy
Hilfiger the prestigious label it is today. 56-F-R often wrote articles for magazines, and
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she perceived a difference in women’s magazines between those geared to a primarily
white verses those geared to a primarily black readership. She stated that black
women’s magazines were years behind that of white women’s magazines in the type of
issues they addressed.
In addition to some of the obvious or expected differences among age cohorts
(for example, the wider academic background and personal involvement of the post¬
graduate participants in the area of African American and Jewish American relations
and/or conflict), many of the younger participants were more anecdotal and concrete
experiential in their perceptions of African Americans. A greater number of the
members of the older cohort viewed the issues within a larger historical context. Also,
the younger participants generally (though certainly not exclusively or uniformly)
viewed issues, and particularly racism, primarily on the personal and interpersonal
levels rather than on the wider institutional and societal levels.
In summary, participants identified with, had empathy for, and understood the
plight of African Americans. Participants generally considered themselves
“progressive” in their political, social, and “racial” views. This was, however, built on
a contradictory base of derogatory terminology of African Americans within the homes
of their youth, plus past and continued wide social distance from (or class-based contact
with) and negative class-based stereotyping of African Americans.
So, I believe the next question becomes: How can Jews identify with and have
empathy for African Americans if they have limited contact with and hold negative
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stereotypes of them? I assert that what seemed like a disconnection can be explained
when looking deeper into issues around Jewish social identity.
Collective Memory of Jewish Persecution
Psychologically, a collective remembrance of the long history of Jewish
persecution informed participants’ identity and subsequent perceptions of African
Americans.
I once found a shoe box in my dad’s attic in the house that he grew up in
with his parents, and the shoe box was full of Nazi [yellow] stars [of
David], and all that other things, like, memorabilia that Jews would have
worn during the Holocaust (25-M-C/R).
This box representing the horrors of the ultimate form of Jewish oppression on family
and friends both literally and symbolically reflected for most participants, as expressed
by 25-M-C/R, “a real important part of their life, and a sense of identity and
community.” Also, like this box, which 25-M-C/R’s family “kept hidden in the back
somewhere,” it was something that, while seldom seen, was forever in the attic of the
unconscious. It was sometimes opened to consciousness because, as 25-M-C/R stated:
“I think it’s something that a lot of Jews think about constantly.”
The majority of non-Orthodox participants in the current study were not
reluctant to express themselves in frank terms during our interview sessions. Some,
however, discussed either their families’ or their own concerns of being persecuted as
Jews. 25-M-C/R reflected on the Nazi yellow stars in a shoe box in the attic. 55-F-R
and her parents’ fears of dogs stemming from being attacked in Lithuania by Cossacks,
and her parents telling her to camouflage her Jewishness in the United States by, among
other things, not eating Matzos out of doors. 49-F-C’s father was blacklisted in the
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1950s during the “McCarthy” era. 20-M-R was hesitant to tell people on his initial
meeting that he was Jewish, and he was targeted in school for being Jewish. 20-FC/R’s father was concerned for her safety when she attended an American Israeli
Public Affairs Committee conference in Washington, D.C. 19-M-R/S hated the word
“Jew.” He considered it an accusation. I contend that this latter case was an indication
of internalized anti-Semitism.
Some participants were reluctant of being publicly critical of other groups. 41M-OH, for example, manifested a certain trepidation that I did not observed among the
majority of the non-Orthodox participants. He stated that “It is not our nature to start
lashing out now.”
I would ask the following: Could this have been a manifestation of his own
internalization of the anti-Jewish stereotype of being loud and brash? Was this an
example of his own temperament and attitudes? Did it say more about the Hasidic
reluctance to engage in larger public discourse? Did it speak to his misgivings in
expressing negative public sentiments around his vulnerability in being visibly Jewish?
Jews, he stated, are afraid to acknowledge their negative feeling for other
peoples for fear of reprisals, which he called an “inborn protectiveness” stemming from
centuries of persecution by hostile neighbors. For Jews to speak out against people of
the host countries in which they lived “meant pogroms, G*d forbid, or whatever” (41M-OH). And this fear, “this mentality,” has been transmitted across the ages, even as
conditions for Jews have improved.
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Though the majority of non-Orthodox participants did not manifest a reluctance
speak in frank terms to me, many learned from their parents and other family members
to hide or downplay their “Jewishness” publicly for fear of reprisals from the larger
dominant culture. In actually, the Orthodox participants as well were very forthcoming
in their responses during the interview sessions.
Question 4:
How Did Participants Perceive African American
and Jewish American Relations and Conflict?
Complex Relationship
[W]hen you think about how a Challeh is made, you’ve the three braids,
the three ropes, and that you fold them over in a certain way that at one
point in the loaf, one of the [ropes] is most prominent, is higher; and at
the next piece of the Challeh,...that rope is hidden; it’s under the other
rope that came out over it. And then there’s a third rope that interplays
with the first two,...but it’s not the same rope that began because it’s
mixed with the dough of the others....In terms of what has happened...to
each of these ropes—the Jewish rope and the African-American rope—
and where they each came from, and how they’ve interwoven over the
generations,...once you have a Challeh [and] you bake it, you can’t take
it apart (55-F-C/R).
The above quote by 55-F-C/R who used the metaphor of the Challeh—a traditional
Jewish braided bread—captured participants’ description of the history of African
American and Jewish American relations. This history is interconnected, ever
changing, and enormously complex.
Age was a determining factor in terms of participants’ background and
knowledge of African American and Jewish history, with older participants in general
having a richer and more detailed knowledge of this history. For example, many of the
older participants who were alive during what has since come to be called the Civil
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Rights Movement” during the 1950s and 1960s gave their reflections based on personal
experience. Though a large number of the younger participants had little or no
awareness of the conflict between blacks and Jews during the Civil Rights Movement,
some, however, have become students of those times.
I wonder if they had been undergraduate students only two or three years prior
to the time they entered college, whether they might have had a greater understanding
of this history. During that time, conflicts raged on and off college campuses between
African Americans and Jews. These controversies were prime fodder for the nightly
news broadcasts and front pages of the nation’s campus and community newspapers.
Conferences were held bringing together Jews and African American students and
professors. Thus, a “generational” divide has developed in terms of awareness between
current college and university students compared to students who graduated only a few
years earlier.
Causes of African American and Jewish Conflict
Competition for Resources and Recognition
A number of participants believed the conflict between African Americans and
Jews involved competition for economic resources as well as rivalry over public
acknowledgment or recognition of past persecution. 20-F-C/R, for example, saw
tensions between groups stemming from each group wanting to get “their piece of the
[economic] pie.” She also theorized that when looking specifically at black and Jewish
tensions, since both groups have a history of oppression, they “feel that...they both
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deserve the most compensation or the most pity.” This is a competition for the most
victimized status in terms of who has suffered the most.
She raised an unusual point that interactions between different groups (for
example, blacks and Jews) on a college campus are somewhat different than
interactions of these same groups in an off-campus community setting. In some ways,
the college environment is unlike that of a community and “dissenting [conflict] is
different.” She was not specific, however, what these differences were.
In thinking about Louis Farrakhan, 55-F-C/R attempted to understand his appeal
on millions of African Americans, and why blacks might be anti-Semitic. She asked
and answered her own questions, and her responses centered on issues of class:
What was their experience with Jews? [Jews] were the shopkeepers; they
were the ones who kept [hired] them....[Blacks] washed our clothes, they
took care of our children, they cleaned our floors when they had to leave
their children alone, and couldn’t even pay to have a house to clean
themselves. I mean, they have lots of immediate history to feed
their...negative ideas about Jews, and that I feel shame for...(55-F-C/R).
19-M-C believed that the Nation of Islam was attempting to help blacks succeed
by “pushing] others out of the way,” in this instance, Jews.
When 41-M-OH and his wife lived in the Crown Heights section of Brooklyn,
blacks threw snowballs and eggs at them. He explained this, as well as the rioting by
blacks in Crown Heights and the slow response by the police, as signs of the inevitable
anti-Semitism of blacks in the area. He again understood the specific conflict between
African Americans and Jews, along with the larger conflict between Jews and all
Gentiles in terms of competition and battle for control between the two twin brothers of
Jacob and Esau in the Hebrew Bible:
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[I]t’s right from the Bible that Esau hates Jacob. It’s like a natural
instinct throughout history, and it doesn’t surprise me. It still hurts.
You’d hope that we’d advanced somewhat since Europe or whatever, but
not enough as of yet (41-M-OH).
While blacks may compete with Jews, 56-F-R contradicted the notion that Jews
compete with blacks. She contended that Jews do not consider blacks powerful enough
to threaten them: “I don’t think Jews are afraid that blacks are going to take anything
away from them.”
20-F-C/R believed that Jews have been unfairly accused of “stepping over
blacks” to succeed in the United States. She asserted, however, that Jews’ striving for
success has more to do with living up to their responsibility to their families, their
culture, “and heritage for the people who perished in the Holocaust.”
29-M-R asserted that Jews have become more socioeconomically successful, and
that they have “inched closer to the white community” in terms of assimilation. He
contended, however, that Jews remained committed to issues of social justice, “but in a
way that we want to make sure our own self-interest is taken into consideration first and
foremost. ”
While 55-F-C/R acknowledged the competitive and tense relationship, she
believed that African American and Jewish conflict was a diversion (exacerbated by the
media) from the systemic problems (e.g., class inequities, racism, “black-white”
issues) of the society at large. As children within a family are scapegoated as being the
family problem, the real problem exists between the parents. She, therefore, referred to
blacks and Jews as “symptomatic siblings.” By focusing on tensions of blacks and
Jews, people let those with the real controlling power “off the hook.” The Capitalist
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economic system, she asserted, needs an “underclass” to function efficiently. It needs
“this division between the haves and the have-nots.” This conflict perpetuates the
system and co-opts any potential for progressive change.
Psychological Factors
A theme reflected by many participants was that African Americans compared
themselves to Jews and come up deficient in many respects with attendant feeling of
jealously and resentment. For example, 41-M-OH posited psychological factors for
blacks’ hatred of Jews in Crown Heights. He discussed a “jealousy” by blacks of
/

Jewish success, as he asserted that blacks will “do anything they can to stop it.”
Conversely, he did not believe that Jews in Crown Heights had the same hatred of
blacks. He gave as an example an incident one year after the 1991 riots in which a
black man broke into a Jewish woman’s home, robbed, and murdered her. Jews, he
explained, did not riot against blacks in the neighborhood. Rather, they viewed the
incident as involving one crazed man inflicting harm on another person, a man who did
not represent an entire people.
46-F-Re theorized that the possible reasons for the separation of African
Americans and Jews could be the “Israeli/Palestinian wedge.” In a United States
context, however, this “wedge” involved class envy against those closer to blacks on
the ethnoracial continuum.. She discussed how Jews continued to occupy a “middle
position”:
...Jews have moved very quickly up the economic ladder in this
country.... [M]ost [Jewish] people...can tell you their grandparents or
their parents...came to this country virtually penniless, and they’re now
solidly upper-middle class or even higher in some cases.... [M] ay be on

the African American side, a recognition of the same phenomenon and
jealousy....I could imagine feeling, like, among white people, Jews are
sort of the closest down on the Totem pole, and they made it, and so it’s
easier to target them with the anger than people you don’t see or you
never imagine being on the same boat as you (46-F-Re).
46-M-C believed that in looking at the class gaps between the two groups, he
understood why blacks would want to separate from Jews. On a psychological level,
blacks have a “love/hate” relationship with Jews: appreciating the help Jews have
offered while resenting them and feeling jealous of their success.
This perceived “deprivation” relative to another group was also apparent when
Jews compare themselves with blacks. For a number of participants, reflecting on their
educational experiences, many discussed how they felt more was being taught in the
schools about black history then about Jewish history. 19-F-C represented this cluster:
...I can’t remember many classes that I’ve taken or that I’ve learned
about Jewish history...the way that I’ve learned about black history. And
I think that because of that, that it definitely...brings a gap between Jews
and blacks
(19-F-C).
When asked the question, “How do you think blacks perceive Jews?,” 29-M-R
stated that blacks perceived Jews as white, upper class and having “made it,” and being
part of the “power elite” in both business and politics. He believed that blacks respect
Jews for the things they have accomplished, but also feel jealousy because “we’ve made
it and they haven’t.”
I think a sense that African Americans don’t understand why Jews don t
perceive themselves the same way African Americans perceive us in all
those categories, but specifically as white....I think it’s a troubling, sort
of baseline just not understand it by some African American folks (29M-R).
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Two younger participants, 19-M-R/S and 20-M-R, claimed that blacks do not
hate Jews per se. They may hate whites in general, and, therefore, may hate Jews
because they perceive them as “white” and not necessarily because they are Jewish.
Issues of Identity
When she attempted to define the relationship between blacks and Jews, 55-FC/R mentioned many of the similarities between the groups (e.g., parallel histories of
oppression). Many of the similarities, however, have pushed them apart: “similar
enough to almost, to threaten us with...the risk of obscuring who we are” (55-F-C/R).
25-M-C/R on the other hand theorized that the conflicts we see around the
world between varying groups have their roots in clashes over differing social
identities. In terms of Jews and blacks, conflict occurred
[n]ot because someone was Jewish or black that they were arguing, but
more because they were different....It just happens to be separate
identities that people are clashing over, rather than what the identities
happen to be (25-M-C/R).
He gave an explanation that was unusual among the participants—a biological
explanation and function of conflict and ethnocentrism related to issues of social
identity. He discussed the “species isolating mechanism.” In the animal kingdom,
species—“even species that are very similar to yours”—isolate from one another in
order to differentiate themselves. He stated that though he had not read about this
mechanism specifically evolving in humans, he extrapolated that humans seemed to
have developed the equivalent of what he called an “identity isolating mechanism” or
“cultural isolating mechanism”:
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[I]f you hate someone, then that separates you from that community.
And so...it does two things at once. One, it separates you, but it also
makes you feel a stronger part of your own community (25-M-C/R).
While he did not assert that racism or divisions among the “races” itself were inborn
instincts, he theorized that in terms of ethnocentrism “there might be a biological
motivation to hate other people” and that it is “more than just a social construct.” He
expanded his argument by asserting that social identity formation and ethnocentrism are
greater within the inner city as a need for identity differentiation in order to feel a part
of a group within an anonymous environment. Here, his “identity isolating mechanism
becomes more pronounced.
At an African American and Jewish students’ weekend retreat in which 21-F-R
participated while attending high school, some of the sources of tension revolved
around issue of social identity. She stated that most of the participants were at the
“Resistance” stage (see Hardiman and Jackson, 1992) in their process of identity
development when “you just want to be with your people,...but I felt, like, the black
kids were much more angry about it, and, like, militant about it. ”
Miscommunication between Differing Cultures
A number of participants contended that African American and Jewish
American tensions have surfaced over conflicting cross-cultural values and styles of
communication. For example, 20-F-C/R interpreted past tensions between the groups
on her campus as more of a “misunderstanding” than as a “conflict,” and she stated
that each group did not appreciate or truly know the other’s histories and perspectives.
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In addition, when reflecting on a conflict between a Hasidic man and African
American man portrayed in the Public Broadcasting Service documentary film “A Life
Apart: Hasidism in America,” 19-M-OH explained this in terms of a cultural
miscommunication. “It’s a misunderstanding on both sides.” He believed the Hasidic
man did not understand black culture, and likewise, the black man did not understand
the culture of the Hasidim. Though the black man felt patronized when the Hasid told
him that “I’ll pray for you,” 19-M-OH interpreted this “as an expression of care, not of
contempt or [being] patronizing.”
(2)21-F-R was told by her mother about African Americans that, “They’re
different from us.” Between the first and second interview, she asked her mother about
this incident, which occurred about three years prior. (2)21-F-R questioned her own
racism, and she talked with her mother about it. Her mother blamed herself for
“poisoning” her daughter with her racist attitudes:
I think it’s very possible for a Jew to be racist. I think I’m a little racist
after talking in the first interview....I was kind of thinking, “Wow, I’m a
little racist”...just because I really think that blacks are different from
whites....And I’m not proud of that ([2J21-F-R).
(2)21-F-R saw her “racism” stemming only from the personal and interpersonal levels,
and she did not understand the societal and institutional dynamics of oppression. She
struggled with issues of race and culture (concepts she often conflated), difference,
racism, and ethnocentrism. When I asked her how blacks were different, she replied:
It’s a whole different culture; different language and different music, and
different foods. It’s all the same things that would make blacks a race
that would make Jews a race. I was saying [the same thing] about Jews.
It’s just different things to identify with: different role models, different
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ways of being brought up, different cultures, different histories—just
vastly different ([2J21-F-R).
In addition, 46-M-C believed that even in the area of campus protest, African
American and Jewish expressions are different. He found that black students organize
marches and they occupy a building or the campus newspaper. Jewish students, on the
other hand, meet with the Chancellor or they call a Jewish college trustee, which is
“more quiet, behind the scenes.” He claimed that the differences were that Jewish
students had more political influence on a college or university campus and they had
more major financial donors backing them.
While 41-M-OH asserted that blacks often speak out publicly against white
people over past injustices, Jews, on the other hand, have taken a different tactic:
[I]f s not our nature to start lashing out now. Who cares? Let’s move on.
Our nature is not to go fight, to express ourselves (41-M-OH).
By this statement, he implied that Jews have a different reaction than do African
Americans to their former oppressors. Jewish public reaction is less visible, less
demonstrative, less accusatory, and possibly more forgiving. He implied that there
were cross-cultural differences in public discourse and communication styles between
Jews and African Americans.
Continuing this theme, 25-M-C/R stated that his mother told him that “If you
don’t have anything nice to say about someone, don’t say anything at all.” In addition,
20-M-R learned from his parents not to speak out against his oppression. The cultural
message was to “turn the other cheek” when he was targeted with blatant acts of antiSemitism by two teachers while he was in high school. He internalized the incident and
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developed a sense of shame. He remained hesitant to tell people, especially when he
first met them, that he was Jewish for fear of rejection.
49-F-C contradicted this opinion when she talked about how verbal sparing,
challenge, and argumentation was a cultural style she learned in her childhood home.
She served on multicultural teams in her diversity work for corporations. One of the
African American women with whom she worked challenged her on her communication
style. The woman told her:
“I’m having a really hard time dealing with you.” And I said, “Yeah,
how come?” And she said, “You’re too Jewish. You’re pushing all my
buttons.... You’re argumentative, you talk fast, you come back at people
very quickly. It feels pushy, and it’s very hard for me to deal with” (49F-C).
She informed the woman that she was “raised by a father who was a New York Jew,
and that means I was taught to talk fast and to argue a lot. ” The experience taught her
that her style of communication carried with it “layers of identity,” and that it had an
impact on other people. She and the other woman tried to be sensitive to one another,
though she acknowledged that they continued to “struggle sometimes.” The woman
“continues to have buttons pushed by my interacting.” For the sake of better relations,
at times she consciously “modulates” her communication style. She asserted, however,
that some of it the other woman just “has to deal with.” She believed that, ironically,
Jewish and African American communication styles are very similar. They are both “in
your face” with “a lot of rapid verbal tousling,” “teasing,” “argumentative,”
“criticizing” “verbal pyrotechnics” as an indicator of sociability among member of the
same group. It is not easy, though, to cross “race” even when styles are so similar.
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One difference between cultures was in the area of rules. 49-F-C grew up in a
Jewish culture that was very “dualistic” and full of rules, leaving no room for
ambiguity. For example, there are some 600 rules in the Midrash (a Jewish holy book).
She believed, however, that within African American culture, “there’s a lot” of
ambiguity.
I think African Americans, in order to survive, have learned to play fast
and loose with rules—that rules are there to be accommodated to, but
bent, to be agreed to, but then behaved around (49-F-C).
She also believed that Jewish love is conditional. A relationship can be broken if
someone acts or speaks inappropriately. African American love, however, is less
conditional. This difference often gets in the way of Jewish and African American
relationships.
While attending summer camp as a child, 29-M-R discovered a cross-cultural
collision with his family’s emphasis on the mind and on education, while
...here were these African American young men who were playing
sports, who were playing basketball, who were excelling athletically, and
that was not at all a value that was placed in my family (29-M-R).
49-F-C continued this theme. She contended that Jews are verbally expressive rather
than physically so, while African Americans are physically expressive, more so than
Jews.
I think Jews grow up inside of the larger world of white supremacy and
white racism, and I think part of what white racism does is it assigns
sexuality and the id and the emotionality to the “other,” and the “other”
in this instance is black (49-F-C).
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She maintained that in their long history of oppression, Jews have learned to be
physically “unobtrusive,” but they have developed a “razor sharp” intellect. She
believed that in corporate America, however, black men become
physically quiet, self-contained....They hardly speak above a whisper.
They never, ever display anger outwardly. They never move their hands.
They move their bodies slowly. They never go quickly anywhere.
They’re incredibly repressed and self-contained as a way of avoiding
anybody’s reactivity about their being a black man that might be
threatening to somebody (49-F-C).
Discounting Charges of Jewish Patronization
The Orthodox Hasidic participants reached very similar conclusions on the
African American charge of Jewish patronization. 41-M-OH considered African
American claims of Jewish “patronization” during the Civil Rights era as unreasonable
and uninformed. He claimed that Jews had “only good intentions,” and he accused
blacks of “biting [Jews] in the hand because you’re Jewish.”
Reflecting on those times, 19-M-OH drew on the analogy of two friends to
explain the often stormy relationship. One friend can help the other. There is a point,
however, at which the one being helped becomes resentful, aims to be independent, and
takes pride in their own work. Though 19-M-OH understood the resentment by black
leaders, he believed that Jews’ motives were well-meaning and non-patronizing. He
wished, however, that black leaders could have “transmitted” their feelings “in a nonaggressive way.” Here he was referring to the rhetoric and separatist tactics of many in
the Black Power organizations during that era. He laid no blame on Jews in terms of
the tensions during that time. For him, it was not that Jews were patronizing or
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controlling, but rather, the separation was a natural developmental stage in a process
for self determination for black Civil Rights activists.
Drawing from family experience, 56-F-R said that Jews in the Civil Rights
Movement felt betrayed and “embittered” by black nationalists, her family and friends
included: “[T]hey had put so much, both money and time into it,” but they felt “that
there was no gratitude on the part of the black community” (56-F-R).
55-F-C/R was involved in the Civil Rights Movement. She broke with her
parents over the issue. During the 1960s, she was a Civil Rights activist at her
northeastern university without informing her parents. Her father was worried for her
safety. He also felt it was not her business to become involved. She theorized that while
Jews entered the movement in large numbers, some Jews might not have joined because
they internalized mainstream racist attitudes, or possibly like her parents, because they
feared further stigmatization. As the saying goes: “The enemy of your friend becomes
your enemy!”

46-F-Re contradicted the perception that religious Jews did not become involved
in progressive struggles, like the Civil Rights Movement, as did secular Jews. Also, she
contended that a number of Jews became less religious or visibly Jewish following the
German Holocaust feeling that G*d had abandoned them. Maybe that was one of the
reasons why the greatest number of Jews who were involved identified as “secular.”
Resistance to Interfaith and/or Interracial Dating and Marriage
The majority of participants who had an opinion found problems with interfaith
dating and marriage and with interracial dating and marriage if both partners were not
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Jewish. (2)21-F-R, for example, acknowledged that great divisions existed between
Orthodox and secular Jews, and she implied that interfaith/interracial marriages were
further fragmenting Judaism. She felt that for herself, marrying a Gentile would be fine
as long as she and her husband agreed beforehand to raise their children as Jewish.
21-F-R saw potential problems with interfaith and interracial dating and
marriage for two primary reasons. First, she feared that the individuals involved may
be the targets of discrimination by others, including family members. Second, she
believed that in this relationship, “Judaism would be left behind.” This could negatively
affect the continuity of the Jewish people and Jewish cultural and religious traditions.
Opposing this view was 20-M-R who had no problems with interfaith or
interracial relationships. In addition, 56-F-R advocated for intermarriage between
blacks and Jews as a strategy to bring people together because “as more multi-racial
combinations happen, I think that’s going to have a very good effect on society.”
Today, her life partner is a Central American woman.
Throughout our second interview, 41-M-OH’s infant daughter crawled around
the sanctuary in which we had been meeting. I posed a hypothetical question to him:
“What happens if in 20 or 25 years from now, your daughter married a black Gentile,
what might you do?” Without hesitation, he asserted: “Any Gentile, I’d be devastated.
A black Jew, I’d be happy,” and a smile appeared on his face.
46-F-Re believed that there is a higher rate of interracial relationships between
Jews of European heritage and African Americans than among others people of
European heritage and African Americans. 49-F-C was a child of an interfaith family.
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She defined her father as a “Jewish agnostic” and her mother as a “Christian.” 49-F-C
converted to Conservative Judaism as an adult.
The motives of those who opposed interfaith and interracial dating and
marriages in which both partners were not Jewish stemmed from participants’ concerns
for the continuation of Judaism more than from racist or ethnocentric biases per se.
Strategies to Bring Jews and African Americans Together
Dialogue
Participants who expressed a desire to improve relations between, specifically,
Jews and African Americans, suggested a variety of strategies. The most popular was
instituting venues for dialogue. 56-F-R, for example stated that Jews are willing to
dialogue with African Americans because they perceive many issues in common, and
because Jews “are not that far away from being treated as ‘other,’ and in some places,
it’s still very much true.”
55-F-C discussed a unique strategy under the rubric of “dialogue” that she
helped organize. Responding to a series of conflicts between black and Jewish students
at her university, she was a chief organizer of the “Black/Jewish/Other Dialogue
Group” in the summer of 1995. This expanded into the “Black/Jewish/Other Student
Video Dialogue Project” sponsored by the University Chancellor’s Office. With their
history of conflict, Jewish and black student leaders rarely talked face-to-face to resolve
intergroup tensions. She helped organize the video project as an experimental program
to begin the process of dialogue. The project centered around three separate but
simultaneously occurring homogenous groups—one composed of black students with
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two black staff facilitators, a second composed of Jewish students facilitated by two
Jewish staff members, and a third composed of students and facilitators who were
neither black nor Jewish. Each of the respective groups were separately video taped in
discussions around black and Jewish relations. After editing their tapes, each group
viewed the tapes of the other two groups. The groups were then taped in their responses
to the other groups. The process continued a second and then a third round with these
further discussions recorded. A final video was then produced. This “reflective
process” allowed for honesty in which participants expressed their views without fear
of immediate reaction. It permitted people to reflect on others’ opinions before
reflexively responding to what was said. The project was completed in 1997 with the
production of the final version of the video. The members of the three groups then all
met for dinner, and discussed their experiences.
41-M-OH believed that when people come together, they must acknowledge
their differences, while they are all working for one goal:
Our goal is to serve G*d in the world, and so when the Messiah will
come, that goal will be achieved (41-M-OH).
Likewise, 19-M-OH reflected upon his faith. He proposed that people look at the things
that connect us all. He believed that it is not possible to truly love another person based
on outward qualities—how one looks in terms of physical appearances, occupations,
interests, ideas—but one must
...look at another human being on a level of your common human
beingness and of the fact that every soul comes from Hashem [“the
name” referring to G*d]. Every soul comes from G*d, and so G*d is
one, every soul is one. So I’m connected with everyone in an intimate
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and complete way. That’s how I can connect my community with
another community and really love someone
(19-M-OH).
(2)21-F-R advocated that people treat others as if they were themselves, and that
we should “just forget your differences.” Between our two interviews, she monitored
herself when interacting with African Americans:
Since our first interview, I’ve been trying to do that. Like at work, when
I’ll be talking to someone who is black, I would say [to myself], “Well,
how am I acting? Am I acting normal, or am I acting differently?” And
if I was acting differently, I would act normal. And it’s really helping
me. And I’m really happy that I’m working on it because I don’t know
where all of a sudden “I’m racist” came from, but it’s there, and I never
really thought about it before ([2]21-F-R).
She added that one should “find commonalities” and “things that are in common.”
Looking Inward
Some participants were critical of dialogue because it did not appear to consider
cross-cultural differences. 46-M-C proclaimed that dialogue between African
Americans and Jews had not proven successful because “the two groups are stylistically
very different.” Talk may be fine for Jews, but action works best for blacks who do not
always see dialogue as a form of action. 29-M-R agreed, and he believed that Jewish
and African American dialogue was an outdated model, “and a model that is a set-up
for failure.” Today, he conducts workshops, which he termed “Jews on Jews,” in
which he facilitates a process for Jews to examine issues of “race” and racism in a
supportive workshop environment. He asserted that “Jews need to really be committed
to looking at ourselves,” by delving into issues of identity and privilege.
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Regarding issues of domination and subordination, 49-F-C believed that many
within the dominant position refuse to turn the mirror on themselves. She stated that
Jews need to acknowledge the power they have. They also need to look at issues of
“colorism” within the Jewish community and the ways in which Jews have been the
oppressor, not only here in the United States, but globally.
In addition, she asserted that if Jews are to connect with African Americans,
they must respect the fact that many African Americans adhere to the Christian faith,
and that the Church is a “core institution” within their communities. Jews who live in a
predominately Christian country often react negatively to “anything to do with
Christianity.” Jews must, nonetheless, “get over our anti-Christocentric reactivity so
that we can deal with African Americans about religion.”
She declared also that Jews must get in touch with their “relative white skin
privilege,” rather than have shame around it. She contended that people do not “come
to the table very well to ally with one another if they come only out of shame and guilt”
(49-F-C).
46-F-Re added a point that was also expressed by the Orthodox participants, that
Jews must not construct their Jewish identity merely around their collective history of
oppression as victims. She asserted that “it stands in their way of accepting their
privilege vis-a-vis African Americans.” She reflected on a passage from the Hebrew
Bible that teaches people to “remember the stranger.” Jews were strangers in their long
history, and they must always remember how that felt in order for them to stay
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connected to those in need of hospitality and aid. This not only is about doing good
deeds, but also about joining in coalition.
Additional Strategies
Other strategies either practiced or suggested by participants included African
American and Jewish American history museum exhibits on campus, courses on
African American and Jewish relations, “Passover Freedom Seders” bringing together
African Americans and Jews to jointly celebrate freedom from bondage, articles in
campus newspapers, joint conferences, the reading of books, and “Hate Crimes
Awareness Week” activities on campus. In addition, 21-F-R proposed that Jewish and
African American leaders come together in a large peace and unity rally inviting some
of the controversial leaders, such as Minister Louis Farrakhan, to publicly reconcile
their differences.
Some participants suggested strategies on the individual and interpersonal levels,
including recreational activities, community service projects, sending liaisons to one
another’s groups for the purpose of networking and coordinating activities, and
personally interrupting racist and anti-Semitic remarks. For example, 25/M-C/R stated
that “I’d invite blacks to go mountain biking,” and include them in his other interests.
He believed that communicating on a personal level between individuals will
“extrapolate up” to the community-wide level.
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Post-African American and Jewish American Focus?
A number of participants believed that continuing to focus on, specifically,
African American and Jewish relations is important. For example, 20-M-R stated:
I definitely think it’s important just because...it makes you realize things
that you might not have known were there. And if it makes people’s
lives better, ...it’s definitely something worth looking into (20-M-R).
Other participants, especially some of the younger participants, did not relate to
why some people chose to focus specifically on relations between these two groups. For
example, 19-M-R/S (whose Judaism did not hold much saliency in terms of his social
identity) did not suggest any strategies for bringing, specifically, African Americans
and Jews together:
I never thought much about, like, Jewish people and African Americans
coming together. I never really thought of it as a thing (19-M-R/S).
He did, however, see the importance of connecting blacks and whites in general to
“ share experiences. ”
African American and Jewish relations were very important to 46-M-C. Since
he had not perceived much tension between these groups in the last few years,
however, he felt that it was time to move on. He advocated for Jews to expand the
focus to be more inclusive of issues with all groups of color. “Why focus only on
blacks?” (46-M-C). Referring back to 55-F-C/R’s Challeh metaphor that I quoted
previously, in advancing this metaphor, I would suggest that many participants implied
‘ that the African American and Jewish American Challeh loaf was stale, and that we
must bake a new loaf combining braids (ropes) representing additional social identity
groupings.
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(2)21-F-R acknowledged that she was not well-versed in the history of African
American and Jewish relations. She did not understand the reason for focusing on the
relationship of these two groups. She asked:
Why not, like, blacks and Latinos, or Jews and Asians, or something
like that?...I don’t see why/how the group of blacks and Jews has any
more of a bearing than any other two minorities being compared
([2J21-F-R).
0

19-F-C saw blacks and Jews “separated from everyone else” and both were
“minorities.” She did not, though, see them separated from one another. She felt that
two “minorities” joining as allies for the sake of simply being allies to “fight against
the rest of the world” was not necessarily advisable. She advocated coming together,
however, for a common purpose. She said she would join with blacks, for example, to
resist racist organizations like the Ku Klux Klan.
African American and Jewish relations and issues were important to her, but so
were issues related to other “ethnic” groups:
The one thing that I have a problem with as far as writing the article [for
my campus newspaper on the topic of Jews and blacks] is just singling
out Jews and blacks because I think that there’s a greater problem, and I
think it exists with so many more ethnic backgrounds (19-F-C).
29-M-R asserted that we are past the historical moment when people should be
framing the discussion in terms of Jewish and African American relations. Rather,
people should be expanding the dialogue to Jews and all peoples of color. In addition,
he contended that Jews are more committed to dialogue and more concerned with the
issue of African American and Jewish relations than are African Americans. He
believed, however, that Jews should not merely be subsumed in a dialogue between
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white people and people of color because he sees Jews as different in many respects
from “white people,” though Ashkenazim may have “white skin.”
Of all the participants, he seemed the most pessimistic over the possibility of
Jews and African Americans joining in dialogue and coalition for the purpose of mutual
understanding. He considered this to be an unrealistic expectation by Jews. He asserted
that if Jews “continue this focus on coalition building with the community that doesn’t
want the coalition to be built,” Jews will continue to be frustrated and disappointed.
This “will lead to a greater sense of alienation and a greater sense of polarization” with
members of the African American community. He believed that Jews have a
romanticized notion of African American and Jewish relations.
For participants who either had little experience in the area of African American
and Jewish American conflict, or who had experience but contended that we needed to
frame a new and different paradigm, I would ask the following question: Would this
have been their conclusion if I had conducted my research during the campus
controversy surrounding the historical revisionist, David Horowitz? Howowitz was
editor-in-chief of the internet publication, FrontPageMagazine.com, and president of
the Center for the Study of Popular Culture. Lecturing on university campuses and
purchasing ad space in numerous campus student newspapers throughout the United
States in the spring of 2001, Horowitz enumerated his “Ten Reasons Why Reparations
for Blacks Is a Bad Idea/or Blacks—and Racist too” (Horowitz, 2001). Many African
Americans and members of other groups saw this as a provocative move to inflame
racial tensions and further marginalize African American students on college and
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university campuses. He misrepresented, distorted, and fabricated the history of slavery
as other historical revisionists have misrepresented, distorted, and fabricated the history
of the German Holocaust. It is still to be seen whether Horowitz’s Judaism will be
emphasized by his opponents, and whether this controversy will reignite campus
tensions between African Americans and Jews.
Conclusion
Based on my analysis of the data, in this chapter I have compiled and described
themes consistent with participants’ responses. I organized these themes into four
primary sections corresponding to questions centering on participants definitions of
their “race,” their understanding of white privilege, their perceptions of African
Americans, and their perceptions of the conflicts and tensions between African
Americans and American Jews.

I

Participants conceived and termed their “race” along a wide spectrum. Some
■

claimed an ethnoracial identity while others reported an ethnoracial assignment. Most
participants found it difficult to position themselves on the “racial” binary as it was
constructed in the United States. Most participants (particularly those who could “pass”
as Gentiles) were also conscious of being accorded relative “white (skin) privilege” visa-vis African Americans and other peoples of color.
Generally, participants identified with, had empathy for, and understood of the
plight of African Americans stemming from their comprehension of societal racism.
Participants generally considered themselves taking progressive positions on most social
issues. This, however, was build on a contradictory base of derogatory terminology
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within the homes of their youth, plus past and continued wide social distance (or classbased contact), and negative class-based stereotyping. This disconnection I explained in
terms of Jewish identity, most notably a Jewish collective memory of persecution that
informed participants’ perceptions of African Americans.
Among all the themes I have reported emerging in this study, the issue of class
was the connecting thread tying them together. Class was the defining characteristic
between participants’ perceptions of self, perceptions of African Americans, and
perceptions of African American and Jewish American relations. Likewise, I contended
that class was, at least in part, a sight of conflict separating Orthodox Hasidic from
non-Orthodox participants.
Participants who considered themselves “progressive,” still carried stereotypes
of African Americans that conflated “race” with “class.” For example, when I asked
participants to give me their perceptions of African American culture, I believe that
most, though not all, were unconscious of discussing primarily class-based expressions.
And this is the insidious nature of stereotypes. As a virus insinuates itself into the inner
working of a living cell, stereotypes silently situate themselves into the unconscious
mind.
On the other side of the coin (double meaning intended), non-Jewish
individuals—people of color as well as white—frequently carry viral stereotypes of Jews
as well in class-based terms. These stereotypes, however, are in terms of affluence.
The perception is that Jews are inordinately wealthy. When African Americans and
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Jews enter into contact, in perception at least if not in fact, they enter as unequals in
terms of class.
I find it curious that in a society that denies the very existence of class, and
places a great taboo against discussing issue of class and money, individuals carry with
them powerful class-based notions of other individuals and groups within that very
society. This, in turn, has enormous implications for intergroup relations.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
In Chapter Five, I summarize the findings of the research, and discuss how this
compares to the theoretical foundations on which this study is based. In addition, I
present selected conclusions that I draw from the study. In the final section, I provide
suggestions for future research on this research topic.
Summary of Findings
Participants conceived and termed their “race” along a wide spectrum. Some
claimed an ethnoracial identity while others reported an ethnoracial assignment. Most
participants found it difficult to position themselves on the “racial” binary as it was
constructed in the United States. Most participants (particularly those who could “pass”
as Gentiles) were also conscious of being accorded relative “white (skin) privilege” visa-vis African Americans and other peoples of color.
Most participants identified with and had empathy for African Americans. They
also understood the plight of African Americans stemming from their comprehension of
societal racism. In this connection, they supported the concept and practice of
Affirmative Action.
Participants’ identification with, empathy for, and understanding of the plight of
African Americans, however, was build on a contradictory base of derogatory
terminology within the homes of their youth, plus continued wide social distance (or
class-based contact) and negative class-based stereotyping. I explained this
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disconnection in terms of issues of Jewish social identity, especially a Jewish collective
memory of persecution that informed participants’ perceptions of African Americans.
Though family members of a significant number of participants used the word
shvartzer in reference to African Americans, none of the participants themselves used
this term in their speech. Many found it personally offensive.
Participants in general had very little sustained social contact with African
Americans. Though contact was relatively minimal, participants believed that African
Americans and Jews were linked by parallel histories (though different trajectories) of
oppression. In addition, both groups have been constructed as “other” (and as “non¬
white”) by mainstream societies.
Participants had very strong opinions concerning a number of African American
(mostly male) leaders rating them across a continuum from very favorable at one end to
very unfavorable on the other. Though there were some exceptions, participants
generally placed primarily black Christian leaders and celebrities (e.g., Martin Luther
King, Jr., Thurgood Marshall, Michael Jordan, bell hooks, and others) toward the
“favorable” side of the continuum, and black Muslim leaders (e.g., Elijah Muhammad,
Louis Farrakhan, Stokley Carmichael [Kwame Toure]) toward the “unfavorable” side.
Participants talked about an enormously complex and complicated historical
relationship between African Americans and Jews. They perceived conflicts stemming
from competition for economic resources and acknowledgment for past suffering,
jealousy and mistrust, opposing points of view and perspectives emanating from issues
of differing social identities, and conflicting cultural values and communication styles.
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While some participants saw no problem with “interfaith” or “interracial”
dating and marriage, most believed this could lead to the eventual annihilation Judaism
and the Jewish people.
Most participants suggested a number of strategies to develop better relations
and stronger ties between African Americans and Jews on personal, interpersonal, and
institutional levels. These strategies included dialogue; working on issues of racism in
oneself and with other Jews; attempting to “overlook” the differences and “fmd[ing]
commonalities” among people; planning conferences, personal outings, and other joint
activities; and expanding the focus to include other communities of color.
On this last point, a significant number of participants implied that we were past
the era where we should be focusing exclusively on African American and Jewish
American relations. They asserted that we, therefore, need to enlarge the topic and
develop a new paradigm.
In terms of the differences in participants’ characteristics (religious affiliation,
biological sex, age, and class of origin), religious affiliation (Orthodox versus nonOrthodox) and age (undergraduate versus post-undergraduate) held the greatest
determining factors in how participants viewed and understood the study topic under
investigation. For example, a wide gap (psychological, theological, and physical)
existed between Orthodox and non-Orthodox participants in the way they considered the
general concept of “race” and “race” relations. In addition, the younger participants,
while having less overall experience on the topic of African American and Jewish
relations, had a greater familiarity than did older participants with African American
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cultural expressions. Participants conceived these cultural expressions, however, in
class-based terms.
Among all the themes I have reported emerging in this study, the issue of class
was the connecting thread tying them together. Class was the defining characteristic
between participants’ perceptions of self, perceptions of African Americans, and
perceptions of African American and Jewish American relations. Likewise, I contended
that class was, at least in part, a sight of conflict separating Orthodox Hasidic from
non-Orthodox participants.
Discussion of Selected Findings
Identification, Empathy, and Understanding
Study results in terms of participants’ overall perceptions of African Americans
were generally consistent with those of James M. Glaser (1997) in his study titled
“Toward an Explanation of the Racial Liberalism of American Jews.” Glaser argued
that, on average, Jews are more favorable toward African American progress than
white Gentiles. This attitude was based on their experiences of being Jewish. He found
that Jews in general are more likely to attribute the plight of African American’s to
external factors (i.e., “generations of slavery and discrimination,” [p. 449], and
continued systemic racism) beyond the control of individuals rather than to personal
characteristics (individual character flaws or personality disorders). Jews, he
contended, evaluate racial-political issues differently than Gentile whites.
The notion of Tzedekah (“righteousness”)—a strong philanthropic imperative to
take care of the Jewish community—and the tenant of Tikkun Olam (to transform, heal,
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and repair the world to make it a more just, peaceful, nurturing, and perfect place) are
important traditions in Judaism. These traditions extend to making life better for nonJews as well, as some participants in the current study confirmed. Possibly because of
these traditions, number of participants believed that Jews are more socially and
politically active than white Gentiles around issue of social justice.
Allinsmith and Allinsmith (1948) have shown that as Jews attained a certain
degree of upward mobility leaving the working-class immigrant ghettos behind, many
nevertheless, for the most part, maintained their liberalism. Though the scope of Jewish
liberalism has changed somewhat since the Allinsmith and Allinsmith’s study in 1948, a
number of more recent studies have also shown that Jews, more than any other group
of relatively equivalent socioeconomic status, continue to adhere to the concept of
equality and economic justice (see, e.g., Raab, 1996; Liebman and Cohen, 1996). This
was confirmed in both generational cohorts in the current study.
Glaser (1997) also found that Jews are more likely to perceive blacks as ingroup
members, and are less likely to perceive them as members of outgroups. This later
point, however, was not confirmed in the current study. Though participants discussed
having a “parallel history” of oppression with and, therefore, empathy for African
Americans, and though many understood the plight of African Americans stemming
from their comprehension of differing levels of racism, most of the non-Orthodox
participants considered African Americans as members of another group—as an
outgroup. Though Orthodox participants considered Gentile African Americans as
“other,” they viewed Jews of every “racial” and ethnic category as “Jews.” .
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Some participants perceived a conflict between Jews and some African
American leaders rather than a conflict with individual black people. This conclusion
was similar to what I discovered when I conducted a survey for the course I co-taught
with my colleague Lisa D. Robinson on African American and Jewish relations at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Tensions existed on our campus between black
and Jewish leaders and organizations and not necessarily among individual blacks and
Jews (Blumenfeld & Robinson, 2000).
Identification, Empathy, and Understanding Based on Jewish Social Identity
According to Glaser (1997), Jews take more liberal political positions not simply
because they have higher levels of education or have attained higher degrees of
economic security, but also because of their historical minority status in European and
American society. Glaser (1997) stated that “Jews have long been a societal outgroup
and belonging to such a minority shapes one’s perceptions of other minorities” (p.
455). Glaser did not see religion itself, though, as the guiding force for this liberalism.
He concluded, rather, that,
...it is something about being Jewish or belonging to the group “Jews”
that leads individuals to be more inclined to acquire and/or express
political attitudes supportive of Blacks (p. 446).
Many participants in the current study retained what Shelby Steele (quoted in Berman
1994, p. 7) termed an “enemy memory” developed over the long history of Jewish
oppression culminating in the German Holocaust. This “memory” continually reminded
them that anti-Jewish oppression could surface again at any time, regardless of how
“good” conditions for Jews appeared a given point in time.
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29-M-R addressed the issue of differing perspectives and lenses of perception
between African Americans and Jews in terms of the status of Jews in the United
States. 29-M-R confirmed the conclusions reached by Biale, Galchinsky, and Heschel
(1998) that many African Americans perceived Jews as powerful insiders in the
political, economic, and social institutions. Many Jews, on the other hand, perceived
themselves as vulnerable outsiders who must be forever vigilant that the recurring cycle
of oppression does not repeat itself. For them, even economic success may not provide
them physical security. According to Seth Forman (1998):
[C]entral to any explanation of American Jewish liberalism is the Jewish
experience of vulnerability in the lands of the diaspora, which has served
to foster the belief among contemporary Jews that wealth and income are
perhaps not the most important elements to consider when pondering
Jewish well-being (p. 10).
This point was confirmed during a follow-up discussion I had with 41-M-OH
during the fierce escalation of tensions between Israelis and Palestinians in the Middle
East in the fall of 2000. He explained how he and other Orthodox Jews in the United
States were increasing security precautions in their homes and houses of worship over
increased concerns of Muslim reprisals against them.
Relative White Privilege
Participants discussed having relative white privilege vis-a-vis African
Americans. This privilege, they contended, was granted only to Jews who could “pass”
as white Gentiles or who did not appear “obviously” Jewish. This notion is consistent
with the views of Michael Lerner, Editor of the Jewish progressive Tikkun magazine.
Lerner discussed what he termed “psychic trauma” (in Lerner and West, 1996) when
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some Jews attempt to camouflage or hide their Jewishness in America to gain economic
success, but more importantly, to secure their physical safety. By implication, those
who do not camouflage their Jewishness are possibly more vulnerable to acts of
discrimination.
Fear of Jewish visibility in the face of oppression is one possible reason for the
relative dearth of Orthodox Jewish involvement in the Civil Rights movement. Rabbi
Bernard Weinberger (1968), a prominent Orthodox Jewish leader in the Williamsburg
section of Brooklyn, New York asserted that “activist Jews of the Civil Rights era
threatened the survival of the entire Jewish community in the United States because
they refused to acknowledge that Jews had survived over millennia by not making
themselves conspicuous” (p. 12). Weinberger believed that Jews continued—at least
into the 1960s when he wrote his opinions—to be vulnerable outcasts. What was
allowable for others was still not allowable for Jews. This he believed was the case in
the United States as it had been in Nazi Germany: “The sad reality is that Jews simply
cannot speak their minds, openly and honestly, without jeopardizing their lives” (p.
14).
Speaking as both a researcher and as a Jew, to restate what I acknowledged in
Chapter 1 of this study, I too have a certain trepidation over bringing to light data that
might not be especially flattering to Jews and, by extension, the Jewish community. On
one level, however important I feel this study to be, I am under no illusion that it will
undermine the collective security of American Jews. On another level, however, I hold
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onto the fear that I am exposing “family” secrets, which could negatively impact and
place Jews at increased risk.
The majority of the participants, non-Orthodox and Orthodox alike, in the
current study were not reluctant to express themselves in frank terms. A few did,
however, discussed either their own or their families’ concerns and fears over publicly
expressing negative opinions about other groups.
I was sometimes amazed, though, by participants’ sharing of opinions on issues
around “race” and “race” relations that were not particularly flattering to either
themselves or their family members. I had not anticipated the degree of candor on the
record that I received.
Why then were participants forthcoming during our interview sessions? I can
only speculate. One reason was that the vast majority of at least non-Orthodox
participants had a genuine interest in improving relations between African Americans
and Jews. Actually, most had an interest in improving relations between Jews and all
other communities of color. Participants, therefore, put their issues directly on the
table.
I would further speculate that for those whose social identities were informed by
the reality of the state of Israel, though this was not directly expressed, I perceived they
felt powerless to act in solving the on-going mired conflict in the Middle East. They felt
they could, however, work to ease tensions at home between Jews and other social
identity groups, most notably African Americans. Also, I believe I created a degree of
“safety” for participants honestly to express their opinions on the topic under
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investigation in a process that would not violate their anonymity. Specifically for some
of the younger participants, the interview process afforded them the opportunity to
brainstorm and test ideas they might have considered previously but not actively
articulated.
The Orthodox Hasidic participants were also forthcoming for some of the
reasons I outlined. There was, however, one additional factor that made this so.
Though they were trained to question, ponder, interrogate, and analyze their sacred
texts and ancient precepts, nonetheless, their faith, and by extension their identity, was
built on an unshakable foundation from which they did not swerve. It was incredible,
though not surprising, how similar were the responses from the Orthodox Hasidic
participants. Without hesitation, embarrassment, doubt, or apparent self-censure, they
asserted their opinions and feelings forthrightly, though on occasion I felt a bit
arrogantly. I experienced a sense of both admiration and intimidation over the way they
presented their firmly-held convictions. I could surmise that their presentation might be
perceived negatively by members of other cultures who are not familiar with their
styles of communication and theological foundations on which their lives are based.
Wide Social Distance
I was not surprised by the wide social distance separating most of the
participants from African Americans during their early youth and continuing through
their lives. I would assert that this is the case as well for white Gentiles. The
segregation reported by the Kerner Commission back in 1968, and the differing
“languages of race” discussed by Blauner (1992) are evident today as well.
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Jews as everyone in the United States are raised in a racist environment from
which very few, if any, escape. Jews as everyone are not immune to the internalization
of racist notions that enforce the separation from the “Other.” In this regard, I believe a
major factor rests on issues of class where “race” is conflated with class. Participants in
the current study expressed, consciously and unconsciously, class-based stereotypes of
African Americans and often perceived African Americans in class-based terms. This is
reflected in the larger community among Jews and white Gentiles. As African
Americans move into predominately white residential neighborhoods, racist and classist
fears are triggered calling into question the class position of those constructed toward
the “white” side of the racial binary. The question thus becomes for the Jewish and
white Gentile residents: “If African Americans move into my neighborhood, what does
this say about my class position?” Sustained contact between Jews and African
Americans could conceivably improve relations between the groups depending on the
quality of that contact and on the condition that the groups come together as equals.
Another factor, or possibly a more primary factor, however, is in operation for
some Jews, especially those deeply connected to their faith and cultural traditions. As
expressed by some of the participants, with increased assimilation and interfaith
marriage, Jewish traditions, and indeed the Jewish people, are in decline. As with any
group, especially minorities in terms of relative numbers, maintaining internal
consistency is achieved at the expense of sustained interaction outside the group. This is
also the case between subgroupings within a larger group.
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I anticipated the enormous chasm separating the Orthodox Hasidic and nonOrthodox participants of this study. In fact, this divide appeared greater than the one
separating participants from African Americans. Each “side” (Orthodox and nonOrthodox) perceived itself as constituting an “ingroup” and viewed the other as an
“outgroup” (Sumner, 1906). This “virtual m/ragroup ethnocentrism” (as I am calling
it) is in keeping with Langman’s (1995) findings:
I]t is essential to understand the antagonisms that exist among the
different groups. The main antagonism seems to exist between the
Orthodox and non-Orthodox groups (although fierce differences can
occur within either side of this boundary). A non-Orthodox family may
react with horror if a son or daughter decides to become Orthodox or
Hasidic: this may be seen as equivalent to joining a cult. An Orthodox
family may react with horror if a son or daughter decides to leave
orthodoxy; this may be seen as spiritual death (Langman, 1995).
Biological Sex
I anticipated more variability in responses between the sexes. I based this
expectation on my perceptions that most of the conflicts in the history of African
American and Jewish relations existed between primarily African American and Jewish
males, and on my own university campus between African American and Jewish male
student leaders. Significant differences in the current study between female and male
responses/perceptions, however, were not evident.
Regarding the visible difference in conflict on my college campus, possibly
females felt similarly to the males but either did not speak out publicly or were pushed
to the sidelines by the males. Possibly because of differing gender socialization, females
employed less publicly visible confrontational strategies. In terms of similarities
between females and males in the current study, it was possible that gender
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socialization regarding discussion focusing on “race” had narrowed more than I had
anticipated. I wonder whether they would have replicated or diverged from the
differences I observed between males and females on my college campus if participants
translated discussion into action.
Causes of Conflict
During the interview process, I asked participants the question: “What have
been the issues connecting and separating African Americans and Jewish Americans?”
Without any further prompting on my part, regarding issues separating the groups,
participants generated categories that virtually paralleled the four-level conflict theory
taxonomy that I constructed in my literature review in Chapter 2 of this study. The four
general categories participants generated were: 1. competition for economic resources
and acknowledgment for past suffering (equivalent to “Realistic Group Conflict
Theory” in my taxonomy), 2. jealousy and mistrust (“Sociopsychological Factors” as
well as the subdivision in my taxonomy “Relative Deprivation Theory”), 3. opposing
points of view and perspectives emanating from issues of differing social identities
(“Social Identity Theory”), and 4. conflicting cultural values and communication styles
(“Cross-Cultural Styles in Conflict”).
Strategies That Can Create Further Tensions
I found some of the strategies suggested by participants to bring Jews and
African Americans closer together as potentially having the opposite effect of
exacerbating tensions. First, the strategy of “dialogue” is one in which many Jews feel
very comfortable. Dialogue is important to Jews, possibly more so than many other
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groups. For example, many blacks are more concerned with “action,” and they
sometimes do not consider “dialogue” itself to be a form of action. For example, 49-FC had a “passion through the text and words and arguing and interpreting, as a part of
the way you did things, and the stance you took to language added to text and so on....”
This “passion,” however, often is a cause of conflict between Jews and members of
other cultures—for example, African Americans who might see this as insulting, or
even “patronizing.”
In addition, when participants suggested such strategies as “find[ing]
commonalities,” looking for “things that are in common,” “forget[ing] the
differences,” and “overlook, overlook” our differences, on the surface, this might seem
like good advice. These suggestions, however, can also be viewed as attempts by Jews
to discount social group differences, and even to downplay the saliency of “race” and
the experiences of people of color affected by racism. Also, since Ashkenazim
relatively recently have been assigned to the “white” side of the ethnoracial continuum
(Brodkin, 1998), these suggestions did not take into consideration Jewish relative white
privilege. It actually denied this privilege and in turn restricted their ability to walk in
the shoes of another and to understand others’ experiences.
Post-African American and Jewish Relations
A number of participants posited that we must expand the discussion and the
focus. They implied that we have entered what I am calling a “Post-African American
and Jewish American Era. ” I believe nothing confirmed this perception more than 20F-C/R who was representative of many of the younger participants in the current study.
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It is, indeed, significant that even though at the time of our interview sessions,
she was the President of the Jewish Student Union at her university, she had little or no
familiarity with tensions on campus between past members of her organization and
members of the campus Black Student Union. These incidents occurred as little as two
or three years prior to her arrival on campus. It is true that many (if not most) student
groups experience enormous turn-over in their membership every few years. In
addition, most do not maintain adequate archival documentation recording their
histories. Moreover, I contend that a large number of people in the United States,
possibly the majority, of all age categories, have only a rudimentary understanding of
and interest in history. Nonetheless, I believe that if the issue of campus African
American and Jewish student relations had been of importance to members of the
Jewish Student Union at this university, the President of this organizations would have
had some basic knowledge and understanding of events on campus in the not-so-distant
past. She, however, did not.
In this regard, I propose that one of the benefits of having an ethnoracial
assignment toward the “white” side of the binary is not having to think about issues of
“race,” or, at least one’s own “race.” The concept of “race” held little saliency for
most of the participants in the current study. The vast differences between African
Americans and Jews in the degree to which they hold “race” salient to their identities
have created major obstacles in the history of African American and Jewish relations.
I believe, too, that the current generation of college-age students is calling into
question past paradigms and frameworks related to historical interpretations and even to
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the very construction of social identities. This poststructuralist trend to “deconstruct”
discourses of knowledge I believe has extended to the field of intergroup relations. As
we deconstruct identities, what then will become the terms of the discussion? Are there
those who will continue to be privileged and others disempowered, at least in the short
term, by this trend? How will this bode for the future of African American and Jewish
relations? How will this bode for the future of “race” relations generally? How will
“race” itself be defined or constructed? Or are these theoretical deconstructions merely
academic exercises that will hold no practical application to the lived experiences of
real people? I am certainly not a sage, and I can only raise these questions, some of
which I have been asked myself by the current generation of college students. The
answers will only come with time.
Conclusions
U.S. Jews (at least Ashkenazim) can be considered “bicultural.” From their past
vantage points simultaneously from the margins as well as toward the center, Jews and
“Jewishness” became a sort of “middle” status, “standing somewhere between the
dominant position of the white majority and the marginal position of people of color”
(Biale, Galchinsky, and Heschel, 1998, p. 5). In other words, Jews have a sort of
“insider/outsider” status. And this change in Jewish ethnoracial assignment has
occurred only within the last 50 or so years. As Adams and Bracy (2000) stated, Jews
may constitute “a race bending ‘white’ category of people who are still considered by
some to be ‘not quite white’” (p. BIO).
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Many Jews can make choices about when, how, where, or whether to reveal
their Jewish identities. Thus, if they choose not to reveal themselves, others may
mistake them for someone other than Jewish. This distinction is important because
while many Jews may assimilate into the larger “white” society, many African
Americans do not have this option. For Jews, the “privilege” of not identifying as
Jewish and, therefore, accepting the benefits of whiteness (including gaining access to
resources) sets up a dynamic between others, such as those of African heritage, who are
not routinely accorded this access. From the outside, this may appear to be an easy
anecdote to discrimination for Jews. Yet, many Jews often pay a high price of
relinquishing their Jewish cultural traditions and identity (at least, outside of Jewish
community circles). The reality is that some Jews still feel that they must be on guard
against anti-Semitism, never knowing whom to trust.
Considering this “middle” position, for Ashkenazim to develop better relations
with individuals and organizations representing other ethnoracial groups, it is important
for them to acknowledge and take responsibility for the relative privileges they have by
dint of their ethnoracial assignment toward the “white” side of the currently-constructed
“racial” divide. Paradoxically, it is possible that now is the time for Jews to move
simultaneously toward a narrower as well as a broader focus. They can take a narrower
focus by reflecting inward and among themselves to look at issues of Jewish identity on
the individual and communal levels. They can also investigate issues of “white”
privilege and racism within their communities, and look at the benefits as well as the
costs of assimilation and acculturation into a “mainstream” culture. They can take a
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broader focus by examining their relationships with members of communities of color
as well as with white Gentiles.
Again considering this Jewish “middle” position, it is important for non-Jews to
realize that this “racial” divide (this binary) is itself a social construction and one that
does not adequately take into consideration the collective history and psychic memory
of the Jewish people. As Melanie Kaye/Kantrowitz (1992) asserted:
The truth is, Jews complicate things. Jewish is both a distinct category
and an overlapping one....The problem is a polarization of white and
color that excludes us (emphasis in original).
The very categories of “Judaism” and “Jew” (and many other “ethnoracial” categories
as well) confound and call into question the very existence of this binary by exposing its
intrinsic flaws as well as its inherent oppressive nature in setting up a hierarchy of
privilege. For as Karen Brodkin (1998) contended, I believe correctly:
I am suggesting that this construction of race almost is the American
construction of class, that capitalism as an economic organization in the
United States is racially structured (p. 76).
I have some suggestions to improve relations between African Americans and
Jews on a general level as well as specifically in the field of education. In making these
recommendations, I tend to side both with the participants of the current study who
looked specifically at improving relations between these two groups as well as
expanding the focus to include larger parameters of intergroup relations.
For educators and school administrators, counselors, policy makers, mediation
specialists, business managers, community activists, and others working to bring
together diverse populations, it is important to conceptualize and implement alternative
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paradigms to the current “racial” binary (with “persons of color” on one side and
“white” on the other). They also need to look outside the box of the social identity
binary with “targets” (sometimes called “minorities”) in one distinct category and
“agents” (sometimes called “dominant groups”) in another category. Some of us in
social justice education use these paradigms. Though I am not advocating totally
abandoning them, I am, however, suggesting that we need to look beyond these
conceptualizations in developing a greater nuanced understanding of social identities
and a greater “cultural competency” between and among groups.
Specifically in the field of education, I encourage the continuation where they
exist, and the creation where they currently do not exist of what has been termed
“diversity” courses as part of students’ general education requirements. These courses,
which delve into the complexities and realities of differing social identities, aid students
in their understanding of self and others. For example, our course, Education 210,
Social Diversity in Education at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst,
emphasizes issues of social identity, social and cultural diversity, and societal
manifestations of the ways in which some groups are privileged while others are
disempowered. Other courses revolve around dialogue between and among students of
differing social identities coming together as equals. Specific courses focusing on the
relationships between African Americans and Jews also can be implemented. Other
courses can focus more specifically on history and culture (e.g. African American
Studies, Jewish Studies, Asian Studies, Latino/a Studies, Native American Studies,
Irish Studies, European Studies, African American and Jewish History, Women s
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Studies, Gender Studies, Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender, or “Queer” Studies,
and many others). In addition, new theoretical disciplines are ascending within the
academy, for example, Post-Colonialism, Post-Structuralism, and others.
Issues of diversity should also be formally and permanently integrated into
existing courses across the disciplines. Speakers on topics of diversity should be
brought to campus on a regular basis. Some could address in particular the often
tangled history between Jews and African Americans. Visiting scholar positions should
be created and supported on a continuing basis. College and university libraries should
increase their holding of books, periodicals, and computer networking systems on
issues focusing on diversity. Campus facilities should be available for regional and
national conferences to address these issues as well.
A number of colleges and universities also maintain staffed offices—for
example, “Office for Diversity,” “Multicultural Office,” “ALANA (African, Latino/a,
Asian, Native American) Office,” “Office of Jewish Affairs,” “LGBT (Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender) Office,” etc. In addition, there are student-run offices, for
example, “Black Student Union,” “Latino/a Student Union,” “Asian Student Union,”
“LGBT Student Organization,” and many others. It is important for these groups to
create and maintain an archive documenting their histories.
While needs differ greatly at each institution of higher education, it is clear that
for many, a critically important and invaluable resource is a campus-based center with
paid administrators, staff, and resources around issues of diversity.
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To connect the university with the community in which it resides, it is important
to invite community members to attend campus diversity events as participants, guests,
and event leaders and facilitators.
Implications for Further Research
One participant in particular, 49-F-C, was taught in the home of her youth a
communication style emphasizing rapid-fire argumentation as a form of expression and
sociability. Researchers such as Heilman (1976), Kirshenblatt-Gimblett (1974, 1975),
Schiffrin (1984), and Tannen (1981, 1984) have described this as a particularly Eastern
European heritage working-class Jewish American communication style. In this regard,
on April 30, 2000, I saw Rabbi David Wolper, author of Making Loss Matter on a
CSPAN-2 television program taped on April 30, 2000 at the Los Angeles Times
Festival of Books, in which he made the statement: “For Jews, listening is waiting.”
The audience laughed in recognition of his meaning that Jews often interrupt when
others are speaking. This supposed “communication style” might add to the crosscultural tensions between Jews and African Americans. It is a style that could easily be
interpreted as rude and possibly condescending by people from other cultures.
I was particularly struck, however, by something two of the participants of the
current study expressed. 55-F-R claimed that she had a “shtetl-like” upbringing with
her parents psychologically never leaving Eastern Europe. Her mother was born in
Lithuania, and her father, though born in the United States, was literally conceived in
Russia. In addition, 46-F-Re emphasized that the American Jewish cultural traditions
and feelings she experienced in her youth living in the Lower East Side of New York
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City no longer existed in New York City, and I would add, anywhere else in the United
States. These traditions stemmed from an immigrant, primarily working-class urban
culture. In this regard, I believe that one of the principal costs of Jewish assimilation is
a true loss of Yiddishkeit—a culture of Eastern European immigrants, which includes a
sense of communal culture, community, and belonging.
Keeping in mind the ever-evolving construction of Jewish culture and identity, I
would, therefore, question the current validity of earlier studies, especially those
focusing on “Jewish” communication styles, as well as those looking at Jewish political
and social patterns.
First, studies looking at Jewish styles of communication were limited to
primarily urban Northeast Coast study subjects. There have been ongoing and rapid
dispersions of Jews from Northeast Coast urban centers to locales throughout the
U.S.—locales with small or relatively non-existent Jewish communities. There have
been higher rates of interfaith marriages2. Jews have assimilated to a greater extent into
“mainstream” culture. Younger Jews experience relatively fewer overt acts of
discrimination directed against them and their communities than did their parents and
grandparents. Jews are converting to other faiths. Taking these factors into account,
therefore, can we still talk about a “Jewish communication style” and a general “Jewish
liberalism.” In fact, Glaser (1997) speculated that as Jews increasingly loose ties to
their Judaism and their Jewish communities, they will become less socially and
politically progressive.
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Possible directions for further study would be to update the research on
communication styles within various ethnoracial groups, including Jews as well as
between Jews and people of other cultures. Also, further study could investigate Jewish
political attitudes and voting patterns. These studies need to consider the variables of
geographic location, religious affiliation, adherence to cultural traditions, psychological
and physical distance from immigrant roots, and intergenerational and other factors.
In addition, the media often transforms controversy and controversial events and
leaders from relative obscurity to national (even global) recognition. In terms of
intergroup conflict generally, and more specifically Jewish and African American
conflict, an important direction would be to investigate the media’s role in framing the
issues, contributing to or exacerbating the conflict, or aiding in the resolution of
intergroup tensions.
In Chapter 1 of the current study, I referenced scholar and activist bell hooks
(1995) who asserted that, “...white supremacy relies on the maintenance of antiblack
racism and anti-Semitism, hence there will never be a time when these two struggles
will not be connected” (p. 237). Further research can test her theory to determine
whether this continues to be the case or whether it was a mere reflection of the times in
which she lived and wrote. Will African American and Jewish relations continue to
reflect in microscopic perspective larger “race” relations in this country, or will this
one day be viewed as a bygone era and relegated primarily to the purview of historical
inquiry. One can only speculate.
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ENDNOTES
1. Here I am using Karen Brodkin’s (1998) terms. “Ethnoracial” is a term combining “ethnicity” with
“race.” “Ethnoracial assignment” refers to the ways in which an individual’s or group’s ethnic or racial
classification(s) is defined by the prevailing dominant culture at any given time. “Ethnoracial identity”
refers to the ways in which an individual’s or group’s ethnic or racial classification is defined by the
individual or group in question. Often, ethnoracial assignments and ethnoracial identities dynamically
impact one another.
2. In 1957, 3.5 percent of all Jews married non-Jews. By the 1980s, Jews married non-Jews as often as
they married Jews.
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APPENDIX A
GUIDING QUESTIONS

Interview #1
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I would like to hear about your childhood growing Up as a Jew. Can you describe
when you first become aware of being a Jew?
Did Judaism play a part in your upbringing, and if so, how?
Did you hear anything about the German Holocaust? The state of Israel?
Now I would like to ask you to describe your class background growing up? What
were some expressions of that class background? How would you define your class
status today?
Thinking back over your life, can you remember any times when you felt different
in any way from other people? Please tell me about those times.
Can you tell me about a time when there was a difference of opinion or conflict in
your family? How was it shown and dealt with?
When was the first time you were aware of human “racial” differences? Please tell
me about that time.
Describe some examples of when you noticed that you were a member of a certain
“race.”
Describe what you have heard from other Jews about “racial” differences.
More specifically, describe what you have heard from other Jews about African
Americans.
Tell me about any situations or interactions you have with African Americans?
What have you read or heard in the media about African Americans and Jews, and
how did you respond?

Interview #2
•
•
•
•
•

•

Does your understanding of African Americans today fit with what you were
taught?
Have your relations with African American changed over the years? If so, how?
How would you describe the state of Jewish/African American relations?
What have been the issues connecting and separating African Americans and Jewish
Americans?
I’ve reviewed the literature on African American and Jewish American relations,
and I’ve noticed that there seems to be more conflict between Jews from Orthodox
religious backgrounds than from secular backgrounds? Do you believe this, and if
so, why do you think is it so?
I’ve also noticed that, with some notable exceptions, many Jews who took and
continue to take part in progressive social movements, like the Civil Rights
movement, come from Jewish secular and not from religious backgrounds. Do you
believe this, and if so, why do you think it is so?
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•

What were the obstacles getting in the way of Jews historically becoming involved
in civil rights and anti-slavery movements?

•

Should Jews still look at African American/Jewish American relations today? Is it
still important? If so, why:
A. in relation to Jews?
B. in relation to African Americans?
C. in relation to anti-Semitism?
D. in relation to racism?
E. in relation to the larger society?
What would you consider to be an example of anti-Semitism coming from African
Americans?
Is there anything that African Americans can say about Jews that Jews wouldn’t
consider anti-Semitic?
What would you consider to be an example of racism coming from Jews?
Can Jews be racist as other whites appear to be racist?
Can Jewish Americans take the perspective(s) of an African American(s)? Can they
see that the perspective(s) is different?
In my research, I have discovered that there is a substantial amount of studies
conducted by Jewish organizations looking at the attitudes of African Americans
about Jews, and relatively few studies by these organizations looking at Jewish
attitudes of African Americans, specifically in terms of Jewish anti-black racism.
Why do you think there are numerically more funding of surveys looking at African
American attitudes toward Jews by Jewish organizations? Why is there little funding
looking at Jewish anti-black racism? Racism in general? Is there anything you know
of that looks at racism in the Jewish community?
Do you think this topic of Jewish racism makes Jews nervous? Why?
How does the conflict between African Americans and Jews play out in Jews’
understanding of themselves?
I have also read in the literature about the process by which American Jews of
European heritage were, at various times in history, constructed as being of a
different, “lower” race compared to so-called “Aryan” Europeans, but have since
been defined as “white” in contemporary U.S. society. What are your thoughts
about the notion of Ashkenazic Jews being of a certain race?
Do you believe that Ashkenazic Jews have certain “white skin privileges” that
African American don’t have?
Do you think Ashkenazic Jews bear any responsibility for their white skin privilege?
For their racism? For the conflict between Jews and African Americans?
Would you like to see anything done to improve Jewish and African American
relations at this college? In this community? In the larger society? If so, what?
Are there any values to forming coalitions? If so, what are they?

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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APPENDIX B
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
My name is Warren J. Blumenfeld, and I am a doctoral candidate in the Social Justice
Education Program at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. I am proposing to
undertake a study looking at African American and Jewish American relations from a
Jewish perspective for my doctoral dissertation and possibly also for future academic
journal publication. I am seeking participants of Ashkenazic Jewish heritage to
participate in my study.
Your participation in this study will consist of being interviewed twice for
approximately one and one-half hours each, for a total time commitment of
approximately 3 hours. With your permission, the interviews will be audio taped and
transcribed. I will also, with your permission, take written notes during the interview.
I am committed to maintaining anonymity and confidentiality in this study. I will use
participants’ initials throughout the interview transcriptions, and in all write-ups, I will
use pseudonyms. I will also delete all identifying characteristics that are not crucial to
your story related to the focus of the study. I will also guarantee that any and all
information you divulge both within and outside of the interview setting, which you
represent as “off the record,” will, indeed, stay off the record. I may use the services
of a professional transcriber to transcribe the tapes. This person will agree not to break
the confidentiality of participants.
Since issues around this topic of inquiry touch at the core of human experience, you
will be asked to dig deeply into your background, which, in turn, may tap into strong
emotions. It is hoped that through participation in this project, you will gain insights
into the topic area. Your comfort and safety are always key concerns. If you choose to
volunteer for this study, therefore, you maintain the right to withdraw for any reason at
any time, without the need to justify your decision to the researcher.
The results of this study will be written up as my doctoral dissertation, will be shared
with my dissertation committee, and will be considered a public document housed in the
W. E. B. DuBois library at the University of Massachusetts. In addition, some of the
materials from this study may be reproduced for publication in professional journals.
I appreciate you giving time to this study, and I feel it will make a significant
contribution to our understanding of intergroup relations. If you have any questions,
please
feel
free
to
contact
me
at
(413)
585-9121
or
e-mail:
blumenfeld@educ.umass.edu. You may also wish to contact my committee chairperson,
Dr. Pat Griffin, at (413) 545-0211.
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Thank you.
Warren J. Blumenfeld
Date
Please sign below if you are willing to participate in the research project outlined
above:
Signature_Date__
Print Name
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